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Résumé : La	vapeur	d’eau	est	un	composant	mi-
neur	dans	l’atmosphère	de	Mars,	mais	elle	joue	
un	rôle	significatif	dans	la	formation	du	climat	
actuel	de	la	planète.	L’eau	était	autrefois	beau-
coup	plus	abondante,	ce	qui	se	traduit	ajourd’hui	
par	des	caractéristiques	telles	que	des	lits	de	ri-
vières	asséchées,	des	canaux	d’écoulement	et	des	
minéraux	hydratés,	suscitant	ainsi	des	re-
cherches	approfondies	sur	sa	disparition.	La	va-
peur	d’eau	atmosphérique	a	été	largement	sur-
veillée	et	étudiée	au	cours	des	dernières	décen-
nies,	et	la	plupart	de	ses	caractéristiques	chi-
miques	et	dynamiques	sont	désormais	connues.	
Cependant,	l’une	des	rares	difficultés	restantes	
concerne	sa	distribution	verticale.	Des	missions	
telles	que	Mars	Express,	MAVEN	et	ExoMars	
Trace	gas	Orbiter	ont	ouvert	une	nouvelle	ère	
dans	les	études	de	profils	verticaux	de	l’eau,	four-
nissant	des	informations	précieuses.	Cependant,	
l’accès	à	la	partie	la	plus	basse	de	l’atmosphère	
est	resté	limité.	La	vapeur	d’eau	est	généra-
lement	supposée	avoir	une	distribution	uniforme	
en	dessous	de	la	couche	de	condensation	des	
nuages,	mais	certaines	mesures	remettent	en	
question	cette	hypothèse,	suggérant	un	profil	
plus	complexe	près	de	la	surface	où	les	échanges	
entre	le	régolithe	et	l’atmosphère	pourraient	
jouer	un	rôle.	Le	principal	travail	de	cette	thèse	
est	lié	à	la	vapeur	d’eau,	avec	pour	objectif	
l’étude	de	la	teneur	en	eau	près	de	la	surface	
dans	un	contexte	saisonnier	et	géographique.	
Pour	cela,	nous	avons	exploré	deux	techniques	
non	conventionnelles	:	une	méthode	de	synergie	
spectrale	appliquée	aux	observations	au	nadir,	et	
des	observations	spectroscopiques	infrarouges	
de	surface.	Cette	thèse	contient	également	un	
chapitre	sur	la	météo	spatiale	martienne,	qui	
présente	des	travaux	secondaires	menés	tout	au	
long	de	cette	thèse.		

La	synergie	spectrale	utilise	des	spectres	infra-
rouges	proches	et	thermiques	provenant	re-	
spectivement	du	SPICAM	et	du	PFS	sur	Mars	Ex-
press.	La	vapeur	d’eau	est	récupérée	simul-
tanément	à	partir	des	deux	bandes	spectrales,	et		

comme	ces	deux	intervalles	de	longueurs	
d’onde	ont	sensibles	à	des	régions	altitudinales	
atmosphériques	distinctes,	le	degré	de	liberté	
accru	qui	en	résulte	permet	d’obtenir	des	infor-
mations	sur	la	distribution	verticale.	La	syner-
gie	a	été	appliquée	à	près	de	200	000	observa-
tions	co-localisées,	échantillonnées	sur	environ	
huit	années	martiennes.	Des	climatologies	
composites	d’abondances	de	colonne	très	
précises	et	de	profils	verticaux	ont	été	ras-
semblées.	Les	abondances	de	colonne	s’accor-
daient	avec	les	études	précédentes,	mais	les	
résultats	présentaient	des	différences	significa-
tives	avec	la	base	de	données	climatiques	de	
Mars,	autant	pour	les	abondances	de	colonne	
que	la	distribution	verticale.	Le	pic	de	sublima-
tion	printanier	a	été	observé	comme	moins	ex-
trême	et	son	apparition	était	plus	tardive	par	
rapport	au	modèle.	Le	confinement	vertical	est	
observé	comme	étant	plus	fort	par	rapport	au	
modèle	dans	presque	toutes	les	saisons	et	lati-
tudes,	et	la	distribution	est	rarement	uniforme.	
Le	confinement	en	fonction	de	la	saison	et	de	la	
latitude	a	été	étudié	en	détail,	et	un	comporte-
ment	de	type	ondulation	latitudinale	a	été	
découvert.	 

Pour	 les	 observations	 de	 surface,	 nous	 util-	
isons	 le	spectromètre	 infrarouge	de	SuperCam	
sur	 le	 rover	 Perseverance,	 et	 réalisons	 des	
mesures	dites	"passives	du	ciel".	AR 	ce	jour,	nous	
avons	 effectué	 64	 observations	 régulières	 sur	
une	année	martienne.	Dans	la	technique	du	ciel	
passif,	 des	 spectres	 infrarouges	 sont	 acquis	 à	
deux	 angles	 d’élévation	 puis	 rationnés	 afin	
d’éliminer	les	effets	continus	et	instrumentaux.	
Le	spectre	résultant	est	principalement	sensible	
à	 l’atmosphère	 en	 dessous	 de	 15	 km	 et	 peut	
donc	 sonder	 directement	 des	 altitudes	 peu	
accessibles	depuis	l’orbite.	Nous	présentons	ici	
les	 progrès	 réalisés	 en	 matière	 de	 traitement	
des	données	et	de	développement	d’un	outil	de	
récupération.	Un	modèle	direct	 et	une	 routine	
de	 minimisation	 ont	 été	 composés	 et	 sont	 en	
cours	de	test	et	de	d’amélioration. 
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Abstract : Water	vapor	is	a	minor	species	in	the	
atmosphere	of	Mars,	yet	it	has	played	and	still	
plays	a	significant	role	in	shaping	the	climate	of	
the	planet.	Water	was	once	much	more	abun-	
dant,	evident	today	from	features	such	as	dry	riv-
erbeds,	outflow	channels	and	hydrated	min-	
erals,	prompting	extensive	research	into	its	dis-	
appearance.	Atmospheric	water	vapor	has	been	
monitored	and	studied	extensively	in	the	past	
decades,	and	most	of	its	chemical	and	dynam-	
ical	behaviors	are	now	known.	One	of	the	few	re-
maining	challenges	is	related	to	its	vertical	dis-	
tribution.	Missions	like	Mars	Express,	MAVEN,	
and	the	ExoMars	Trace	gas	Orbiter	ushered	in	a	
new	era	in	water	vertical	profile	studies	and	
have	all	provided	valuable	insights,	but	access	to	
the	lowest	part	of	the	atmosphere	has	remained	
limited.	Water	vapor	is	commonly	assumed	to	
have	a	uniform	distribution	below	the	cloud	con-
densation	layer,	but	some	measurements	are	
challenging	this	view,	suggesting	a	more	com-	
plex	profile	near	the	surface,	where	regolith-at-
mosphere	exchanges	might	be	present.	 

The	main	work	of	this	thesis	is	related	to	water	
vapor,	with	the	objective	of	investigating	the	
near-surface	water	content	in	both	a	seasonal	
and	geographical	context.	To	do	this,	we	have	ex-
plored	two	unconventional	infrared	spectro-
scopic	techniques;	a	spectral	synergy	method	ap-
plied	to	nadir	observations,	and	surface	observa-
tions.	This	thesis	also	contains	one	chapter	about	
Martian	space	weather,	which	contains	a	collec-
tion	of	smaller	projects	conducted	throughout	
the	duration	of	this	PhD.	 

The	spectral	synergy	uses	near-	and	thermal-in-
frared	spectra	from	SPICAM	and	PFS	respectively	
on	Mars	Express.	Water	vapor	is	retrieved	simul-
taneously	from	both	spectral	bands,	and	since	
these	two	wavelength	intervals	are	sensitive	to	
separate	altitude	regions,	the	resulting	increased	 

degree	of	freedom	allows	information	on	the	
vertical	distribution	to	be	gained.	The	synergy	
was	applied	to	almost	200	000	co-located	ob-
servations,	sampled	across	roughly	eight	Mars	
year.	Composite	climatologies	of	very	accurate	
column	abundances	and	vertical	profiles	were	
assembled.	The	column	abundances	were	in	
good	agreement	with	previous	studies,	but	the	
results	exhibited	some	significant	differences	
from	the	Mars	Climate	Database,	both	with	re-
spect	to	the	column	abundances	and	the	verti-
cal	distribution.	The	spring	sublimation	peak	
was	observed	to	be	less	extreme,	and	the	subli-
mation	onset	occurred	later	than	the	model.	
The	vertical	confinement	is	observed	to	be	
stronger	compared	to	the	model	at	almost	all	
seasons	and	latitudes,	and	the	distribution	is	
rarely	uniform.	The	confinement	as	a	function	
of	season	and	latitude	was	studied	in	details,	
and	a	latitudinal	wave-like	behavior	was	dis-
covered	in	both	hemispheres,	as	well	as	a	pre-
vailing	double-layer	structure	in	the	northern	
hemisphere.	 

For	the	surface	observations,	we	make	use	of	
the	infrared	spectrometer	part	of	SuperCam	on	
the	Perseverance	rover,	and	conduct	so-called	
passive	sky	measurements.	To	date,	we	have	
64	observations	taken	regularly	across	one	
Martian	year.	In	the	passive	sky	technique,	in-	
frared	spectra	are	acquired	at	two	elevation	
angles	and	then	ratioed	in	order	to	remove	
continuum	and	instrumental	effects.	The	re-
sulting	spectrum	is	mainly	sensitive	to	the	at-
mosphere	below	15km,	and	can	therefore	di-
rectly	probe	altitudes	rarely	accessible	from	
orbit.	Here	we	outline	the	progress	made	so	far	
regarding	data	processing	and	the	develop-
ment	of	a	retrieval	pipeline.	A	forward	model	
and	minimization	routine	has	been	developed,	
and	is	currently	undergoing	testing	and	further	
maturing.	 
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Introduction

Mars has incited a special kind of excitement in me for as long as I can remember. The initial thrill
probably came from it being right there, easily recognizable in the night sky, seemingly almost close
enough to touch. It is truthfully closer than most planetary objects, which obviously makes it easier
to explore than more distant ones, resulting in me hearing of it more frequently when growing up. I
was 10 years old when Mars Express was inserted into orbit, and when Spirit and Opportunity landed
on Mars. I grew up watching documentaries about them on TV, and it was more fascinating than
anything I’d ever seen. As an air-breathing human vulnerable to radiation, I am inherently curious
about atmospheres and their interactions with the space environment. This curiosity has guided all
my educational choices, and before I knew it my dream of Mars was within reach.

I am of course far from unique; Mars has captured humanity’s fascination for centuries, inspiring
legends and myths in dozens of cultures across the world since ancient times. It continues to be the
source of inspiration for great science fiction, and is currently the object of focus for the next step in
human space exploration.

The detailed study of Mars and its atmosphere started in the 1960s with the Soviet Union and the
USA both launching spacecraft towards the red planet. The effort was reinvigorated in the 1990s, and
since then Mars has had a continuous presence of operational orbiters, landers and rovers. A plethora
of evidence suggests Mars was once a very different planet than today, with a much denser atmosphere
and liquid water flowing on the surface. The work to unravel what processes governed this dramatic
change is still an ongoing effort. Discrepancies between various models and measurements reveal
that our overall picture of the atmospheric composition, dynamics and evolution is understood well,
yet gaps in our knowledge remain, and new questions arise with every discovery.

Atmospheric water vapor is in particular an intriguing trace species considering Mars’ signifi-
cantly wetter past. It was first discovered in 1963 from a ground-based observatory here on Earth
(Spinrad et al., 1963), and has since been measured extensively from both Martian orbit and surface
(e.g. Jakosky and Farmer (1982); Smith (2002); Tamppari et al. (2010). Along with the annual cycles
of CO2 and dust, the water cycle is one of the three main cycles that define the current Mars climate.
At present, the annual cycle of water vapor column density is fairly well understood; countless obser-
vations of water vapor from orbit in nadir viewing geometry has provided a wealth of column density
measurements. A few data points from the Martian surface provide constraints about the near-surface
environment, yet the vertical distribution of water vapor eluded the scientific community for a long
time.

When Mars Express arrived in December 2003, the capability of performing solar and stellar
occultations were present at Mars for the first time. With this technique, the vertical profiles of atmo-
spheric species could finally be resolved, and profiles of water vapor were measured between roughly
15-50 km (Fedorova et al., 2009). This new capability helped revolutionize the view of supersatura-
tion in the Martian atmosphere, yet one piece of the puzzle was still missing; the very near-surface
water vapor distribution. This region has remained unreachable even with more advanced solar oc-
cultation instrumentation from the more recent ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter satellite.

In an effort to shed light on lowest part of the atmosphere, two methods were explored; firstly,
a spectral synergy method developed for Earth observation was applied to Mars. We used infrared
spectrometers on Mars Express (now one of the oldest spacecraft that are still operational) to obtain
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novel insights into the near-surface vertical distribution of water vapor. Using such a veteran of a
spacecraft also provided us with a data set covering almost two decades, corresponding to approxi-
mately 10 Martian years. Secondly, we developed a water vapor retrieval scheme for the SuperCam
infrared spectrometer on the M2020 Perseverance rover, providing a unique perspective on the water
column from ground, with high sensitivity to the bottom layers. Secondly, we use the infrared spec-
trometer SuperCam on the M2020 Perseverance rover to probe water vapor from the Martian surface.
This provides a new perspective on the water column, and the viewing geometry enables particular
sensitivity to the lowest part of the atmosphere. Perseverance has now been on the surface of Mars
for roughly 2.5 years, and have collected a set of about 60 atmospheric measurements.

Questions also remain regarding the photochemical balance of the atmosphere, and studying car-
bon monoxide and oxygen in tandem is providing hints as to how CO2 is recycled in Mars’s atmo-
sphere. CO has been monitored from orbit for quite some time, but again the near-surface environment
eludes observation. The Mars2020 Perseverance rover has for the first time the capability to observe
both CO and O2 at the same time, and here the efforts to retrieve gaseous abundances from infrared
spectroscopic measurements are described in detail. The rover also provides another golden oppor-
tunity; to observe aurora from the surface of another planetary body for the first time. Several types
of auroral phenomena have been detected from orbit, but so far only in the ultraviolet. Perseverance
gives us a chance to capture what aurora looks like to human eyes from the surface of Mars, with
the opportunity to learn more about how common these events are, what conditions are necessary to
facilitate them and if they pose any dangers to surface exploration.

The work in this thesis encompasses studies of the Martian atmosphere from top to bottom from
two perspectives; from orbit and the Martian surface. To unravel the secrets of Mars we require a
variety of techniques and approaches, and I have been lucky enough to explore several.

The thesis is organized in 6 Chapters:

Chapter 1 introduces Mars, the history of humanity’s exploration of it, and presents an overview of
our current knowledge about the planet, with emphasis on its atmosphere and the trace gases water
vapor and carbon monoxide.

Chapter 2 describes the instruments used and the observation techniques that were performed by the
different observatories.

Chapter 3 presents the data processing methods, including a description of the exploration of the data
provided by the SuperCam instrument.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the published results of the near-surface water vapor study, and some further
work performed later.

Chapter 5 describes the atmospheric investigations performed with the SuperCam instrument and
our preliminary retrieval attempts.

Chapter 6 includes several projects related to space weather, and Martian space weather specifically.
It considers the EDAC housekeeping parameter and the results from my energetic particle detection
projects, as well as Martian aurora detection attempts with SuperCam.



Chapter 1

Mars and its atmosphere

Figure 1.1: Image of Mars taken by OSIRIS camera during the voyage of ESA’s Rosetta space-
craft in February 2007. Credit: ESA.

The oldest known records of Mars observations are from Babylonian astronomers during the sec-
ond millennium BC (Sachs, 1974). Through history Mars has been known by many names, common
to them all is a reference to its striking color. The Babylonians themselves named it Nergal, the great
hero, or king of conflict, similar to the Greek and Romans who named it after their god of war (Ares
and Mars respectively), while ancient Egyptian and Chinese names translate to "The red one" and
"The fire star".

At 1.5 astronomical units from the Sun, Mars is the fourth and last rocky planet in our Solar
System, and the second smallest planet, being larger only than Mercury. It has two small moons,
which were both discovered in 1877 by the American Asaph Hall. He named them Phobos and
Deimos, the mythological twin sons of Ares. Both moons are still of uncertain origin, and while
Phobos is so close to Mars that it is expected to either crash into or break apart and form a ring of
debris around the planet within 50 million years, Deimos, which is much smaller and at a greater
distance from Mars, will eventually be cast out into space and become a wandering moon.

Currently Mars has a rotational axis tilt very similar to that of Earth (25° to our 23°), but with no
large moon to stabilize the precession of its obliquity, Mars experiences a highly varying and chaotic
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tilt to its rotational axis. Combined with a more eccentric orbit, Mars has undergone a wide range of
climates throughout its evolution (Laskar et al., 2004; Jakosky and Phillips, 2001).

Mars is a small rocky planet with a radius roughly half that of Earth, yet is a planet of striking sur-
face features, hosting the tallest mountain and the longest, deepest valley in the entire Solar System:
the Olympus Mons volcano and the canyon system of Valles Marineris. Olympus Mons stands 25 km
tall and is 624 km wide at its base, covering a surface area roughly equivalent to the size of Italy, while
Valles Marineris, shown in Figure 1.2, stretches more than 4000 km across the surface, and plummets
down around 7 km at its deepest. This canyon, among several other several features, gave rise to the
misconception that Mars is home to an intelligent species with technological abilities far beyond our
own. The misunderstanding arose from the mistranslated word "canali", which the Italian astronomer
Giovanni Virginio Schiaparelli used to describe the surface features he observed on Mars in 1877.
In 1894, the American astronomer Percival Lowel observed the same structures, and concluded that
these were indeed artificial canals. He mapped hundreds of them, and went on to author several books
about the highly intelligent Martians, thus launching the golden era of Martian science fiction. The
observed canals turned out to be Valles Marineris, and even though it is real enough, the complex
canal structures recorded by Lowel were never confirmed by the scientific community, and were later
proven to be only a product of the confusion with large-scale atmospheric dust phenomena as well as
the human tendency to recognize patterns even where none exist. Nevertheless, this misunderstanding
sparked a global interest in the search for life on Mars, and certainly inspired generations of students
to pursue a career in astronomy.

There might not have been any intelligently made canals on Mars, but the planet’s surface has
clearly been shaped by dynamic processes. There are ample evidence of water-carved geomorphic
features, such as outflow channels, valley networks and lake structures, all of which making H2O a
hugely important species in terms of planetary evolution. Yet liquid water does not exist (at least not
much) on the surface of Mars today, and for water to have flowed freely before, a vastly different
climate mush have persevered at least for some time. A wetter, warmer and denser planet leaves us
with multiple open questions: Where did all the water go? What were the escape mechanisms, and
did life ever exist on Mars? And if so, could we detect traces of it today? These questions drive
the underlying motivation of this thesis; in this work we will focus on atmospheric water vapor and
carbon monoxide.

Figure 1.2: Image mosaic from the Viking orbiter showing the canyon system of Valles Marineris.
The image extends from 0 to 20 degrees latitude south, and from 45 to 102.5 degrees longitude,
with north towards the top. Credit: NASA/JPL/USGS.
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1.1 Mars exploration

For centuries our knowledge of Mars was limited to what was discernible with telescopic observations
from Earth. Galileo was first to observe Mars with a telescope in 1610, and for 350 years ground-
based observations of varying quality dominated the scientific debate, and on occasion spurred ex-
traordinary speculation.

The study of Mars’s atmosphere specifically has only been an ongoing effort for about a century.
Mars’s atmosphere is a tenuous one, and was only confirmed to exist in 1926 (Wright, 1925; Menzel,
1926), before this, it was debated whether or not Mars had any atmosphere at all. Its main constituent
CO2 was detected for the first time in 1947 (Kuiper, 1950), water vapor followed two decades later
(Spinrad et al., 1963), and CO shortly thereafter (Kaplan et al., 1969).

As Mars exploration gained momentum, efforts were made to put measurements into seasonal
context. Martian dates are given in terms of solar longitude (Ls), which describes the orbital position
of Mars with respect to the Sun, see Figure1.3. Ls=0� is defined as Northern Hemisphere (NH) spring
equinox (and Southern Hemisphere (SH) fall equinox), such that Ls=90�, 180�, and 270�, becomes
NH summer solstice, fall equinox, and winter solstice, respectively (Piqueux et al., 2015a). A Martian
day is is denoted "sol", lasts for 24 hours and 39 minutes, and one Martian year consists of 668.6 sols.
Martian months are defined as spanning 30� Ls, and due to the eccentricity of Mars’ orbit, they range
from 46 to 67 sols, with the shortest months near southern summer and perihelion, and consequently
the longest months in northern summer. This system arose in the community early on in the Mars
space probe era, and consensus has remained since.

Figure 1.3: Overview of the Martian year. The equinoxes and solstices are given for the northern
hemisphere. Orbital direction is indicated as counter clockwise, viewed from the Suns north
pole. Eccentricity of ellipse is not to scale.

Timekeeping in terms of years was only put into system in 2000, when scientists decided to log
Mars years to simplify orbital interannual data comparisons. The beginning of year one was defined
rather arbitrarily by Clancy et al. (2000) as April 11, 1955. This starting point provided a convenient
marker as the great dust storm of 1956 fell in Mars Year 1 (MY 1). The system was later expanded
to include a MY 0 (defined from May 24, 1953), and so allowing for negative year numbers. Upon
completion of this thesis we are roughly halfway through MY 37.
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1.1.1 Historic overview of past Mars missions

The study of Mars and its atmosphere has come in two waves; the first starting in the 1960s with
both the Soviet Union and the USA launching spacecraft, and ending after the Viking landers. The
interest picked up again in the late 1990s with the arrival of Pathfinder, and since then Mars has had
a continuous presence of operational orbiters and rovers. At the time of writing, 48 attempts to reach
Mars have been made, only 23 of which were partially or fully successful. Figure 1.4 outlines some
of the most important milestones in Mars exploration through history.

The first successful mission was the American Mariner 4 spacecraft which made a flyby of the
planet in 1965, followed by Mariner 6 and 7 conducting more flyby’s, all contributing to improv-
ing our understanding of cratering history (Chapman, 1974). In addition to geological surveys, the
Mariner missions also made significant atmospheric discoveries, for example; Mariner 4 made the
first pressure measurements, which were later confirmed with Mariner 9 (Kliore et al., 1965), and
Mariner 7 made the first detection of ozone (Barth et al., 1971). After this, a series of unsuccessful
attempts from both the Soviet and the USA followed.

In 1971, Mariner 9 and the Soviet Mars 2 were inserted into orbit. Well-known features such as
volcanoes and the Valles Marineris were discovered with these orbiters, (Masursky, 1973), and Mars
2 measured dust grain distributions and the downward extent of the ionosphere (Marov and Petrov,
1973) for the first time. Weeks after the arrival of Mariner 9 and Mars 2, Mars 3 made the first soft
landing, but contact with the spacecraft was lost shortly after touchdown. In 1974 Mars 5 reached
orbit and later returned more than 60 images.

Next came the Viking missions in 1976, two identical orbiter and lander pairs, two hugely suc-
cessful missions that both returned images from the surface for the first time. All four spacecraft
operated far beyond the expected mission lifetime; the last transmission was made by the Viking 1
lander, sent to Earth on November 11, 1982. Large expectations were tied to the potential discovery
of microbial life, yet none of the landers could prove the presence of micro-organisms (Klein, 1979)
despite a very intense debate among scientists. After this Mars was more or less declared desolate
which effectively halted any new Mars missions for almost two decades, while Venus exploration was
put into focus with successful missions such as Pioneer and Magellan.

1997 turned out to be a busy year for Mars with the arrival of the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS)
(Albee et al., 1998) and Pathfinder accompanied by the Sojourner, the first moving vehicle on Mars
(Golombek et al., 1997). MGS performed extensive mapping from pole to pole for almost a decade
(Fishbaugh, 2001). Mars Odyssey arrived in 2001, and is at the time of writing still operational,
making it the longest running Mars mission to date (Saunders et al., 2004). It has mapped the amount
and distribution of various surface elements, and served for two decades as data relay.

Europe’s first Mars mission, the Mars Express satellite (MEX), arrived in 2003, and is still opera-
tional and performing science. Its accompanying lander, Beagle 2, landed successfully but was unable
to communicate with MEX and was soon declared lost. MEX has delivered many discoveries; the
detection of hydrated minerals, the presence of which are indicative of a wetter, and warmer climate
in Mars’ early youth (Bibring et al., 2006), the first detection of aurora on Mars (Bertaux et al., 2005),
a highly localized phenomenon closely linked to the remnant crustal magnetic field, the first detection
of methane from Mars orbit (Formisano et al., 2004), and found evidence indicating the existence
of a subsurface water deposit under the south pole (Orosei et al., 2018), and the first unambiguous
observation of CO2 ice clouds (Montmessin et al., 2007). In addition to science results, MEX has
relayed data for seven different Mars surface missions – a new record.

During the summer of 2003, the Mars Exploration Rovers Spirit and Opportunity touched down on
Mars. These were twin spacecraft and ended up operating on the Martian surface far beyond expected
mission duration. Some of their most important findings were the discovery of hematite, an iron-
bearing mineral, associated with flowing water (Hurowitz et al., 2006). NASAs Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter reached Mars in 2006, and is still operational at the time of writing. MRO has delivered
higher resolution measurements than previously available when it reached orbit, providing a wealth
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of science results, among these are high resolution surface imaging(Kirk et al., 2008) and observations
of polar night airglow (Clancy et al., 2012), to mention some. In addition to its scientific work, the
orbiter has been invaluable as a data relay station for later missions.

Missions for Mars exploration

Mars Odyssey

Longest continually active spacecraft 

in orbit around another planet.

Spirit and Opportunity rovers

Finds evidence of past flowing water.

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 

Found evidence of flowing salty 

water, data relay.

Mars 2 & 3

Orbiter and first successful landing, 

lost contact after few seconds.

Viking 1 & 2

Both orbiters and landers, did not prove 

presence of micro-organisms, declares 

Mars desolate, stopped Mars missions for 

almost two decades.

Mariner 9

First orbiter, two weeks before 

Mars 2. Discovered volcanoes 

and Valles Marineris.

Mars Global Surveyor, 

Pathfinder & Sojourner 

Extensive mapping from pole to pole by 

MGS, Sojourner first to drive on Mars.

Mars Express orbiter

Europe's first Mars mission. 

Discovered aurora on Mars. 

Beagle 2 lander is lost.

1960

1965

2001

1971

1976

1997

2003/2004

2006

2012

2014

2016

2018

2021

1974

Mars 5

Collected data for 22 orbits, 

returned about 60 images.

Mariner 4 

First success, flyby with photos of 

craters and studied solar wind.

Beginning of Mars exploration era, 

the USA and Soviet starts with 

several failed attempts

2008

Phoenix lander

Northernmost landing site, 

multiple detections of various salts.

MAVEN & Mars Orbiter Mission

• First mission dedicated to 

atmospheric escape.

• India’s first mission to Mars.ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter

Orbiter to study atmospheric 

composition; discovered HCl, 

hasn’t found methane. 

ExoMars lander failure. 

Insight lander

Detected first ever Mars quake. Has 

measured over 1300 quakes to date.

Perseverance & Ingenuity

Ingenuity, first flight on another planet. 

Percy drills and collects samples for return.

Tianwen-1 & Zhurong, Hope

Tienwen-1 and Hope; first Mars missions of 

China and the UAE respectively.

Curiosity rover

First large rover, found evidence of 

past habitable environments, and 

possibly atmospheric methane?

Figure 1.4: Historic overview of some of the most noteworthy missions to Mars.
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In 2012, the Mars Science Laboratory rover named Curiosity arrived on Mars. Curiosity has made
many significant findings; shortly after landing it observed smoothed, rounded pebbles indicative of
the persistent presence and flow of liquid water (Williams et al., 2013). By drilling into bedrock and
analyzing the powder, the rover detected sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus and carbon, highlight-
ing the biological viability habitable environments in the early history of Mars (Grotzinger et al.,
2014). In-situ measurements of atmospheric methane has also been made, where a seasonal varying
background level of 0.41 ppbv on average is measured, in addition to occasional large spikes more
than an order of magnitude stronger (Webster et al., 2018).

India’s first interplanetary mission, made India’s space agency the fourth to reach Mars, when
Mangalyaan was successfully inserted into Mars orbit in 2014, the mission was meant as a tech-
nology demonstrator and communications with the orbiter was lost (as expected) in October 2022
(Sundararajan, 2013). NASA’s MAVEN arrived shortly after, designed to explore the interactions of
solar wind with the Mars magnetosphere and upper atmosphere and to study atmospheric escape pro-
cesses (Jakosky et al., 2015b). The rate of loss has been measured (Jakosky et al., 2018), and MAVEN
discovered a new type of aurora, global in nature and connected to the precipitation of solar energetic
particles (Schneider et al., 2015).

The joint ESA-Roscosmos ExoMars project originally consisted of an orbiter, lander and rover
(Vago et al., 2015). The orbiter Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO), and lander Schiaparelli arrived at Mars
in 2016 with TGO successfully inserted into orbit, however Schiaparelli failed during descent. As
its name suggests, TGO is optimized for atmospheric studies, specifically to detect trace gases with
two spectrometers dedicated to this task (Vandaele et al., 2018; Korablev et al., 2018). Multiple
attempts have been made to detect methane, but at the time of writing no statistically measurements
have been made (Korablev et al., 2019; Knutsen et al., 2021a; Montmessin et al., 2021). Another gas,
hydrogen chloride, has been detected for the first time however, and represents a new chemical cycle
not previously thought to be present on Mars (Korablev et al., 2021).

The Insight lander arrived in 2018 with the objective to detect movements within the Martian core,
and only after 128 days was the first ever seismic event on Mars recorded. In 2022 the tremors from
an meteoroid impact was also measured, teaching us more about the planetary interior (Garcia et al.,
2022).

2021 was also a very busy year at Mars. First, The United Arabic Emirates’ first interplanetary
mission HOPE arrived, with a unique orbit and the purpose of studying the Martian atmosphere
(Sharaf et al., 2020). A new type of discrete, but extremely large aurora was detected (Lillis et al.,
2022). Almost simultaneously, China successfully inserted their satellite Tianwen-1 in orbit and soon
after landed their first Mars rover Zhurong (Zou et al., 2021). A week later, on the 18th of February,
NASAs Mars2020 Perseverance rover touched down, with an international suite of instruments and
the helicopter Ingenuity, a technology demonstration to test powered, controlled flight on another
planet for the first time (Farley et al., 2020).

Current missions

In 2022 there are eight orbiters (Mars Odyssey, MEX, MRO, Mangalyaan, MAVEN, ExoMars
TGO, HOPE and Tianwen-1), three rovers (Curiosity, Perseverance and Zhurong), one lander (In-
sight) and one helicopter (Ingenuity) operational at Mars. Their main targets are the search for ancient
life, with continuously more efficient robotics designed for this purpose, and technology demonstra-
tors such as MOXIE (Mars Oxygen In-Situ Resource Utilization Experiment) on Perseverance which
produces oxygen in view of astronaut usage and fuel production, and Ingenuity which demonstrated
our ability for flight for the first time on another planetary body. The exploration of Mars has never
been more intense, and in preparation for sample return and human exploration, it is not likely to
decrease significantly in the coming years.
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The future of Mars exploration

Perseverance is currently performing regolith and atmospheric sampling which are to be collected
and sent back to Earth, by the Mars Sample Return mission (Muirhead et al., 2020). Perseverance
will bring the samples to a sample retrieval lander, where also three small helicopters will serve as
redundancy if needed, to collect the sample tubes. A robotic arm of the retrieval lander will transfer
the sample tubes to the ascent vehicle, which will rendezvous in low Mars orbit with the Capture,
Containment, and Return System aboard the Earth Return Orbiter. The Earth return orbiter will
capture the Orbiting Sample container and transfer it into a clean zone for return to Earth. The Earth
Return Orbiter will ferry the Earth Entry System, which contains the orbiting sample inside a disk-
shaped vehicle, with a heat shield for safe entry through the Earth’s atmosphere. The estimated return
is set to early 2030s.

Coming up, there are seven already confirmed missions through 2024, and at least a dozen more
through the mid-2040s, with many more in the development stage. The joint ESA-Roscosmos Ex-
oMars Rosalind rover was delayed yet again in 2022 due to Russia’s tragic invasion of Ukraine,
subsequently losing the Russian counterpart. The spacecraft is built and ready for launch, with the
prime objective of searching of traces for life. Japan is planning to send a micro-satellite with an
accompanying lander TEREX, carrying a terra hertz sensor to measure oxygen isotopes. India is
planning a Mangalyaan 2 expected to launch in 2024 to study the interactions of solar wind with the
upper atmosphere, and the Japanese space agency (JAXA) is sending the Martian Moon Explorer
(MMX) in 2025, which will travel to Phobos, Mars’ largest moon. It will land on Phobos, collect
samples, and return to Earth, while also observing Deimos and the Martian climate. In a collaborative
effort, NASA, JAXA, the Canadian and Italian space agencies are preparing the Mars Ice Mapper,
expected to launch in 2026, with the objective of mapping water ice resources on the Martian surface.

On the human exploration front, NASAs stated goal is to put humans on the surface during the
2030s. While ESA is planning on having the first European astronaut on Mars by 2040, Russia plans
to send humans in the 2040–2045 time-frame. One thing is certain, the future of Mars exploration
will be busy.

1.2 The surface of Mars

The study of Mars’ surface evolved from telescopic to remote-sensing techniques and then to in-situ
measurements, bringing ever-improving resolution and instrument capabilities to the Martian surface
with rovers and landers. Any classical image of Mars is dominated by reddish, brighter and darker
areas, and it was these differences in albedo that astronomers first observed through Earth-based
telescopes before the age of space probes. The origins of the albedo contrasts were a mystery, yet it
was known that they rarely correlated with topography. The lighter patches at the poles were correctly
believed to be either frozen water or carbon dioxide, but the nature of the darker patches contrasted
against the reddish tint of Mars was uncertain for centuries. Some of the suggested hypothesis were
wetlands such as seas, lakes, swamps, and later it was put forth that it could be signs of vegetation.
Now these areas are known to be the exposed surface of darker basaltic rock, where the wind has
swept away the paler dust (Singer et al., 1979).

1.2.1 Geological evolution

The age of a planet is most commonly defined from after it finished forming, which was roughly
4.5 billion years ago in the case of Mars (Carr and Head, 2010). The geological history of Mars
can divided into three main epochs, each named after a type of surface area based on the number of
superimposed impact craters; the Nochian, Hesperian and the Amazonian periods, though the exact
duration and start/end times of each is not known exactly (Tanaka, 1986; Ivanov, 2001) as illustrated
in Figure1.6.
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A fourth pre-Nochian time period defined as having lasted from 4.5-4.1 billion years ago charac-
terized by Mars having its global and intrinsic magnetic field, and large impacts which likely caused
the global dichotomy, is also often included when considering Mars’ evolution. The Nochian period
is characterized by heavy bombardment, and shows signs of erosion from large amounts of liquid
water, and is thought to have ended around 3.7 billion years ago (Hartmann and Neukum, 2001).
During this period the Martian atmosphere was likely much thicker, in order to support the existence
of liquid water. Model estimates of the effects of the heavy bombardment indicate that much of the
atmosphere could have been lost by the end of the Late Heavy Bombardement (Melosh and Vickery,
1989). The Hesperian period ended between 3.3 and 2.9 billion years ago, and is identified by the
formation of extensive lava plains, likely also Olympus Mons, and many water outflow channels (Carr
and Head, 2010). Though outgassing from volcanoes probably contributed to the atmosphere, it had
likely thinned to its current density by the end of the Hesperian period (Pepin, 1994). The boundary
between the Hesperian–Amazonian periods could incorporate significant errors, since Amazonian ar-
eas are quite varied; they are marked by few impact craters, include lava flows, glacial activity, and
there are signs that liquid water continued to flow during this period (Salese et al., 2016).

1.2.2 Hemispheric dichotomy

The northern and southern hemispheres of Mars exhibit significant differences in terms of elevation
and albedo, clearly depicted in Figure1.5. The NH is considerably lower compared to the SH, with
an altitude difference of 1-3 km due to a change in crustal thickness that manifests as an irregular
boundary encircling the planet (Zuber et al., 2000). The NH is of relatively recent volcanic origin
(dominated by Amazonian areas), while the SH mostly consists of a raised, ancient, primordial crust
with a much higher crater count (Smith et al., 1999), primarily from the Nochian epoch (see Figure
1.6 for geological timeline). Hesperian areas are most commonly found in the equatorial region and
at low latitudes (Tanaka, 1986). Intense crustal magnetization is also confined mostly to the ancient
southern highlands, consistent with an internal magnetic dynamo that halted early in Mars’ evolution
(Connerney et al., 2001). Mitchell et al. (2007) found that the magnetic field amplitude at the Tharsis
rise is around the detection threshold of a few nT at MGS altitude (roughly 170 km). Strong magnetic
locations are present in the southernmost regions of Tharsis, while weaker sources are found along its
western and eastern borders. This implies that the creation of Tharsis thermally demagnetized a large
region of the planet. The reasons for the hemispheric dichotomy is still very much a topic of debate,
with the two most supported explanations being mantle convection or a giant impact. There exists
little evidence to distinguish between the theories, but recent studies lend favor to the giant impact
hypothesis (Marinova et al., 2008; Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008).

Most of Mars’s large volcanoes lie in the northern hemisphere, with the major volcanic regions
of Tharsis and Elysium located around 10�N and 30�N (see 1.5. Tharsis contains 12 large volcanoes,
the four largest of which are the shield volcanoes named Ascraeus Mons, Pavonis Mons, Arsia Mons,
and Olympus Mons. Olympus Mons is the largest volcano in our solar system, and was formed by
thousands of individual slow eruptions of fluid lava. It is one of the youngest large volcanoes on
Mars, and was one of the last volcanoes to be active. Some evidence suggests that the most recent
activity of the Tharsis volcanoes could have happened only 100–200 million years ago, coinciding
with radiometric ages of several Martian meteorites found on Earth, and that Olympus Mons erupted
as little as four million years ago, suggesting that eruptions in the future can’t be excluded (Neukum
et al., 2004). The forging of Valles Marineris to the east of Tharsis is suggested to have been caused
by a significant tectonic crack, due to the rise of Tharsis from volcanic activity and the interior cool-
ing following the planet formation (Yin, 2012). Subsequent erosion widened the channel over time,
resulting in the canyon we know today, the largest in the solar system.

In addition to enormous volcanoes and great valley systems, the Martian surface bears countless
scars from asteroid and meteoric impacts. The craters vary in size and age, and today most are found
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in the older SH as shown in Figure1.5, as many ancient impacts in the NH have had their craters
covered over by more recent volcanic resurfacing. Some ancient crates hint at a sustained presence
of liquid and flowing water, making them high priority targets for robotic exploration. Currently
the Curiosity and Perseverance rovers are investigating such craters, Gale and Jezero respectively,
and each has found evidence of flowing water and rocks altered by liquid water (Fairén et al., 2014;
Farley et al., 2022).

Figure 1.5: Global maps showing the topography and albedo variations of Mars as a function
of latitude and eastern longitude. The measurements were made with the MOLA (topography)
and TES (albedo) instruments on MGS. Major surface features, such as large craters and
volcanic regions, are labeled in the top panel. Albedo map from Christensen et al. (2001), and
credit to the MOLA Science Team for the topography map.
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1.2.3 Mineralogy

From Martian meteorites, data from Pathfinder and spacecraft observations, a general picture of the
Martian surface has been composed; the northern hemispheric low lying plains are mostly felsic in
composition, while the ancient highlands in the SH are mainly mafic. Before the Pathfinder mission,
it was believed that the Martian surface was primarily mafic and made from volcanic lava as indicated
by Martian meteorites found on Earth. Data from Pathfinder suggested instead that the rocks are
felsic and more like the Earth’s continental crust, containing the whitish mineral feldspar (Greeley
et al., 1999). Typical for felsic rocks is they are rich in silicates, potassium and sulphur and low in
magnesium. They are thought to be derived from masses that have undergone significant processing
following the planetary formation (Wray et al., 2013).

Several spacecraft with a multitude of instruments have provided detailed spectroscopic analy-
sis of the entire Martian surface for the past decades (e.g. Christensen et al. (2000, 2005); Murchie
et al. (2009)). Three main periods of geological alteration processes were identified by Bibring et al.
(2006), with phyllosilicates formed first by nonacidic aqueous alteration, followed by acidic aque-
ous alteration traced by sulfates, then lastly the formation of anhydrous ferric oxides by atmospheric
aqueous-free alteration, visualized in Figure1.6. The transition between the Phyllosian and the Thei-
ikien periods happened during a time when Mars underwent critical climate change, moving from
an alkaline and possible moist environment to a more acidic environment. This drastic change was
driven by volcanic activity along with substantial volatile outgassing (Bibring et al., 2006).

Figure 1.6: Simplified overview of the geological time periods on Mars, along with the proposed
periods based on chemical weathering derived from OMEGA data. The limits for each period
is highly uncertain. Adapted from Bibring et al. (2006) and Carr and Head (2010).

1.2.4 Regolith

Fine grained dust is a dominant feature of Mars. The planet is covered in it (as can be seen in
Figure1.7, which shows an image made from the Perseverance rover in 2021), a result of billions of
years of erosion from persistent Martian winds. Spectral analyses of Martian soil and dust show that it
is made from a mixture of small grains of felsic and mafic rock, roughly in proportion to their presence
in the surface. Martian dust has a globally uniform composition, and is slightly enriched in silicone,
chlorine and iron compared to typical soils (Berger et al., 2016). Aeolian processes suspend the finest
fraction of surface dust (around 2 microns), which is mixed in the atmosphere by local dust devils and
seasonal, regional dust storms (Clancy, 2003). The dust is then distributed globally, and eventually
re-settles on the ground and rocks, and once again becomes a component of the soil. With very little
available atmospheric water vapor, the arid Martian climate enhances dust availability, causing dust
distribution and aeolian processes to be important factors in the cycling processes of S and Cl, and is
probably closely linked to the recent discovery of HCl in the atmosphere (Korablev et al., 2021).

Mars has no global magnetic field, a thin atmosphere and no persistent ozone layer to absorb
photons in the ultraviolet, thus the Martian regolith is highly radiated. As a result, Mars’ surface is
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Figure 1.7: Image from the surface of Mars taken on April 29 2021. In the photo a hill named
Santa Cruz is visible about 2.4 km away. The image was captured with the MastCam-Z camera
on board the Perseverance rover. Credit: ASU/MSSS/JPL-Caltech/NASA.

inhospitable to life as we know it. Any exposed organic compounds, current biological life or future
astronauts will require some kinds of shielding to sustain life, leading to the hypothesis of ancient
underground lava tubes being locations of interest both in the search for Martian life (Schulze-Makuch
et al., 2005) and also for potential habitats for future human exploration (Blamont, 2014).

1.3 The Martian atmosphere

The Martian atmosphere has been and is studied in a variety of ways. Atmospheric quantities has
been measured from orbit, where the primary techniques have been thermal infrared sounding, in-
frared spectroscopy, visible imaging of clouds and dust, radio, ultraviolet and infrared occultations.
Measurements from the surface have complemented orbital data. Again, thermal infrared sounding
has been useful, and imaging of the sky and Sun, along with meteorological instrumentation including
near-surface temperature sensors, atmospheric pressure and wind velocity. Data on atmospheric tem-
peratures and densities has also been collected during aerobraking passes, and during entry, descent,
and landing.

The atmosphere of Mars is an extremely tenuous one, with less than 1% of Earth’s atmospheric
volume. Being in an elliptical orbit around the Sun, Mars’s average temperature varies greatly be-
tween summer and winter, but has a global annual average near the surface of about 210 K. The
average surface pressure is roughly 6.5mbar, though as the seasonal temperature varies, much of the
atmosphere cycles in and out of a gaseous state, causing the atmospheric surface pressure to also vary
with season. Every winter when the temperature falls below −123 °C, the atmospheric pressure drops
by up to 30% as CO2 condenses and deposits at the winter pole.

The following subsections will present the Martian atmosphere as a whole to give the reader
an overview of the complete Martian system, and establish the framework for the later pieces of
work, especially in the context of atmospheric water vapor (see Section 1.4) and carbon monoxide
(Section (see Section 1.5), which are some of the main atmospheric target species of Mars Express
and Perseverance.
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1.3.1 Composition

The atmosphere of Mars is heavily oxidized and primarily composed of CO2 (95.1%), N2 (2.59%)
and Ar (1.94%), with modest amounts of O2 and water vapor (Trainer et al., 2019). Trace amounts
of other noble gases are present (Ne, Kr, Xe) (Owen et al., 1977), as well as molecular species such
as CO, O3, NO and H2O2 (see Table 1.1), which are produced photochemically from the primary
volatiles (Haberle et al., 2017). N2, O2, Ar and CO are the four most abundant noncondensable
gases on Mars, this means that low/high atmospheric temperatures and pressures are not expected
to deposit/sublime these gases from the polar caps, as happens with CO2. Thus, total atmospheric
content of these species remain unchanged through the Martian seasons, though they are sensitive to
the changes in global pressure, leading to seasonal variation in their mixing ratio. In this way, they
can function as tracers for atmospheric circulation and dynamics, as has been done for argon and
carbon monoxide (Sprague et al., 2007; Sindoni et al., 2011).

Compared to most other planetary bodies in our solar system with atmospheres, Mars lacks com-
plex organic chemistry, and no sulfur chemistry like the one on Earth or Venus has been detected so
far. But despite its apparent simplicity, the Martian photochemistry is complex, and still not com-
pletely understood. Mars’ trace species exist largely because of the dissociation of CO2 and H2O
initiated by solar UV.

Ozone is a minor constituent in the atmosphere of Mars, but it is the most chemically active.
The local abundance of ozone is controlled by the amount of odd hydrogen species (H, OH, HO2,
called the HOx family), which are produced by the photolysis of water vapor. With only (hundred of
ppbv) trace amounts of ozone, no persistent ozone layer exists on Mars as it does on Earth. Without
an ozone layer, ultraviolet radiation from the Sun and other astronomical sources reaches the surface
unhindered, resulting in a monotonously colder atmosphere with no distinct warm layer corresponding
to Earth’s stratosphere.

The composition of the Martian atmosphere has likely changed over the course of billions of
years. A denser, warmer and more moist atmosphere is required to explain several geological and
mineralogical features such as the apparent previous existence of liquid water, and measurements
of isotopic composition of various species shed light on the long-term changes of the atmosphere
(Conrad et al., 2016; Villanueva et al., 2022). Mars’s atmosphere is depleted in lighter stable isotopes,
suggesting the composition has changed through loss processes to space over its history (Jakosky
et al., 2018).

Mars is a very dry planet, yet water vapor plays a major role in shaping the climate along with
the CO2 and dust cycles. Water controls the stability of the atmosphere in terms of radiative equilib-
rium through cloud formation (Madeleine et al., 2012), and photolysis which supplies HOx radicals,
the main oxidant of the Martian photochemical cycle (McElroy and Donahue, 1972). It was for a
time debated how Mars retains its CO2 atmosphere when photochemical models indicated that the
photolysis of CO2 should over time lead to a build-up of the dissociation products O2 and CO, with
twice the amount of CO compared to oxygen (Nair et al., 1994). If not for the presence of water
vapor, this would indeed be the case; the oxidizing photodissociation products of H2O catalytically
convert carbon monoxide back into CO2 (McElroy and Donahue, 1972), maintaining the stability of
CO2 content. The global annual average of water vapor is about 15 precipitable-microns (Knutsen
et al., 2021a; Trokhimovskiy et al., 2015), with strong enhancements over the poles in early summer
(more details in Section 1.4).

To this day Mars continues to lose atmosphere to space, mainly through atomic hydrogen and
oxygen escape, yet the exact processes were long uncertain. The escape is facilitated by intercon-
nected physical processes with nonlinear relationships that are spatially and temporally varying, and
is thus considered by many a notoriously challenging problem (Lillis et al., 2015). Monitoring the
deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio in water vapor is valuable to constrain volatile escape and to trace the
transport of water between reservoirs such as the seasonal transport between the polar caps (Vil-
lanueva et al., 2015, 2021; Rossi et al., 2022). The discovery of high-altitude water vapor (Maltagliati
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Gas species Abundance Upper limit Source

CO2 95.1% - Trainer et al. (2019)
N2 2.59% - Trainer et al. (2019)
Ar 1.94% - Trainer et al. (2019)
O2 0.16% - Trainer et al. (2019)
CO 0.058% - Trainer et al. (2019)
H2O 0.016% - Knutsen et al. (2022b)
Ne 2.5 ppmv - Owen et al. (1977)
Kr 0.3 ppmv - Owen et al. (1977)
Xe 0.08 ppmv - Owen et al. (1977)
O3 0.05-0.5 ppmv - Clancy et al. (2016)

H2O2 0.032 ppmv - Encrenaz et al. (2004)
HCl 1-4 ppbv - Korablev et al. (2021)
CH4 0.41 ppbv <0.02 ppbv Webster et al. (2018),

Montmessin et al. (2021)
H2C4 - <0.7 ppbv Knutsen et al. (2021a)
H2C6 - <0.1 ppbv Knutsen et al. (2021a)

CH3OH - <3.9 ppbv Villanueva et al. (2013)
H2CO - <0.1 ppbv Villanueva et al. (2013)
H2C6 - <0.1 ppbv Knutsen et al. (2021a)
SO2 - <1.1 ppbv Khayat et al. (2015)
H2S - <1.3 ppbv Khayat et al. (2015)
SO - <0.7 ppbv Khayat et al. (2015)

HCS - <0.4 ppbv Braude et al. (2022)
NO - <1.7 ppbv Krasnopolsky (2006)

HCN - <0.1 ppbv Villanueva et al. (2013)
NH3 - <8 ppbv Villanueva et al. (2013)

Table 1.1: Table listing the main constituents of the Martian atmosphere, along with a selection
of molecules where only upper limits have been found. All the abundances from CO2 until H2O
are given as annual averages. From ozone and onward, the gases are transient and highly
variable, and thus the listed abundances are the detected concentrations. This table does not
contain an extensive list of upper limits of non-detected gases.

et al., 2013) has driven the field forward, and dust storms as a source for elevated water is now con-
sidered a possible dominant pathway for atmospheric escape (Holmes et al., 2021; Chaffin et al.,
2017).

Minor atmospheric constituents can have a significant impact on the climate of Mars, and some
could potentially point to processes beyond atmospheric physics. It is an old idea that life on Mars
could be detected by measurements of purely physical and atmospherical properties, as any plane-
tary biota that interacts with its atmosphere will drive that atmosphere to a state of disequilibrium
(Hitchcock and Lovelock, 1967). Methane has been considered a possible biomarker since the Viking
era (e.g. Oyama et al. (1976)), but could also point to a more geologically active planet than first as-
sumed (Oehler and Etiope, 2017). Consequently, the hunt for methane began, but all attempts to detect
a statistically significant signal were for a long time consistent with no observed methane (Maguire,
1977; Krasnopolsky et al., 1997; Lellouch et al., 2000). After 2004, things changed drastically; pos-
itive methane detections have been reported by five independent teams: Mumma et al. (2003, 2009),
Krasnopolsky et al. (2004), Formisano et al. (2004), Giuranna et al. (2019) and Webster et al. (2015).
During the same time period, more attempts were made that still provided negative detections (yield-
ing upper limits below 15 ppbv): Krasnopolsky (2007); Villanueva et al. (2013); Aoki et al. (2018);
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Korablev et al. (2018); Knutsen et al. (2021a); Montmessin et al. (2021). Only a few studies survived
the scrutiny of the community, namely the Mumma et al. (2009), Formisano et al. (2004) and Webster
et al. (2015) detections. Webster et al. (2018) even claims to discern a seasonal cycle (although this
has been contested in Gillen et al. (2020)) and occasional large plumes.

In 2016 ESA and Roscosmos launched the ExoMars TGO orbiter, its main goal is to discover and
constrain the abundance of trace gases in the Martian atmosphere, methane being one of the main
target species. As of yet, no methane has been detected by any instrument onboard, but new and
more stringent upper limits have been set (Knutsen et al., 2021a; Montmessin et al., 2021), keeping
the methane mystery alive. The community is now exerting great efforts to reconcile the orbital
non-detections with surface detections (e.g. Zhang et al. (2022b); Webster et al. (2021)).

TGO did however discover hydrogen chloride (HCl) (Korablev et al., 2021), which was a target
species due to its relation to volcanic activity on Earth. At the time of writing, no other gases con-
nected to volcanism have been detected simultaneously, thus HCl is not likely indicative of active
volcanism or subsurface magmatic outgassing. A seasonal behaviour of HCl is however clear, and
its close correlated to the dust cycle and water vapor was recently revealed (Olsen et al., 2021). The
appearance of HCl appears to be synchronous with the perihelion dust activity, suggesting a partial
explanation of dust-driven atmospheric dynamics, where chloride is sourced from salts observed at
the surface (Ojha et al., 2015; Simon et al., 2023) are lifted along with the dust (Olsen et al., 2021).

1.3.2 The CO2 cycle

As established in the previous section, CO2 is by far the most abundant species in the Martian at-
mosphere, and a major feature of the Martian climate is the cycling of a considerable fraction of the
atmospheric mass from gas to solid phase through the seasonal polar caps.

CO2 was detected for the first time in 1947 in the atmosphere of Mars (Kuiper, 1952), but was
not confirmed to be the most abundant species until about 20 years later (Kliore et al., 1965). The
question of the composition of the polar ice caps remained unanswered until years later. The most
supported candidates were water ice, CO2 ice and ice of nitric oxides, but model studies in the early
1960s strongly suggested that a rather simple thermal model could explain the observed growth and
shrinking of the polar caps with season, if CO2 is the main constituent of the ice (Leighton and
Murray, 1966). In this scenario, atmospheric CO2 condenses into CO2 ice in the winter pole, along
with a much smaller amount of water ice. It was also pointed out in the same study that even though
the quantity of H2O ice is much smaller, it will remain at the winter pole until all the CO2 ice has
sublimed. This hypothesized mechanism forms the basis of our current understanding of the Martian
CO2 cycle.

That CO2 ice is indeed the major constituent of the seasonal polar caps was later confirmed by
surface temperature measurements from Mariner 7, which were indicative of CO2 ice equilibrium
temperatures (Neugebauer et al., 1971). Shortly after, the composition of the residual north polar cap
was also confirmed to be water ice (Kieffer et al., 1976), while the conditions at the residual south
polar cap turned out to be very different. With temperatures permanently close to the freezing point
of carbon dioxide, it indicated that a small residual CO2 ice cap could exist (Kieffer, 1979).

After almost one Martian year on the surface, the Viking landers reported significant seasonal
variations in surface pressure (Ryan et al., 1978) as visualized in Figure 1.8. It became clear from such
pressure monitoring that roughly 30% of the atmosphere takes part in this cycling of CO2 between
gaseous and solid states. Pressure change over seasonal timescales is then a tracer of CO2 phase
changes at the poles (James and North, 1982). Further modelling efforts found that the large difference
in minima depths can be explained by the formation of polar hood clouds exclusively in the NH (James
and North, 1982). These clouds are radiatively active water ice clouds, and can affect the atmospheric
temperature. More on water clouds and their impacts in Chapter 1.3.4.

The polar caps on Mars are the solid state of the major atmospheric species, and is thus always
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Figure 1.8: Average, smoothed daily surface pressure as measured by Viking lander 1 during
first year of operations. As the lander is located 2 km below the mean level, the values have
been corrected to the assuming a scale height of 10 km. Figure from James and North (1982).

in equilibrium with the atmosphere. This equilibrium changes seasonally due to variations in tem-
perature, but it also varies on much longer time scales as the planetary obliquity (and other orbital
parameters) changes (e.g. Mischna et al. (2013)). CO2 frost formation is initiated when the local CO2

pressure exceeds saturation, which at the surface equates to temperatures lower than ∼145 K. Similar
conditions can also be found in the Martian mesosphere (45-100 km), and so the presence of CO2

ice clouds were expected for years before a spectroscopic unambiguous observation was first made
by Montmessin et al. (2007). The clouds appear seasonally before and after aphelion, and only in a
latitude band around the equator (Määttänen et al., 2010).

Piqueux et al. (2015b) analysed eight Mars years of data of the polar cap extents from the Thermal
Emission Spectrometer on MGS, and found that the growth season of the north polar cap is highly
repeatable, that the effect of dust storms is variable in the north, and that the south polar cap overall is
much more variable than the north polar cap. Figure 1.9 from Calvin et al. (2017) shows the recession
of the seasonal CO2 South Polar Cap in MY 29 during an eight month period covering the southern
spring and summer from Ls=195� to Ls=327�. The multi-year monitoring of the spatial extent of the
polar caps, our understanding of the relationship between the surface and atmospheric CO2 reservoirs
is increasing. Determining seasonal rates of cap growth and recession is important as they strongly
influence the global energy budget and are indicators of the regional and global environment.

1.3.3 Vertical structure

The vertical structure of any atmosphere is largely governed by the balance between how energy
from the Sun is introduced into the atmosphere and simultaneously lost through reflection of solar
energy and thermal emission to space. Being relatively thin, Mars’ atmosphere is almost transparent
to sunlight, and solar energy is essentially deposited at the surface with only a part of the visible
wavelengths being absorbed by dust particles. CO2 is an efficient thermal emitter, so at night the
Martian atmosphere is able to rapidly lose the energy received from the Sun during the day, leading to
large day-night fluctuations. Another factor in the energy balance is absorption by lofted dust, which
is abundant in the lower atmosphere. Dust plays a significant role in atmospheric heating (more about
this in Section 1.3.4, as elevated dust absorbs large quantities of incoming solar radiation, effectively
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Figure 1.9: The recession of the South Polar Cap in MY 29, as imaged by MARCI on MRO. The
CO2 ice cap is at it largest at Ls=195�, and rapidly sublimates as Mars approaches southern
summer solstice. Figure from Calvin et al. (2017).

distributing heat throughout the lower atmosphere. These temperature (and pressure) oscillations, or
tides, are regular and diurnal as they are synchronized with the Sun, and give the Martian atmosphere
a rather complex vertical structure.

The most common technique to infer atmospheric temperatures is through sounding the thermal
infrared 15-micron CO2 band. Temperature profiles have been extensively measured this way by e.g.
IRIS on Mariner 9 (Hanel et al., 1972), with MGS/TES (Conrath et al., 2000), the Planetary Fourier
Spectrometer (PFS) on Mars Express (Grassi et al., 2005), and the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) on
MRO (Kleinböhl et al., 2009). An example spectra from PFS covering this region is shown in Figure
1.11.

Figure 1.11 shows typical temperature variations as a function of latitude, season and altitude.
Panels a) to d) show latitudinal cross sections measured by TES covering altitudes approximately from
the surface to 60 km, and panel e) demonstrates that different instruments and techniques (MGS/TES,
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Figure 1.10: Example of thermal infrared spectrum from PFS (black) and best fit (red) in the
region of the CO2 15 µm (666.67 cm�1) band. Figure from Fouchet et al. (2007).

MRO/MCS and the radio science experiment also on MGS) are in good agreement in the range 0-
50 km. Panel f) compares nighttime and daytime vertical profiles, all obtained by MGS radio occul-
tations at mid-latitudes during southern summer.

Subplots a)-d) outline the seasonal evolution of the atmospheric thermal behavior, with clear
near-surface maxima during summer and winter solstice in the northern and southern polar region
respectively (panels b) and d)). The southern summer reaches warmer temperatures due to it nearly
coinciding with perihelion (which, given the current eccentricity of Mars, imposes 25% more sun-
light than at aphelion), as visualized in Figure 1.3. In the winter hemisphere a polar front is created at
mid-latitudes between the warmer adiabatically heated downwelling air and the cold air found within
the polar night. This cold air is then advected equatorward at low altitudes. This polar front has a
vertical tilt, particularly prominent in the south, leading to temperature inversion at altitudes below
about 1mbar. The warm air in the south is transported more efficiently to higher altitudes compared
to the northern hemisphere, indicating the presence of strong dynamical processes.

During the equinox periods in panels a) and c), the thermal behaviours are almost identical both
in magnitude and structure, with a maximum near the surface at equator and a symmetrically decreas-
ing trend towards the poles. The vertical temperature gradient at equator sees a minimum at roughly
30 km (0.3mbar), with local maxima above each pole somewhat higher. These large scale tempera-
ture variations are mainly caused by traversing planetary waves, the Martian topography, and diurnal
tides caused by solar heating, but atmospheric dust loading also affects the planetary heat budget.

The variation of temperature with height produces a troposphere, mesosphere, and thermosphere.
As Mars does not have a dense enough ozone layer (or any other abundant short-wave absorbing
species) no substantial stratosphere exists as on Earth. With an average scale height of about 11 km,
the atmospheric lapse rate is ∼2.5K/km, much lower than the dry adiabatic lapse rate (4.5K/km
on Mars). Absorption of solar radiation by suspended dust particles does contribute to heating the
atmosphere, and on Mars as on Earth, the temperature is further stabilized by vertical heat fluxes
associated with large-scale circulation systems (see Section 1.3.5).

The Martian troposphere is very deep, reaching up to ∼60 km in altitude. The lower part of the
troposphere is called the boundary layer (planetary boundary layer, PBL), and is subject to direct
surface-atmosphere interactions. It responds to forcings such as frictional drag and surface heating.
The extent of the PBL depends on surface heating and convection and thus inflates during the day,
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Figure 1.11: Typical temperature variations by altitude and location. a)-d) from Smith (2008),
TES daytime (around 2:00 pm local time) temperatures as a function of latitude and pressure for
different seasons (top boundary of 0.01mbar is approximately 65 km above the surface). e) from
Kleinböhl et al. (2009), temperature profile comparison between average temperature profiles
by MGS radio science (black), MGS TES (red), and MRO MCS (blue). All measurements for
MGS were made in 2001 during Ls=110�-120�, and in 2006 for MRO. The dashed lines give
the standard deviation of the measurement. f) from Smith (2008), temperature profiles derived
from MGS radio occultation data at mid-latitudes during southern summer. A nighttime profile
taken near the Tharsis volcanoes shows large waves.
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making the turbulent layer reaching altitudes of up to 10 km. The PBL height also depends on topog-
raphy and contains about 63% of the total atmospheric mass (Hinson et al., 2008). In the afternoon
when the cooling surface becomes colder than the near-surface atmosphere, convection shuts down.
The near-surface temperature gradient becomes inverted, the inversion layer grows through the night
and reaches a depth >1 km before suddenly reversing again at sunrise. In the mesosphere (the base of
which varies from ∼40-60 km), the temperatures show no gradient and are instead oscillating due to
vertically propagating planetary waves. In the thermosphere above approximately 100 km, the tem-
peratures increase with altitude because of heating from absorption by CO2 of solar radiation in the
far and extreme UV.

Knowledge of the behaviour of the atmospheric temperatures on Mars is essential to obtain a
complete understanding of the water cycle. Atmospheric and polar surface temperatures control the
large fluctuations in the water cycle, allowing it to condense from vapor to ice over the poles each
winter, and causing it to sublime once more each spring. The sublimation temperature of water
at standard Martian pressure is ∼180K, compared to CO2 which does not sublime until ∼245K,
explaining why water ice frost does not disappear before CO2 ice frost. The temperature profile also
controls the water vapor saturation altitude, which varies with season. During northern spring close to
aphelion the average atmospheric temperature reaches its annual minimum in the tropics. As a result,
the saturation altitude is lowered and water vapor seems to remain below 10 km until the atmosphere
starts heating up. On the other hand, during southern spring around perihelion, the saturation altitude
in the tropics increases to 40-60 km (Clancy et al., 1996).

1.3.4 Aerosols

Martian aerosols include lofted mineral dust particles and water ice clouds. Together they influence
atmospheric density, temperatures and wind patterns. The dust cycle is a crucial component in shaping
the daily, seasonal and interannual climate variability. The atmospheric thermal and dynamical struc-
tures, and the transport of atmospheric species all strongly depend on the dust spatial and temporal
distribution.

Dust in the Martian atmosphere has been extensively studied since the late 1960s, and during
the 1970s dust was recognized to play a significant part in the heating budget by absorbing incom-
ing solar radiation in the visible wavelength range while emitting in the infrared (e.g. Gierasch and
Goody (1972); Barth (1974); Leovy et al. (1973)). As it was soon after recognized that dust can pro-
vide both positive and negative radiative feedbacks into dynamical processes (Pollack et al., 1979),
a large-scale community effort was initiated to further understand the fundamental radiative and mi-
crophysical properties of the dust particles. Higher atmospheric dust loading has been found to be
strongly connected to a deepened and intensified circulation (e.g. Haberle et al. (1982); Newman et al.
(2002)), more intense thermal tides (Leovy and Zurek, 1979), and enhanced polar warming (Wilson,
1997). There are many aspects of aerosols being studied, especially their microphysical properties
are of great interest to constrain models of the Martian atmosphere, but for the purposes of this work
the particle size distribution and dust cycle behaviour are the primary focus.

Atmospheric dust particles are typically around 1.5 micron in size, ranging from approximately
0.8-2µm (e.g. Clancy (2003); Lemmon et al. (2004)). Smaller particles can be found in the north
around spring and summer, while larger particle sizes are more common in the south and particularly
during dust storm periods (Clancy, 2003). The size distribution of the particles have a large impact
on the shape of the atmospheric continuum in infrared spectroscopic measurements, so a good un-
derstanding of the dust properties at any given time is crucial for the production of accurate synthetic
spectra for atmospheric retrievals of gaseous abundances (more on this in Section 5.1).

The amount of dust in the atmosphere is most commonly estimated indirectly by measuring the
total opacity of the atmosphere at a reference wavelength (often 0.69µm, 9µm or 12µm). This
total opacity is a good proxy to account for the radiative heating and cooling effects of the dust.
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The total opacity has been monitored closely for two decades now with various instruments such as
Mars Odyssey/THEMIS (Smith, 2009), the PanCam cameras on board the Mars Exploration Rovers
(Lemmon et al., 2004) and MEX/PFS (Wolkenberg et al., 2020) to mention some, but one of the most
widely used dust climatologies was provided by MGS/TES nadir infrared spectra (Smith et al., 2001;
Smith, 2004, 2008).

The dust cycle

The column integrated opacity displays a strong seasonal behaviour, as shown in Figure 1.12 from
Forget and Montabone (2017). The Figure shows the column integrated optical depth for nine consec-
utive Martian years, as a function of Ls and latitude. Like clockwork, every year starts with a period
between Ls=∼0�-140� where the atmosphere is weakly opaque almost globally, the exception is near
the polar cap edges where lifting still occurs. This season is marked by its low dust loading in both
hemispheres, but rather suddenly around Ls=140� dust storms start to occur at low latitudes. There are
differences from year to year, both in magnitude, commencement time and duration, but generally the
time between Ls=140�-360� is considered as a period of high dust loading. This period includes the
perihelion, when greater forcings in the atmosphere induces lifting events. The low elevation Hellas
and Argyre basins (see Figure 1.5) are known as the dustiest places on Mars, along with both polar
regions. The least dusty places are the northern lowland plains at mid- and high latitudes between 45�

and 75�N.
Dust storms on Mars are recurrent phenomena, particularly in the southern hemisphere. Some-

times regional dust storms grow to engulf the entire planet, though the exact mechanisms for this
process remains elusive (Forget and Montabone, 2017). During such global dust storms (GDS), dust
becomes so abundant in the atmosphere that surface features are no longer distinguishable from space.
This is clearly demonstrated in Figure1.13, where a regional storm can be seen in the left image of
Mars close to the south polar cap as a brighter spot. One month later most of the planet is obscured by
lofted dust. Global dust storms have been monitored and studied for some time, and as our presence at
Mars continues, we are capable of comparing dust storm events. Wolkenberg et al. (2020) compared
the global dust storms of MY 25 (shown in Figure 1.13, 28 and 34, and found that the three storms
had similar duration of the expansion phase, yet there are differences in decay phases, onset timing
and location of the precursor local dust storms.

The vertical distribution, and the vertical size distribution, has a significant impact on the thermal
response. To describe the vertical distribution of dust mass mixing ratio, Conrath (1975) created a
model for an idealized vertical profile by including the competing effects of mixing and sedimentation
during a decaying global dust storm, according to equation 1.1,

q = q0 · e
ν(1�σ

−1) (1.1)

where q0 is the surface mass mixing ratio, ν is the ratio between the rates of sedimentation and
vertical atmospheric diffusion (known as the Conrath parameter), σ is exp(-z/H), where z is the height
above the surface and H is the atmospheric scale height. The Conrath parameter is typically in the
range of 0.001 to 1, where higher values indicate that dust is more strongly confined to low alti-
tudes. The Conrath parameter is widely used to model the vertical distribution of dust on Mars (e.g.
Montmessin et al. (2006); Neary et al. (2020)), and is also used in the work presented later in this
thesis related to the creation of a synthetic spectrum for SuperCam retrievals (see Chapters 5 and 5.1.
The Conrath model, was derived to describe the vertical distribution during a global dust storm, and
might not reproduce the vertical variations during non-GDS time periods. It is also not capable of
capturing detached layers in the vertical profile, only a monotonically decreasing profile (or increas-
ing if the Conrath parameter is set to a negative value). If additional dust removal processes occur, the
Conrath model will not properly take into account the increased sedimentation by the condensation
of volatiles on dust particles, and it is not sensitive to the dust particle size varying with altitude.
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Figure 1.12: Zonal means of equivalent-visible extinction column dust optical depth normalized
to the reference 610 Pa pressure level for 9 Martian Years (MY 24 through MY 32). The column
dust optical depth averages are plotted as a function of Ls and latitude. White spaces indicate
times and places of missing data. Figure from Forget and Montabone (2017) with data from
Montabone et al. (2015).
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Figure 1.13: Images taken by the Mars Orbiter Camera on Mars Global Surveyor in 2001. Left:
image from late June showing clear conditions across most of the planet, except for a regional
dust-storm over Hellas basin visible as a bright and smooth oval feature near the edge of the
south polar cap. Right: image from July with the same perspective showing the planet almost
completely enveloped by dust as the regional dust storm in the south extends across to globe
and to altitudes of more than 60 kilometers. Credit: NASA/JPL/MSSS.

Shortly after the arrival of MRO at Mars with its Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) infrared limb
radiometer, the MCS profiles became the most used observational database on Mars climate, forming
the basis for a significant number of studies on atmospheric structure, dynamics, and aerosols (e.g.
McCleese et al. (2010); Heavens et al. (2011); Kleinböhl et al. (2009)). By studying high vertical
resolution limb scans, McCleese et al. (2010) revealed a more complex vertical dust distribution than
previously assumed, with a nightside maxima around 20 km in the spring and summer. Heavens et al.
(2011) showed that the Conrath model is incompatible with dust profiles observed by MCS, which
contained a high-altitude local maxima in the tropics. Instead an empirical alternative was presented
which is able to produce detached layers and to describe seasonal variability (Heavens et al., 2011).

Using limb scans with TES Guzewich et al. (2013) observed a two-layer structure of the dust
profile, with a maxima at around 25 km and another at ∼55 km, and also measured the dust size
distribution. The size distribution with altitude was found to be rather constant below 40 km, with
an effective radius of 1µm throughout the Martian year, including the detached tropical dust layer
mentioned above (Guzewich et al., 2014).

Water ice clouds

Suspended dust is essential for the creation of water ice clouds as a source of cloud condensation
nuclei (Gooding, 1986). White clouds on Mars were speculated to be water ice before spectroscopic
evidence was available (Smith and Smith, 1972), but with Mariner 9, final confirmation of the ex-
istence of water ice clouds on Mars was obtained (Curran et al., 1973). Water ice clouds play an
important role together with dust in shaping the Martian atmospheric temperature structure (although
in a more restricted manner as clouds are way more concentrated in space and time), and has since
their discovery been an active field of study (e.g. Clancy et al. (1996); Wang (2002); Smith (2004)).
Recent combinations of modelling and observations indicate that these clouds affect the atmosphere
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both directly by direct extinction of visible and infrared radiation, and indirectly in other regions of
the planet by modifying the whole atmospheric circulation (Hinson, 2004). There also seems to be
a diurnal dependence where the clouds heat the atmosphere in the daytime and cool the atmosphere
during night Madeleine et al. (2012).

Martian water ice clouds are similar to terrestrial cirrus clouds in that they both form onto foreign
substrates, assuming that Martian dust particles are the cloud condensation nuclei. Michelangeli
et al. (1993) developed the first microphysical model representing the interactions between water ice
clouds and dust on Mars. The optical depth of water ice clouds is often anti-correlated with that of
dust, as water ice aerosols nucleating on dust particles seem to cleanse the atmosphere of dust, and
at the same time deposits water ice and dust to the surface in the polar regions (Navarro et al., 2014).
Water ice clouds have been observed to form through various processes and take many forms such
as topographically induced clouds, ground fogs, extended polar hoods, and a low-latitude aphelion
season cloud belt (ACB) (Clancy et al., 1996; Pearl et al., 2001), and in general their location is often
indicative of regions of upward-moving air. Several cloud types are present in the pictures in Figure
1.14. With respect to the water cycle, the ACB and the polar hoods are the most significant large-
scale manifestation of clouds. Both are triggered by seasonal processes are thus themselves seasonal
in nature, though the ACB displays with very little interannual variability.

Figure 1.14: Images of Mars showing water ice clouds forming the aphelion cloud belt near the
topographic features of the Tharsis plateau in the close to the equator. The elongated shape
of the cloud is indicative of the prevailing orientation of the regional atmospheric flow. Figure
from Montmessin and Määttänen (2018). Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech-MSSS.

The recurring ACB was first identified by Clancy et al. (1996) using ground based observations.
The aphelion cloud belt appears around Ls=30� and remains until ∼140�, at latitudes between 10�S-
30�N (e.g. Clancy (2003); Madeleine et al. (2012); Clancy et al. (2017a); Montmessin and Määttänen
(2018)), as a result of adiabatic cooling of water vapor recently released as the north polar cap sub-
limates. Water ice clouds, and particularly the ACB, play a vital role in governing the water vapor
vertical profile, and thus impacts the water transport and potential exchange with ground reservoirs. In
the tropics, a significant cold bias was found during the aphelion season between models and observa-
tions before radiative active clouds were included (Madeleine et al., 2011). A strong interconnection
between waves and clouds was found by Hinson (2004) using global models in combination with
radio occultations. Clouds were found to form in response to wave-induced adiabatic cooling, and the
tides in turn were intensified by radiative forcing from the clouds. This tide-cloud coupling results in
for instance strong diurnal modulation of the cloud properties in the tropics.
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The polar hoods appear over both polar caps in the early summer, around Ls 20�, and last until
early fall, induced by atmospheric radiative cooling in mid- to high-latitudes. They are much more
prominent in the north, likely due to the much drier SH polar summer, and a clear wave number two
wave structure is observable in the north but much less so in the south (Wang, 2002). Models indicate
that the presence of clouds over the poles in summer is vital for the vertical redistribution of water
vapor, and thereby affecting the rate of sublimation. During the sublimation season of the polar cap,
the presence of these low clouds balance the upward transport of the sublimed. At higher altitudes the
southward advection is more effective, thus clouds significantly influence the amount of water that is
extracted from the cap in spring and summer and transported equatorward (Montmessin et al., 2004).

Water ice particles are typically larger than dust particles, varying between 1 and 4 microns, an
expected result considering that water ice crystals form onto dust. It has been suggested that these
can be divided into two distinct cloud populations (Clancy, 2003), and a third class was proposed
with particles in the sub-micron size range (Montmessin et al., 2006). The smallest ice particles
are more prominent in the SH during Ls=0�–140� and in general over the largest volcanoes for any
season. Larger particles are commonly found within the ACB (Clancy, 2003). The aphelion cloud
belt exhibits a strong sorting of size with height with the larger particles (>3 microns) mostly below
20 km, and smaller particles(∼1 microns) up to 40 km. Interestingly, the polar hood clouds display
an almost uniform particle size throughout the atmospheric column, averaging at 1.5µm (Guzewich
et al., 2014).

1.3.5 Dynamics and circulation

The circulation of the Martian atmosphere consists of several interacting wind systems including the
mean meridional circulation, stationary and transient eddies, thermal tides, and mass condensation
flow. Dynamics and circulation patterns could be considered on at least three different scales; global
scales (hundreds to thousands of kilometers, such as the Hadley cells), mesoscales (one to hundreds
of kilometers, such as gravity waves), and microscale (tens of meters to one kilometer, such as dust
devils), although these definitions are somewhat arbitrary. Figure 1.15 illustrates some of these circu-
lation systems for the NH winter season.

The largest circulation structure on Mars is the Hadley cell. Hadley circulation is a thermally
driven circulation, with air rising at warm latitudes and descending at colder ones. It is highly de-
pendent on solar forcing, and is present on, and dominates, the meridional circulation of terrestrial
atmospheres such as Venus, Earth, Mars and Titan. On Earth the Hadley cells maintain a stable
configuration due to the oceans acting as a buffer, dampening temperature variations. On Mars no
ocean equivalent exists, resulting in the Hadley cell exhibiting a seasonal cycle, transitioning from
two hemispherically symmetric cells at equinox, to one tilted cell at solstice. The Hadley cell is a
powerful cross-equatorial circulation, effectively transporting species and aerosols up in the summer
hemisphere and down in the winter hemisphere just equatorward of the polar vortex. The return circu-
lation remains near the surface in the opposite direction in each hemisphere (Guendelman and Kaspi,
2018). Typical surface wind speeds are around 10m/s (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019).

A prominent feature of the winter hemisphere is the polar vortex, a cold region located above the
pole surrounded by strong westerly winds. Around solstice (Ls=∼90/270�, see Figure 1.3), the large
latitudinal gradient in temperature between the warm mid-latitudes and the cold winter polar night
(see Figure 1.11 b) and d)) produces a strong eastward jet, referred to as the polar vortex. The wind
speeds in this vortex can reach well beyond 100m/s (Mitchell et al., 2015) around the north pole, and
is significantly stronger than its southern counterpart.

Those are the main circulation patterns on Mars, but the dynamics of the planet is complicated by
other effects than temperature gradients. Gravity waves are produced when air flows over a surface
with varying elevation. In the PBL, the gravity waves propagate upwards without much change in
mean velocity and amplitude, but since the amplitude is inversely proportional to density, they grow
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Figure 1.15: Examples of circulation patterns during northern winter. The polar vortex is illus-
trated in grey around the north pole, and the blue arrows indicate water vapor transportation
towards the north pole where it condenses. Credit: NASA/Mars Climate Modeling Center.

larger as they reach higher altitudes. Eventually the waves break, transferring momentum high up in
the mesosphere. Gravity waves were hypothesized to exist and modeled in the Martian atmosphere
(e.g. Forget et al. (1999); Théodore et al. (1993)) for years before they were inferred by observational
evidence by Creasey et al. (2006) using radio occultation on MGS to measure variations in the tem-
perature profile. The gravity waves were found to exhibit strong seasonal variations, with the wave
energy in the northern summer tropics being enhanced. As they break, gravity waves play an integral
part in vertical mixing of the atmosphere, and it has also been suggested that they induce heating and
cooling at different altitudes (Parish et al., 2009).

1.4 Water vapor

The presence of water on a planet has significant consequences for the chemistry and physics of both
the surface and atmosphere. On the surface, liquid water causes physical and chemical alterations,
affecting both topography and climate. Moreover, liquid water is a vital component for life as we
know it, motivating our search for water in our solar system and beyond. In Earth’s atmosphere, water
has a major effect on heat transport and thus overall climate due to its high heat capacity and the ability
to form clouds. In addition, photolysis of water produces reactive hydrogen and oxygen species,
which are strong oxidants and creates more photo-by-products and hence complexifies chemistry.

Water vapor was first detected on Mars from Earth-based telescopes in 1963, by the observation
of eleven near-infrared absorption lines (Spinrad et al., 1963). Numerous missions have observed
this volatile trace gas to understand its climatology, transport processes, and influence on Martian
climate. Photolysis of H2O produces hydroxyl radicals which are the main oxidants of the Martian
photochemical cycle (e.g. McElroy and Donahue (1972)), and impacts the climate through altering
the radiative equilibrium through cloud formation (Madeleine et al., 2012). For this reason, water
vapor controls the long-term stability of the CO2-dominated atmosphere, by allowing CO2 to quickly
recycle after being decomposed.
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Figure 1.16: Mosaic image of the North polar cap taken by MEX/HRSC on June 17th 2019,
corresponding to Ls=40�, northern spring. Credit: ESA/DLR/FU Berlin.

1.4.1 Role of the polar caps

The North polar cap (NPC) is by far the largest reservoir of water on Mars, playing the role of the
main seasonal source and sink for the atmosphere (Montmessin et al., 2017). The NPC is at it largest
in extent around Ls=270�, when it consists of seasonal CO2 ice and water ice (Piqueux et al., 2015b).
It gradually decreases through the winter and spring, and the CO2 ice is completely sublimed by
Ls=80�. Figure 1.16 shows the north polar cap deposits at Ls=40�, when both CO2 and water ice is
present. When the water ice is gradually exposed to sunlight, it starts subliming, and by summer the
amount of water vapor present in the atmosphere globally has roughly doubled (Smith, 2002).

Using OMEGA observations Appéré et al. (2011) observed a water ice annulus forming around
the edge of the CO2 ice cap in winter, appearing at its broadest at ∼6� latitude at Ls=320�, before
shrinking towards Ls=350�. During the first half of NH spring, the annulus increases somewhat again
and water spectral signatures dominates the ice deposits. This is interpreted as a very active surface
ice and atmosphere vapor cycle in northern spring, where water forms an optically thick layer on
top of the CO2 ice, shielding its spectral signatures from orbit. This water ice is hypothesized to
come from water ice grains previously embedded in the CO2 ice, and by cold trapping of water vapor
from the sublimating water ice annulus. The dynamic processes responsible for transporting sublimed
water away from the NPC and across the equator, in some works referred to as the Houben effect, are
described in the previous section (Section 1.3.5), and will not be discussed further here.

The south polar cap undergoes much more extreme conditions as southern summer is short and hot
during perihelion, and southern winter is long and cold during aphelion. During NH winter solstice,
Ls=270�, the southern cap is almost free of water ice, in stark contrast to the situation in the NH at
the corresponding season (Langevin et al., 2007). Yet, even during southern summer Bibring et al.
(2004) and Langevin et al. (2007) both reported finding areas of water ice. The existence of a residual
southern polar ice cap, indicates the south polar cap might be a permanent water vapor sink.
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1.4.2 Annual cycle of water vapor column abundance

The Viking orbiters 1 and 2 were both equipped with the Mars Atmospheric Water Detector (MAWD),
and each provided evidence that the NPC is the primary source of atmospheric water, while also
indicating a strong north–south asymmetry in the atmospheric water abundance (Farmer et al., 1976;
Jakosky and Farmer, 1982). The first comprehensive climatology was provided by the Mars Global
Surveyor mission (MGS) and its Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) (Smith, 2002, 2004), and it
is from this data set that most modern Martian water climatologies are based. Figure 1.17 depicts
what has become the basis for our understanding of the seasonal variations of water vapor. There
are now several multi-year water vapor climatologies available; the TES data set was later revisited
using an updated retrieval scheme Pankine et al. (2010), Trokhimovskiy et al. (2015) provided a 5 MY
of SPICAM observations, from CRISM another 5 MY year climatology exists (Smith et al., 2018),
and a combined climatology covering MY 24–27 (TES) and MY 28–30 (CRISM) can be found in
Montmessin et al. (2017).

Figure 1.17: The annual cycle of water vapor on Mars as observed by the Thermal Emission
Spectrometer (Smith, 2002) (top panel) and by the Viking MAWD instrument (Jakosky and
Farmer, 1982). The column abundance of water vapor is shown as a function of Ls and latitude
for both panels. Contours show a smoothed representation of the results. Note that the data
has not been adjusted for topography or scaled to an equivalent pressure surface.

The results from these works revealed an annual pattern where water vapor is effectively cycled
from pole to pole, subliming as spring turns to summer when it is transported equatorward and across,
before eventually freezing back out of the atmosphere at the other pole. The mechanisms by which
Mars’ water cycle can evolve in a steady state (minus some net annual transfer from the North cap to
the south) has amongst others been described in Richardson (2002); Montmessin et al. (2004).

This climatology outlines a column abundance maximum at high latitudes during midsummer in
both hemispheres, reaching a peak of ∼60 pr-µm on average in the north, and ∼25 pr-µm in the
south. Low water abundances are observed during fall and winter at middle and high latitudes of both
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hemispheres. General circulation models along with TES observations indicate that water from the
southern summer maximum is transported to the NH more efficiently than the reverse process (e.g.
Montmessin et al. (2004); Steele et al. (2014)).

Water vapor transport

The cross-equatorial water transport is facilitated by the Hadley circulation, but for some time it was
not understood how sublimed water from the NPC could escape the polar region. A sea-breeze cir-
culation at the edge of the north residual cap was identified in a 2D model and found to be capable
of transporting water equatorward, but too weakly to reproduce the observed summer vapor increase
over the mid and low latitudes (Haberle and Jakosky, 1990). What was recognized later, is that the
NH mid-latitude circulation is dominated by waves produced by the combination of areas with simi-
larly alternating thermal inertia 1 and topography (the Aecadia, Acidalia and Utopia Planitiae at low
elevations). These effects force the development of a zonally asymmetric summertime circulation
taking the shape of a zone-3 wave, spreading across the 45�-70�N latitude band. Sublimated water
coming off the NPC is thus locked into a wave-3 pattern, in large part concentrating southward trans-
port via advection to three longitudinal corridors located around 90�E, 230�E and 340�E (see Figure
1.5) (Montmessin et al., 2017).

From late summer until early the next spring, the climate from the mid- to high-latitudes and
polewards is driven by the latitudinal and seasonal wandering of the polar vortex. The shrinking
of the polar vortex during winter and spring is associated with a strong horizontal mixing across
the vortex boundaries (Houben et al., 1997). During this time the polar vortex turns dynamically
porous, and allows poleward invasion of moist air where water condenses. Models indicate that the
frost that sublimed from the surface of the seasonal cap edge moves up and poleward, and eventually
precipitates at higher latitudes (Richardson, 2002). The seasonal cap edge consequently experiences a
notable increase of water ice frost thickness during the shrinking phase. As a consequence, the south
polar region exhibits a summer maximum even when no extensive reservoir of water ice exists there.

1.4.3 Water vertical profile

Attempts at determining the vertical location of water vapor were made for the first time with Viking
Orbiter 1 (Davies, 1979). It was found that he H2O vertical distribution was indistinguishable from
the dust distribution and was well mixed up to about 10 km. The first ever direct measurements of the
water vertical distribution were accomplished by solar occultation observations from Phobos 2, which
produced very few profiles over a time span of two months. The results show a sharp decrease above
25 km, and a close to constant mixing ratio below it Rodin et al. (1997). These results suggested an
altitude for the Martian hygropause, the level above which the atmosphere is cold enough for water
ice cloud formation due to a lower vapor pressure.

From these early observations and the assumption that condensation would not allow water vapor
to supersaturate, the distribution of water vapor with altitude was for a long time assumed to be rather
uniform and well-mixed with CO2, up to the hygropause where the atmosphere reaches saturation.
Above this point water vapor was thought to quickly diminish. With the arrival of MEX in 2004, and
later MAVEN and the ExoMars Trace gas Orbiter (TGO) with its infrared spectrometers NOMAD
and ACS, a new era in water vertical profile began.

The vertical distribution of water vapor can be tentatively inferred from nadir measurements,
but such observations are not optimal for this task (as will be detailed later in Section 1.6). Solar
occultations are in many ways more suitable, but SPICAM occultation campaigns are not the primary
focus of MEX and therefore these observations are not regularly executed. TGO on the other hand

1Physical property that controls the diurnal and seasonal cycles in surface temperature. It is defined as a

function of the thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and density.
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was designed to primarily operate in solar occultation and thus flies in an orbit adapted for solar
occultation measurements, and obtains a nearly global coverage with good vertical and temporal
resolution. This mode of observation has allowed for several ground-breaking discoveries such as
the existence of supersaturation above the hygropause by Maltagliati et al. (2011b) using SPICAM,
and the occurrence of high altitude water during dust storms (e.g. Aoki et al. (2019); Fedorova et al.
(2020); Belyaev et al. (2021)). The main limitation of solar occultations is caused by dust which
obscures the line-of-sight and eventually prevents accessing the lowest and thus densest levels where
dust and water are present in higher absolute abundances. A floor in altitude ranging between 2-30 km
is usually found, depending on location and season.

Climatologies of vertical distribution now exist (e.g. Fedorova et al. (2021); Aoki et al. (2022), as
shown in Figure 1.18. In these studies, the seasonal variations of the water profiles are clearly visible,
with strong contrasts between perihelion and aphelion for both hemispheres. In general, a vertically
deep Hadley cell carries water equatorward from the NPC, but it remains confined near the surface in
the mid- to low-latitudes as it is hindered by the aphelion cloud belt (Montmessin et al., 2004; Kahre
et al., 2020). In the southern hemisphere on the other hand, perihelion leads to a warmer atmosphere
and intensified circulation, causing the subliming water to rapidly reach very high altitudes.

The sudden increase of water vapor at mid-altitudes observed around Ls=190� of MY 34 in Figure
1.18 was driven by the global dust storm that occurred at that time (Wolkenberg et al., 2020). The
increased dust load warmed the atmosphere which prevented water from condensing (Neary et al.,
2020). As a result, water vapor reached altitudes greater than 100 km (Aoki et al., 2019). The other
increases in the NH at around Ls=330� of both MY 34 and 35 can be attributed to the seasonally
repeatable occurrences of regional dust storms.

In the SH increases of water vapor can be linked to dust storm activities, but are also due to
the increased solar forcings at perihelion close to southern summer. The strong increases around
Ls=270� in both MY 34 and MY 35, (the trend was first observed during the dust storm of MY
28 (Fedorova et al., 2018; Heavens et al., 2018), and more recently by Fedorova et al. (2020) and
Villanueva et al. (2021) amongst others) and can be explained by a combination of concurrent events;
water ice subliming off the south polar cap, a strong Hadley cell causing meridional circulation from
the south to the north, and warmer atmospheric temperatures leading to little to no sequestration of
the water vapor by the formation of water ice clouds. Modelling effort have shown that water vapor
can indeed be transported to around 80 km by such processes (Holmes et al., 2021; Shaposhnikov
et al., 2019; Vals et al., 2022).

Supersaturation and escape

The notion that Mars previously had a much warmer and wetter climate is also substantiated from
atmospheric research. Owen et al. (1988) first observed HDO on Mars from ground-based high-
resolution spectra, and found D/H value of 6±3VSMOW, much enriched compared to Earth’s oceans.
Assuming Mars and the Earth accreted water from similar sources, this implies that hydrogen escaped
more rapidly from Mars in the past than it does now, consistent with an ancient dense and warm
atmosphere. The question of where Mars’ water has gone is a mystery that has occupied scientists for
decades. TGO has also revolutionized the study of D/H by providing simultaneous observations of
H2O, HDO and water ice (e.g. Villanueva et al. (2021); Alday et al. (2021); Villanueva et al. (2022)).

That Mars has lost a substantial part of its atmosphere is widely acknowledged, but the spe-
cific processes have yet to be determined with certainty. The rate of water loss to space depends
on hydrogen, and the former commonly held hypothesis was that water beneath the hygropause was
broken down by HOx chemistry and photodissociation to produce H2, which would steadily diffuse
to higher altitudes, where photodissociation again destroys it and produces H which can escape to
space (Haberle et al., 2017). This process should be fairly stable with no large variations due to the
long lifetime of H2, yet strong variability in the high-altitude H abundance has been observed (e.g.
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Figure 1.18: Seasonal variations of water vapor vertical profiles from MY 34 Ls=160� to MY
36 Ls=130�. Data was retrieved from NOMAD solar occultation measurements. The top panel
shows the latitudes and local solar time of the measurements, the middle and bottom panel
show water vapor profiles in the northern and southern hemisphere respectively. The white
areas represent either no water detection or no measurements. Figure from Aoki et al. (2022).

Chaffin et al. (2014); Bhattacharyya et al. (2015)). Chaffin et al. (2014, 2017) posed an explanation
for this by suggesting water vapor could be transported directly to higher altitudes, connecting it to
the occurrence of dust storms.

Condensation and saturation are central in controlling the vertical distribution of water vapor
on Mars. For water to condense, cloud condensation nuclei are required along with a combination
of pressure and temperature which allows water to change phase from gas to ice. As temperature
is one of main parameters controlling the saturation of water, which governs cloud formation, and
subsequently the vertical distribution of water, one needs to measure water vapor abundance and
temperature concomitantly in order to determine if water vapor exceeds saturation. Maltagliati et al.
(2011a) achieved this with MEX/SPICAM measurements and co-located MGS temperature data, and
found for the first time evidence of water existing in a supersaturated state in the atmosphere of Mars.
The occurrence of supersaturation has been explained by a lack of dust nuclei due to scavenging,
where already condensed water formed and later sedimenting ice, or by dust being present but the
particles being too small (Fedorova et al., 2014).

With TGO, concomitant measurements of water abundance and temperature is possible, and using
TGO/ACS, Fedorova et al. (2023) assembled a 2.5 Martian year data set, displaying an overview of
temperature, water vapor profiles and saturation profiles as a function of Martian season, as shown
in Figure 1.19. It was found that supersaturation is common on Mars, occurring both in the aphelion
and perihelion seasons above the cloud layer, and in the lower polar atmosphere.

During the aphelion season, water mixing ratio above 40 km in the mid-to-high latitudes was very
low (>3 ppmv) and still supersaturated. During the dusty perihelion season, water was also found to
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.19: Seasonal variation of profiles of temperature B), water vapor C) and saturation
ratio D) during Ls=163� of MY 34 to Ls=170� of MY 36 as retrieved from TGO/ACS-NIR
data for each hemisphere. The three top panels show the northern hemisphere, while the three
bottom panels show the south hemisphere. The top panel shows the latitudes and local time
of the measurements. Figures from Fedorova et al. (2023).
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be supersaturated above 60 km with a much higher mixing ratio of 30-50 ppmv. In the polar regions
near the equinoxes, water is found to be supersaturated even below 20 km for both hemispheres. When
comparing the new TGO results with those from MEX/SPICAM, supersaturation appears to follow an
annually repeatable trend, revealing that supersaturation clearly promotes water escape, particularly
during the dust season.

This new paradigm for water vapor on Mars has significant implications on our understanding of
atmospheric escape, and particularly the water loss that Mars has undergone through history (Jakosky
and Phillips, 2001). If water vapor is indeed the source of hydrogen in the upper atmosphere, chemical
intermediate states, such as water ions, should exist in this region and should exhibit a seasonal trend.
This hypothesis was tested, and verified, by Stone et al. (2020), as summarized in Figure 1.20. Panel
A) shows variations in water ions normalized by the total electron content near MAVEN’s periapsis
during more than two Martian years. Three types of variable behaviour are visible here; first, a diurnal
variation across two orders of magnitude, clearly visible from the changing of colors from red to blue,
secondly, H+

2 displays a seasonal cycle with maxima near Ls=270� and minima around Ls=40�, where
the dayside relative abundance varies by more than an order of magnitude, and thirdly a significant
and rapid increase in water ion abundance coinciding with dust storms, indicated by the black boxes.
Panels B) and C) in Figure 1.20 corresponds to the regional dust storm of MY 32 and the global dust
storm in MY 34, both of which caused substantial perturbations to the background seasonal trend,
particularly the global dust storm which increased the water ion abundance by more than an order of
magnitude, and increases by a factor of about 3 over the course of only two days (Stone et al., 2020).

Recent modelling work however also suggests that atomic hydrogen may be produced in signif-
icant quanta already below 60 km, before being directly advected up to the exosphere (Montmessin
et al., 2022). The study suggests that a dominant fraction of the atomic hydrogen is formed between
60-80 km, and, in agreement with Stone et al. (2020), found that the perihelion season plays a key role
in the hydrogen transfer to the upper atmosphere overall. All this indicates that lofted supersaturated
water vapor acts as a direct source of atomic hydrogen to the upper atmosphere, and could likely have
played a substantial role in the evolution of the Martian climate from its warm and wet state billions
of years ago to the cold and dry planet we observe today.

Near-surface water content and role of the regolith

Just as the high-altitude part of the water vertical profile controlled by saturation/supersaturation is
interesting due to its implications for atmospheric escape, near-surface water content is interesting
as it has implications for the amount of water vapor that could possibly be exchanging between the
atmosphere and the regolith.

The region below ∼ 10 km is of particular interest, it is here surface-atmosphere interactions are
believed to dominate, and unfortunately solar occultations cannot easily access this region due to
significant signal degradation from aerosol loading. Convection, frost sublimation and deposition are
expected to be the main forcers on the vertical distribution in this region, along with adsorption and
desorption. This makes it markedly different from the mid-to-high altitude region where water ice
clouds are thought to be the governing factor (Montmessin et al., 2004; Richardson, 2002)). Below
the saturation level, controversy still exists about whether water vapor is well mixed with CO2, or
dispersed in a more complex fashion.

Regolith adsorption was first suggested by Davis (1969), involving the adhesion of CO2 to surface
dust grains. The hypothesis was later expanded to include water vapor (Fanale and Cannon, 1971),
where a porous regolith actively adsorbs water vapor at night, and releases it when the Sun heats the
surface. A nocturnal depletion of atmospheric water vapor was later inferred by Ryan et al. (1982)
using Viking Lander air temperature measurements, which were suggesting by Jakosky et al. (1997)
by model comparisons to be due to a diurnal exchange cycle between the porous regolith and the
atmosphere. Similar results were also found with the thermal and electrical conductivity probe on
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Figure 1.20: Ion variations during MY 32-34 as measured by MAVEN/NGIMS for each orbit.
A) Mean H2 ion abundance between October 2014 and November 2018. B) Ion abundances
during a regional dust storm in MY 32. C) Ian abundances during the global dust storm in
MY 34. The boxes in A) indicate the periods focused on in B) and C). Each data point is the
mean at MAVEN’s nominal periapsis for a single orbit. The value of the solar zenith angle is
indicated by the color of the circle, as indicated by the colorbar. The transition from red to
blue in A) corresponds to the shift from day to night. Figure from Stone et al. (2020).

the Phoenix lander (Zent et al., 2010; Fischer et al., 2019). The data indicate that a vapor layer of
0.5-1 km depth experiences diurnal exchange with the surface (Tamppari et al., 2010).

The commonly assumed uniform mixing below the saturation level was challenged further in
Tamppari and Lemmon (2020) when analysis of data from the Surface Stereo Imager on the Phoenix
lander indicated that water is strongly confined to a near-surface layer of 2.5 km. By investigating the
correlation of water columns and pressure, Fouchet et al. (2007) inferred a situation where the vertical
distribution is controlled by atmospheric saturation on one hand, and confined to a surface layer on
the other. Similar results were found with OMEGA Melchiorri et al. (2009), hinting at potentially
significant regolith-atmosphere exchange processes that have yet to be observed directly.

Adsorption is not the only possible mechanism however. In addition to the polar caps, evidence
exists of shallow sub-surface water ice from observational campaigns of the Martian surface (e.g.
Feldman et al. (2011) and Audouard et al. (2014)) at non-polar latitudes on Mars. Such water ice
could potentially diffuse through the above regolith and contribute to atmospheric water vapor on
diurnal and seasonal scales. However, Audouard et al. (2014) also suggested that any surface water is
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likely either strongly bound to minerals and amorphous components in the regolith, or the dehydration
and re-hydration is a very slow process due to Mars’ low temperatures, concluding that the observed
subsurface water is not easily exchangeable with the atmosphere.

A diurnal cycle was hinted at again when water vapor volume mixing ratios obtained with the
REMS-H device on the Curiosity rover showed a distinct variation with local time (Harri et al., 2014;
Martínez et al., 2017). The most compelling evidence supporting a diurnal cycle came with mea-
surements from the Thermal and Electrical Conductivity Probe (TECP) on the Phoenix lander, where
Savijärvi and Harri (2021) found a clear diurnal trend with water being depleted at night and a maxima
around midday, as shown in Figure 1.21. The results also indicated that regolith exchange is mostly
indifferent to surface properties, and that diurnal adsorption/desorption generates approximately 1%
variation in the total column abundance, which is very similar to Earth analogue measurements.

Figure 1.21: Modelled and Phoenix/TECP water vapor pressures during Phoenix sols 48–60.
Data points 3 cm above the surface are shown as filled squares, while data taken at ∼0.5-1m are
indicated as open squares (Fischer et al., 2019). Five models with different adsorption isotherms
are shown. The total precipitable water content is equal to roughly 30 microns. Figure from
Savijärvi and Harri (2021).

Other studies, using OMEGA (Maltagliati et al., 2011b) and SPICAM Trokhimovskiy et al. (2015)
on MEX also attempted to discern a diurnal exchange process between atmosphere and regolith, but
found no statistically significant evidence of local time variation in H2O abundances. The role of the
regolith in modulating the near-surface water vapor content has thus not been conclusively determined
by observations, and remains a highly elusive component of the water cycle. In order to shed more
light on the near-surface distribution of water vapor, and possibly disentangle atmosphere-regolith
exchange from seasonal variations, more observations are needed. Specifically, observations that are
capable of differentiating the very first few kilometers from the rest of the column are required.

1.5 Carbon monoxide

Noncondensable gases are of interest as their seasonal and spatial variations hint at atmospheric trans-
port and dynamics. Photochemical modelling of the observed carbon monoxide abundances have
turned out to be a bigger challenge than anticipated. The main end products of the photolysis of
CO2 are O2 and CO, both remaining well-mixed due to their long photochemical lifetimes and them
being noncondensable gases in the Martian environment. From this, it follows that over time the
CO2 content would diminish and a build-up of O2 and CO would occur with twice the amount of
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CO compared to oxygen (Nair et al., 1994). This is far from the observed reality however. It was
discovered that water vapor photo-dissociation products (H, OH, HO2, known as HOx) help catalyti-
cally convert CO back into CO2 (Parkinson and Hunten, 1972; McElroy and Donahue, 1972). Since
water is the main source of HOx species, the oxidation rate and consequent reformation rate of CO2

is subject to considerable temporal and spatial variations. The calculated reformation rate was so fast
that photochemical 1D models struggled with the opposite problem of underestimating CO relative to
observations (e.g. Clancy and Nair (1996)). Full 3D GCMs are best suited to solve this issue, but due
to the long lifetime of CO, significant computational power is required to integrate a full GCM for
sufficiently long periods to investigate the long-term equilibrium of slowly evolving species such as
CO. Therefore, the significant underestimation of CO predicted by 1D models remains an outstanding
problem, and the classical problem of Mars’ photochemical stability cannot therefore be considered
fully understood (Lefèvre and Krasnopolsky, 2017). 3D GCMs are however successfully reproducing
the dynamical patterns of CO quite well, as shown in for example Smith et al. (2018), where the sea-
sonal and spatial behaviour is represented, apart from that mixing is observed to be happening slower
than in the simulations. Regardless, CO remains a species of particular interest for photochemical
experts as it reveals the balance of chemical reactions that destroy and form CO2 and ensures its long
term stability on Mars.

Krasnopolsky (2003) was the first to identify the seasonal variations of CO and couple it to the
condensation/sublimation cycle of CO2. Since then, measurements of CO have been obtained by
several studies (e.g. Smith et al. (2018); Encrenaz et al. (2006); Bouche et al. (2021), and good
agreement about the seasonal and latitudinal trends are found, with maxima being observed when the
condensation of CO2 occurs in the polar regions for each hemispheric winter as shown in Figure 1.22,
where data sets from MEX/PFS and MRO/CRISM are compared along with model simulations.

With PFS, Bouche et al. (2021) found a global mean volume mixing ratio of 820 ppm, with large
temporal and spatial variability. The most extreme values were retrieved in the polar regions, with
the abundances changing rapidly, creating maxima and minima near the poles during local spring and
fall, respectively (see Figure 1.22 panels b) and i)). The retrieved Southern minimum was ∼400 ppm
compared to ∼600 ppm in the North, where this North/South dichotomy is due to the difference in
the CO2 ice mass condensed at the poles during fall and winter. The times correspond to periods
of rapid CO2 sublimation, diluting the CO concentration. At polar latitudes, PFS tends to retrieve
larger values than those obtained with CRISM, but agree well with models. At lower latitudes the CO
column abundance is less susceptible to seasonal variations, there is however a local maxima in the
middle of the Martian year (around Ls=180�) for all latitude bands between 50�N and 50�S (panels
c)-g)). Overall, PFS, CRISM and simulations all show very similar values and seasonal trends.

A first long-term climatology of the vertical distribution of CO was compiled by Fedorova et al.
(2022) using solar occultation measurements with TGO-ACS. There a global mean mixing ratio of
960 ppm was found between 0-35 km and 45�S-45�N. A previously unobserved layer of significant
CO enhancement (at 3000 ppm at least) is detected around 10-20 km at high southern latitudes during
local fall (Ls=100�-200�), and another enhancement above 50 km at the equinoxes near both poles.

1.6 Outstanding questions and purpose of this thesis

Much of the Martian water cycle is now known and the most important processes are understood as
described in the previous section. One of the few missing pieces encompass the vertical distribution
of water vapor, particularly below the cloud condensation level, and its behaviour with respect to loca-
tion, season and local time. The following section will give a brief overview of the two most common
observing modes used in atmospheric studies on Mars (nadir and solar occultation), describing their
benefits and limitations, with emphasis on the implications for sensing the vertical distribution of
water.
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Figure 1.22: Column-averaged volume mixing ratios of CO retrieved from MEX/PFS (blue
dots). Data are plotted as a function of Ls for different latitude bands, in boxes of 5�Ls. The
red line is a running-average of the PFS data points, the green dots represent simulated column-
averaged CO volume mixing ratios from Daerden et al. (2019), and gray points are retrieved
column-averaged CO volume mixing ratios from CRISM by Smith et al. (2018). Figure from
Bouche et al. (2021).

Traditionally the water vapor content on Mars has been probed using nadir observing instruments
(e.g. Trokhimovskiy et al. (2015); Fouchet et al. (2007); Maltagliati et al. (2011b)). When observing
an atmosphere in nadir viewing geometry, the retrieved quantity is normally the column abundance
of the target species, since the geometry of observation implies the signal is an integrated absorp-
tion/emission along the line of sight, as indicated in Figure 1.23. Thus, any nadir-looking spectrom-
eter covering a wavelength interval where water vapor has absorption bands is capable of measuring
the total integrated column abundance of water vapor. This approach often yields excellent spatial
coverage (and relatively high spatial resolution) and is able to probe a wide range of local times (de-
pending on the orbit), but can be limited when aerosol loading in the atmosphere is significant. High
dust loads can effectively shield the lower part of the atmosphere from being sensed by causing part
of the incoming solar flux to be reflected back to space without having reached all the way to the
surface. As the atmosphere on Mars is rarely dust free, especially at lower latitudes, this may lead to
biased retrievals.

It is also theoretically possible to obtain the vertical distribution of a gas by nadir observation. In
the thermal infrared, the water vertical profile is directly accessible by spectrally resolving the indi-
vidual water lines and thereby discretizing the information in several altitude regions, as is commonly
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Figure 1.23: Graphic showing the viewing geometry of nadir and solar occultation observa-
tions. Radiation is shown reaching the spacecraft in the near- and thermal-infrared, the former
depicted as being scattered and reflected from the surface, while the latter thermal radiation is
shown to originate somewhere in the near-to-mid atmosphere.

done for for example CO2 on Mars, whose 15 µm band is shaped by the separate contributions of a
variety of regions extending up to 40 km. Unfortunately, trace species like water vapor do not produce
deep and wide enough bands to exploit the same effect.

Another strategy to obtain information on the water vertical profile from nadir observation is by
observing multiple wavelength bands simultaneously. This approach is referred to as spectral synergy,
and was developed for Earth observation by Pan et al. (1995, 1998), who predicted higher sensitivity
to near-surface layers of CO if near and thermal infrared spectral bands were combined. This was
later confirmed by Edwards et al. (2009), who demonstrated that combining near-infrared (NIR) and
thermal-infrared (TIR) measurements in a common retrieval pipeline allowed for significantly higher
sensitivity in the troposphere. The method has also been used to increase near-surface sensitivity to
other gasses such as CO2 (Christi and Stephens, 2004), O3 (Landgraf and Hasekamp, 2007), and CH4

(Razavi et al., 2009).

For the spectral synergy to work, concomitant acquisition of spectra containing diagnostic features
of water vapor originating mainly from separate regions of the atmosphere are required, as illustrated
in Figure 1.23. The design of MEX/PFS offers this capability (see chapter 2 and Section 2.2.1 for a
detailed description of the instrument). Using PFS, Formisano et al. (2002) expected that the com-
bination of measurements of rotational lines in addition to the 2.56 and 1.38 micron bands would
provide information of the water vertical profile. However, this turned out to not be achievable due
to several reasons, among them the SNR was too low for accurate determination of water vapor at
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1.38 microns, except in very large averages (Fouchet et al., 2007). As a result, the water vertical dis-
tribution could not be obtained with any single nadir observing instrument currently in orbit around
Mars. While a single instrument could not, a combination of instruments could, and MEX is the only
payload platform capable having this multi-instrument combination option.

The spectral synergy technique was first applied to Mars by Montmessin and Ferron (2019) on a
small selection of co-located observations between SPICAM and PFS on MEX. It was found that the
synergy did indeed bring new information in addition to robustness to the retrieval of the water vapor
concentration, compared to standard single-interval retrieval approaches (more on this in sections
2.2.3 and 2.2.3). Although the spectral synergy cannot resolve a detailed vertical profile of water
vapor, it sets constraints on the partitioning of the water column, distinguishing between a near-
surface layer and the rest of the column.

Another technique of sensing atmospheric abundances is by solar occultation observations, which
are performed with SPICAM, but have become even more intensively used since the arrival of TGO
(e.g. Fedorova et al. (2009); Aoki et al. (2022)). Solar occultation provide excellent vertical resolu-
tion, at the expense of poor horizontal resolution, sensing all the atmosphere along the line-of-sight
between the spacecraft and the Sun. As the observation technique relies on a specific spacecraft-Sun
geometry (see Figure 1.23), measurements are only possible at dawn and dusk local times, and this
configuration happens more frequently at higher latitudes, significantly limiting the temporal and ge-
ographical coverage of the planet. In addition, solar occultation measurements in the near-infrared
are impacted by dust, so that despite fine vertical resolution, the very near-surface region remains
essentially unavailable. The lower limit for observation is typically around 5-10 km for dust-free con-
ditions, and as high as 20-30 km during the dusty perihelion season (e.g. Aoki et al. (2019)). Only
under very clear conditions will solar occultation observations be able to probe below 10 km. Such
conditions rarely occur at low-to-mid latitudes, consequently observing in solar occultation mode is
a powerful tool for sensing water vapor above 10 km, but to gain insight into the lowest part of the
atmosphere, it is not a reliable option.

A fourth option to learn about the near-surface water content is to perform observations from the
Martian surface. This can be done in-situ with for example humidity sensors such as MSL Curiosity’s
REMS-H or MEDA on M2020 Perseverance, or with spectroscopy, with ChemCam or SuperCam on
Curiosity and Perseverance respectively. SuperCam is essentially very similar to SPICAM, and by
pointing it to the sky, one can observe the scattered near-infrared radiation and retrieve water vapor
abundances, integrated along the line-of-sight, much as in nadir viewing geometry. When observing
from the surface, one circumvents the issue of dust obscuring the lower atmosphere, but high dust
loads can still diminish the signal.

From the inherent limitations of single-domain nadir and occultation observations, two alternative
approaches to obtain information of the water vapor content in the very lowest part of the atmosphere
have been explored in this thesis; a spectral synergy approach between SPICAM and PFS (detailed
in chapter 4), and by probing the atmospheric water content from the surface of Mars, where the
sensitivity is highest close to the ground (detailed in Chapter 5).



Chapter 2

Instruments used in this thesis

To increase our understanding of any planetary body, a variety of instruments and techniques are
required. Identifying and quantifying atmospheric species requires spectrometers. Spectrometers
observing in different wavelength regimes and viewing geometries complement each other, as their
combined power is greater than the sum of their parts. At Earth, a plethora of orbiting and ground-
based observatories are continuously monitoring the planet and its surroundings, and on Mars we are
now also reaching a level of monitoring providing a nearly complete view. The studies included in
this thesis utilize a variety of spectrometers, two on the ESA satellite Mars Express (MEX), and one
on the NASA rover M2020 Perseverance.

2.1 The basis of spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is a technique used to study the amount of light emitted or absorbed by matter at dif-
ferent wavelengths, in order to determine the atomic or molecular abundance of a substance within
the aforementioned matter. The interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter result in a
spectrum when the received light is spread as a function of wavelength or frequency, and the relative
amount of light within each wavelength interval provides information about the source matter. In-
vestigating the dispersion of light as a function of wavelength has been conducted for centuries. The
Romans were familiar with the uses of prisms and how it could be used to spread solar light into a
rainbow of colors, yet Newton is commonly regarded the father of spectroscopy, but he was far from
the first to have studied and reported the solar spectrum.

Fraunhofer significantly improved on the experimental setup used by most up until this point when
he replaced the prism by a diffraction grating as the dispersive element. This improved the spectral
resolution, but more importantly it provided a quantification of the wavelength scale, allowing accu-
rate comparisons to be made between instruments, light sources and laboratories. The dark bands that
had been previously observed in the solar spectrum (and a common belief was that these bands were
natural limits between colors), were now systematically measured by Fraunhofer. Although not yet
recognised as being indicative of the absorption from elements in the solar atmosphere, Fraunhofers
work was so disruptive that these solar absorption lines are now known as Fraunhofer lines. The con-
nection between chemical elements and their unique spectral patterns was developed by Bunsen and
Kirchoff starting in the 1860s, and shortly after Beer found the relationship between light absorption
and elemental abundance (Thomas, 1991).

The first infrared spectrometer was developed during World War 2 by companies contracted by
the American government. It was soon recognised that many molecular signatures are found in the
infrared part of the spectrum, and scientists all over the world started using the now commercially
available infrared spectrometers for their studies (Rabkin, 1987). By the early 1970s the Fourier
Transform infrared spectrometers were available, which could collect spectra in a matter of seconds
of very high quality (by signal averaging) (Thomas, 1991). Today, infrared spectroscopy is used in a
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wide variety of fields, such as atmospheric physics, astronomy, chemical threat detection and disease
detection, among others.

In general remote sensing spectrometers consists of an entrance slit, a collimator, a dispersive
element such as a diffraction grating or prism, focusing optics, and a detector. Light enters the spec-
trometer through the slit, and the slit width affects both the spectral resolution and the ability to sense
in low-light conditions. These characteristics must undergo a trade-off, as one will come at the ex-
pense of the other. As needed a system of mirrors and collimating lenses will guide the light onto
the prism or grating, and the prism or grating will split the light into its constituent wavelengths, the
intensity of which are then recorded by the detector as a function of wavelength. The specific optical
layout of the instruments used in this work is detailed in the following subsections.

2.2 The Mars Express mission

Figure 2.1: Artist’s impression of the Mars Express satellite orbiting Mars. The background
surface image is based on an image taken by the spacecraft’s high resolution stereo camera
(HRSC), credit: ESA/DLR/FU Berlin. Spacecraft image credit: ESA/ATG medialab.

The Mars Express satellite (MEX) is a European Space Agency (ESA) space mission, launched
from the Baikonur launch pad in Kazakhstan on a Soyuz-Fregat launcher on 2 June 2003. MEX
successfully entered orbit around Mars on 25 December 2003, and began nominal science operations
in mid-January 2004 (Chicarro et al., 2004), corresponding to the very end of MY 26. MEX carries
seven scientific instruments (High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC), Observatoire pour la Minéralo-
gie, l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité (OMEGA), Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionospheric
Sounding (MARSIS), Planetary Fourier Spectrometer (PFS), SPectroscopy for the Investigation of
the Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars (SPICAM), Analyzer of Space Plasmas and EneRgetic
Atoms (ASPERA), Mars Radio Science Experiment (MaRS)), and an additional engineering cam-
era that has been repurposed for atmospheric and outreach (Visual Monitoring Camera (VMC)), as
detailed in Table 2.1.
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MEX also deployed the lander Beagle 2, which unfortunately was lost after landing. At the time
of writing, MEX is still operational and returning data from the Red Planet. Mars Express got its
name since it was built and launched in record time and for a much lower cost than similar missions
at the time. Some equipment was reused from Rosetta, and the nadir-pointing instruments HRSC,
OMEGA, PFS and SPICAM have heritage from the Russian Mars 96 mission. In turn, the experience
with MEX led to the very similar Venus Express mission.

Acronym Purpose Technique

HRSC Image and study the surface Push-broom scanning camera
OMEGA Study the surface and atmosphere Visible- and near-infrared spectrometer
MARSIS Study the subsurface and ionosphere Subsurface radar and altimeter
PFS Atmospheric studies Infrared spectrometer
SPICAM Atmospheric and plasma studies UV and infrared spectrometer
ASPERA Plasma studies Neutral- and charged- particle sensors
MaRS Atmospheric and ionospheric studies Radio-wave propagation
VMC Atmospheric studies and outreach Basic optical monitoring camera

Table 2.1: Table listing the eight instruments carried by MEX, and their main scientific purpose.

The main science objectives of the mission are to study the Martian atmosphere and climate, the
planet’s structure, mineralogy and geology, and to search for indicators of water. This would be done
by determining the sub-surface structure down to a depth of a few kilometres, imaging the entire
surface at high resolution including a mineralogical map, determining the effect of the atmosphere
on the surface, studying the atmospheric composition and its global circulation patterns and lastly by
investigating atmosphere-solar wind interactions.

Mars Express has proven to be an extremely productive mission. It has, and continues to, provide
scientists with data to make discoveries such as finding minerals that form only in the presence of
water (Bibring et al., 2006), the detection of water-ice deposits underground (Orosei et al., 2018),
finding evidence to suggest volcanism on Mars may have persisted until recent times (Neukum et al.,
2004), and detecting aurora for the first time on Mars (Bertaux et al., 2005). Furthermore, MEX has
mapped how key gases such as water and ozone vary throughout the atmosphere (e.g. Maltagliati et al.
(2011a); Fedorova et al. (2018); Määttänen et al. (2022), and tracked how dust gets lifted from the
surface and distributed through the atmosphere (e.g. Maltagliati et al. (2013); Fedorova et al. (2009)),
and studied Mars’ moons in unprecedented detail (Witasse et al., 2014). In addition to scientific
purposes, MEX is also providing relay communication services between the Earth and other Mars
missions.

From a quasi-polar and highly elliptical orbit with a periapsis of ∼300 km and a period of 7.5 h,
MEX has a particularly detailed view of the polar caps. With three instruments able to measure the
atmospheric water vapor content (OMEGA, PFS, and SPICAM), either in the solar reflected or in
the thermal component, MEX has delivered a vast amount of valuable data with complete global and
seasonal coverage. The PFS and SPICAM instruments cover the thermal and near-infrared domains,
respectively, within which water vapor possesses diagnostic signatures.

The measurements used in the following analysis were retrieved from nadir observations, and
were selected according to a number of criteria to ensure satisfactory quality of every individual mea-
surement, sufficient geographical and seasonal coverages, and a minimum error of radiative transfer
modeling due to surface inhomogeneity (Montmessin and Ferron, 2019). For a detailed description on
the selection and averaging processes used for the creation of a data set compatible with a synergistic
extraction of water vapor, the reader is referred to Montmessin and Ferron (2019).
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2.2.1 PFS

The Planetary Fourier Spectrometer (PFS) is an infrared double pendulum interferometer with two
wavelength channels optimized for atmospheric sensing, and is shown in Figure 2.2. PFS performs
Mars observations in nadir viewing geometry, in two wavelength channels. The short wavelength
channel (SWC) covers the range 1700-8200 cm�1 (∼1.22-5.88 µm) with a full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of the instantaneous field of view (FOV) of 1.6°, while the long wavelength channel
(LWC) spans the 250-1700 cm�1 (5.88-40 µm) with a FWHM FOV of 2.8°, which at the pericenter
corresponds to a 440 km2 surface footprint. Only the long wavelength channel was utilized for this
work. Both channels have a spectral resolution of 1.3 cm�1. For further details, see Formisano et al.
(2005); Giuranna et al. (2005). PFS was unable to produce scientific data from around May 2005
until November. First the problem was related to the switching on of MARSIS which led to several
instruments being switched off, then PFS suffered a fault in the pendulum motor. A full recovery was
made possible by switching to the more powerful back-up motor, and science operations resumed as
normal from early November 2005 (Fouchet et al., 2007).

Figure 2.2: Close-up image of the interferometer at the center of the PFS instrument. Credit:
ESA/ASI/INAF.

The main science objectives of PFS are to improve our knowledge of atmospheric properties and
the surface mineralogical composition as well as surface-atmosphere interactions. PFS is capable of
observing at any local time, and can provide data to retrieve surface and atmospheric temperatures
during both day and night. (Formisano et al., 2005). PFS became the first instrument at Mars to
infer the presence of methane in the Martian atmosphere in 2004 (Formisano et al., 2004), and has
since, most notably, detected the elusive gas just a day after the Curiosity rover measured a significant
methane spike (Giuranna et al., 2019). Other trace gases are also monitored, such as carbon monoxide
and water vapor (Sindoni et al., 2011). PFS also provides data to study the atmospheric dust content,
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and the observational coverage is designed so as to achieve complete global coverage of the planet in
each season in order to study seasonal variations in the global circulation. Thus PFS is in an excellent
position to shed light on phenomena such as the global dust storms (Wolkenberg et al., 2020).

PFS is a double pendulum interferometer, the optical schematics of which is shown in Figure
2.3. The two wavelength channels are placed one on top of the other, such that one motor can move
both pendulums simultaneously and in this way sample both wavelength ranges independently at the
same time. Mars radiation enters through element 1, the entrance aperture, and is guided by the
pointing mirror (element 2) to the dichroic filter (element 3) which separates the radiation into the
SWC and LWC. The dichroic filter reflects all the wavelengths shorter than 5.5mm and transmits
longer wavelengths. For the SWC, a silicon cut-off filter (element 4) is placed in the optical inlet,
ensuring that radiation with wavelengths shorter than 1.2mm do not enter. A folding mirror (element
5) guides the light into the SWC interferometer, which lies on another plane on top of the LWC. A
beamsplitter in each channel (elements 6 and 7) then splits the light onto the retroreflectors (element
8). All four retroreflectors are attached to an axle that is rotated by a torque motor which forms a
double pendulum. The optical path length is changed by rotating the shaft of the double pendulum
along its axis. The detectors (elements 9 and 10) are placed in the center of the parabolic mirrors
(element 11).

Figure 2.3: Optical scheme of the double pendulum interferometer of PFS. The two wavelength
channels correspond to two planes, shown here with the short wavelength channel on top of the
long wavelength channel. Illustration from Formisano et al. (2005).

2.2.2 SPICAM

The Spectroscopy for the Investigation of the Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars (SPICAM)
instrument is a dual-channel spectrometer designed to study the Martian atmosphere from top to
bottom in both the ultra violet and infrared wavelength domains (Bertaux et al., 2006; Korablev et al.,
2006). SPICAM consists of two main blocks; a sensor unit and a processing unit, the first of which is
depicted in Figure 2.4. The total mass of both units is just below 5 kg, where about 3.8 kg is from the
sensor unit. Technically SPICAM can observe in nadir, solar and stellar occultation modes in both
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UV and IR, though the UV channel is primarily dedicated to stellar occultation. A description of the
UV part of SPICAM can be found in Bertaux et al. (2006). Monitoring of UV-derived species such
as ozone was concluded at the end of 2014/MY 30 due to the failure of the UV channel.

Figure 2.4: The SPICAM sensor unit, including the UV and the IR channels. Credit: CNES.

In this study, only the IR channel was utilized, working in the spectral range of 1-1.7 µm with a
spectral resolution of 3.5-4 cm�1, a complete description of which can be found in (Korablev et al.,
2006). The principal observation configuration for SPICAM IR is nadir orientation, but it can also
provide limb observations and solar occultations. SPICAM IR was built for the primary purpose of
measuring the water vapor column abundance on Mars, but is also being extensively used for studying
CO2 and H2O ice clouds and surface ice, as well as airglow detections (see for example Maltagliati
et al. (2011b); Fedorova et al. (2012)).

The IR channel uses an Acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF), providing sequential scanning of the
spectrum, (element 10 in Figure 2.5), representing the first time an AOTF was used in deep space.
An AOTF is an electronically tunable optical filter, where a variable radio frequency signal (typically
below few watts) is applied to a piezoelectric transducer bonded to the crystal. As there are no moving
parts, an AOTF spectrometer can be built as a compact, lightweight, long lived and reliable device.
The design of the infrared channel of SuperCam on Perseverance was duplicated from SPICAM-IR.

For the IR channel in nadir configuration, upwelling radiation from Mars is collected by a three-
lens telescope (element 7 in Figure 2.5) with a diameter of 30mm, before passing through a circular
diaphragm (element 8) forming a field of view (FOV) of 1° corresponding to surface footprint of
about 230 km2 (4.5 km radius) when MEX is at pericenter (roughly 250 km altitude). Before and
after the AOTF the light passes through collimating lenses (elements 9 and 11). When the RF signal
is applied to the AOTF (element 10), the radiation is split into two diffracted, monochromatic beams
(the wavelength of which are dependant on the applied RF signal). The beams are deflected each to
one side at 7.5°, while the bright undiffracted orders continue straight and are captured in a central
light trap (element 12). Each diffracted beam eventually reaches the "ordinary" and "extraordinary"
(elements 14 and 15) detectors and are analyzed simultaneously. The telescope, the FOV diaphragm
and the collimator are assembled in a tube-like structure attached to the AOTF unit. The dimensions
of the AOTF with its electronics and the telescope are 104×60×40 mm with a mass of 330 g.
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Figure 2.5: Optical scheme of SPICAM on Mars Express. Elements 7-21 apply to the IR
channel. The elements are as follows; 1, aperture blend of the UV channel; 2, off-axis parabolic
mirror; 3, changeable slit (mechanical actuator can change between wide and narrow openings);
4, concave UV grating; 5, intensifier; 6, CCD; 7, IR channel objective; 8, IR FOV diaphragm; 9
and 11, collimating lenses; 10, AOTF crystal; 12, light trap for undiffracted light; 13, detector
proximity lenses; 14, “extraordinary” beam detector; 15, “ordinary” beam detector; 16, solar
opening (closed by a shutter when not looking to the Sun); 17 and 21, flat mirror; 18, IR solar
entry; 19, optical fiber; 20, fiber collimator. Figure from Bertaux et al. (2006).

2.2.3 SPICAM and PFS water vertical sensitivity

As discussed in Section 1.6, no single nadir-viewing instrument is capable of resolving a water ver-
tical profile. But depending on the observed wavelength band, the received radiance might carry
information from different altitude regions, thus placing stronger constraints on how to adjust the
vertical distribution of water vapor to fit observations.

TIR measurements are mostly sensitive to the low and middle atmosphere. Atmospheric bright-
ness is observed against that of the surface, so for spectroscopic features of the atmosphere to emerge,
the two must be contrasted in temperature. NIR measurements on the other hand are sensitive to any
molecule present in the column as the technique relies on solar photons traversing the atmosphere
twice, as illustrated in Figure 1.23. Although Trokhimovskiy et al. (2015) indicate that the NIR tech-
nique is mostly sensitive to the atmosphere below 30 km (see Figure 2.6), it is only true from a mixing
ratio perspective, which favors the denser layers of the atmosphere. In other words, any given change
in H2O mixing ratio will be easier sensed at the bottom of the atmosphere as pressure and number
density are assumed to be continuously increasing toward the surface. If seen from a number of
molecules perspective, the NIR inversion technique has no preference to a particular position of the
column, unless this portion concentrates more water molecules at a specific location. One must note,
however, that dust modulates this assertion. At high dust opacity, part of the incoming flux does not
reach the surface and is sent back to space without sampling the entire column, which is evident in
the right panel of Figure 2.6. Only in such cases will the NIR technique become altitude dependent.
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Figure 2.6: Sensitivity kernels in the 1.38 µm band. The x-axis is the difference between a
reference spectrum and spectra with added water, where the different colors correspond to
different wavelengths within the band. Left panel: MY 27 northern summer. Middle panel:
MY 27 southern summer. Right panel: MY 28 dust storm. Figure from Trokhimovskiy et al.
(2015).

This difference in sensitivity of NIR and TIR can be viewed as a difference in the shape and peak
altitude of the weighting function of water vapor retrieval in a particular wavelength domain, and has
been advocated to explain the dispersion of H2O column abundance values retrieved by the various
instruments of MEX (Tschimmel et al., 2008). On the other hand, the difference in sensitivity can
also be considered a way to offer simultaneous access to different regions of the atmosphere, leading
to the derivation of more than a single parameter representative of the whole column, as is usually
the case with instruments that study water vapor using nadir observations. In fact, combining two
spectral domains increases the degree of freedom (DOF) of the signal. The DOF gives an estimate of
the number of independent bits of information in an atmospheric measurement (Rodgers, 2000), and
a DOF higher than 1 indicates the presence of some amount of profile shape information.

Montmessin and Ferron (2019) compared the averaging kernels of different widths for NIR and
TIR separately against the synergistic case (NIR+TIR) for two different environmental cases; a dry
and extended (∼6 pr-microns at Ls=20� and at ∼11� latitude) or a wet and confined (∼40 pr-microns
at Ls=120� and 60� latitude) atmosphere. The diagonal of the averaging kernel matrix, as shown in
Figure 2.7 as a function of altitude, gives a measure of the sensitivity along the line of sight. The
values differ between the NIR and TIR cases as a result of the different information brought by the
solar scattered and the thermally emitted fluxes. The trace of the averaging kernel matrix equates
to the DOF, which corresponds to the number of independent parameters possible to constrain by
the data. For nadir measurements of an atmospheric species it also corresponds to a sort of vertical
resolution. The synergy increase the DOF by 30% compared to NIR and 50% with respect to TIR
in the dry case. For the wet case, the synergy does 40% and 50% better respectively, demonstrating
the significant complimentary effect of performing the water vapor inversion simultaneously from the
two spectral domains.
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Figure 2.7: Averaging kernels for NIR, TIR and synergy (NIR+TIR) obtained in a dry (upper
line of plots) and a wet (lower line of plots) configuration. The line color indicates the width
of the kernels. Figure from Montmessin and Ferron (2019).

SPICAM and PFS in spectral synergy

To shed light on the vertical distribution of water on Mars, and particularly the distribution near the
surface, MEX with SPICAM and PFS is in a unique position, as outlined in Section 1.6. On their own,
neither PFS nor SPICAM can contribute much towards this goal, but by operating concomitantly, one
can use complimentary wavelength intervals and design a retrieval scheme where the spectral inver-
sion is done simultaneously on both regions, thus obtaining information on the vertical profile. By
employing the spectral synergy with SPICAM and PFS, sensitivity to the fraction of water contained
in the first few kilometers of the column is increased while significantly reducing the uncertainty in
the total column abundance, as demonstrated in Figure 2.7.

For the synergistic approach used in this thesis, several windows in the long wavelength channel
of PFS were selected (as in Montmessin and Ferron (2019)). The windows from 8 µm to 10 µm
and 19 µm to 25 µm were used to obtain surface temperature and dust model properties, the range
12-19 µm is dominated by the absorption of the 15 µm CO2 vibrational transition which was used
to retrieve atmospheric temperature profiles, while the 20-35 µm thermal emission band was used to
retrieve the water vapor abundance, henceforth referred to as TIR. Because PFS was used to retrieve
several parameters, a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is required. One individual spectrum does not
yield a sufficiently low noise level, therefore, the retrievals were performed on the average of nine
consecutive spectra. The total time passed between the acquisition of the first spectrum to the last of
the nine to be averaged is 108 sec, as it takes 4.5 sec to acquire a single PFS interferogram and the
repetition time is 8.5 sec (Fouchet et al., 2007). This corresponds to a cumulative surface footprint at
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the pericenter of 3900 km2, roughly 12 km wide and 325 km long along the satellite track. However,
note that as the orbit is elliptical, this area will vary depending on spacecraft altitude.

For SPICAM, the wavelength interval 1.34-1.43 µm is defined as the NIR range for the synergy,
as it covers the strong water absorption band at 1.38 µm. Averages of ten SPICAM-IR spectra are
demonstrated to have a SNR sufficient for reliable retrievals of water vapor column abundances (Fe-
dorova et al., 2006; Trokhimovskiy et al., 2015), but for the sake of the synergy, a SPICAM cumu-
lative footprint similar to that of PFS is desirable. Therefore, the SPICAM observation closest in
time to the center PFS spectrum is selected, and averaged together with the seven previous and the
seven following spectra. The 15 spectrum cumulative surface footprint area at pericenter corresponds
roughly to 3700 km2, roughly 9 km wide and 411 km long along the satellite track, close to that of the
nine PFS spectrum average. Together, the SPICAM and PFS average spectra constitute a co-located
observation.

2.3 The Mars2020 Perseverance rover

The M2020 Perseverance rover is the successor to the hugely successful Mars Science Laboratory
Curiosity rover. They are share much of the rover body design, Perseverance even uses some of
Curiosity’s spare parts, but has significantly upgraded the wheels, the robotic arm and instruments, to
mentioned some. The rover was launched on July 30, 2020 from Cape Canaveral on top of an Atlas
V rocket. Aided first by parachute, then by powered descent and finally a spectacular sky crane rover
separation, Perseverance, depicted in Figure 2.8, touched down safely in Jezero Crater on February 18,
2021. Perseverance also carried with it the first ever helicopter to Mars, Ingenuity, which has proven
a hugely successful technology demonstrator. From landing until the end of July 2023, the rover has
driven 19.7 km, sealed 23 sample tubes (17 rock, 2 regolith, 1 atmosphere and 3 witness tubes), 10
of which have been dropped at the Three Forks sample depot for potential pick-up in a sample-return
mission, and the small helicopter it carried with it (Ingenuity) has completed 52 successful flights.

Figure 2.8: Image of the M2020 Perseverance rover with all its instruments indicated. In
addition to the scientific payload, Perseverance also carries nine engineering cameras, and seven
entry, descent and landing cameras. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech.
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Perseverance’s payload was selected for the purpose of fulfilling the science objectives outlined
in Farley et al. (2020), which can be collected in four main goals:

1. Mars2020 should develop a global understanding of the geology of its landing site.

2. Mars2020 should identify ancient habitable environments, estimate the capability of rocks to
preserve biosignatures, and identify potential biosignatures.

3. Mars2020 should collect and document several rock samples for possible Earth return.

4. Mars2020 should enable future Mars exploration especially by humans, and by demonstrating
new technologies.

To achieve this, Perseverance is equipped with a primary payload suite of seven instruments; the
multipurpose laser micro-imager SuperCam, the Norwegian built sub-surface radar RIMFAX, the
weather station MEDA, the zoomable panoramic camera Mastcam-Z, the UV spectrometer SHER-
LOC, the X-ray spectrometer PIXL, and MOXIE for the production of O2 from Martian atmospheric
CO2 (also summarized in Table 2.2. The respective locations of all instruments on the rover body are
indicated in Figure 2.8). In total the rover weighs 1025 kg, and is the size of small car at about 3m
long, 2.7m wide and 2.2m tall. Perseverance carries two microphones, and 23 cameras in total, more
cameras than any other mission ever to reach Mars. Nine of which are intended for engineering pur-
poses, seven for entry, descent and landing, and the remaining seven are for scientific use exclusively.
Perseverance has already completed its primary mission duration (which was 2 years) and is currently
in an extended phase of the mission.

Acronym Purpose Technique

SuperCam Surface geology and atmosphere Multipurpose laser micro-imager
RIMFAX Subsurface structure Sub-surface radar
MEDA Environment and climate Multi-sensor weather station
Mastcam-Z Navigation Zoomable panoramic camera
SHERLOC Detection of organics and minerals and UV raman spectrometer
PIXL Geochemical assesment X-ray spectrometer
MOXIE Oxygen production Technology demonstration

Table 2.2: Table showing the seven instruments carried by the Perseverance rover, listing their
main scientific purpose.

The next big step in Mars exploration is the return of rock samples to Earth. Currently, ESA and
NASA are working together towards this goal, and in this endeavor, Perseverance plays the crucial
role of selecting, collecting and caching the samples on Mars. The next steps involve a Sample
Retrieval Lander which will land near or in Jezero Crater, which also includes a small rocket. The
primary mode of sample delivery to this rocket is by Perseverance itself, but a secondary capability
to retrieve the samples will be provided by two Ingenuity-like helicopters which could travel to the
sample depots already dropped by the rover. Once the sample cache is launched off Mars, another
spacecraft in Mars orbit will capture it, and then return it to Earth by the mid 2030s.

2.3.1 SuperCam

SuperCam is a suite of remote sensing instruments that provide critical and complementary obser-
vations via four main techniques; laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), time-resolved Ra-
man and Luminescence spectroscopy (TRR), and visible and near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy
(VISIR). In addition, the instrument also offers high resolution color imaging and acoustic recordings.
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The instrument is made up of three separate subsystems; the French Mast Unit (MU), the Body Unit
(BU) provided by the United States, and the Spanish calibration target holder. The visible (VIS) and
near-infrared (IRS) reflectance spectrometers, henceforth referred to collectively as VISIR, will be
the main focus in this thesis, with emphasis on the IRS as shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Image of the IR spectrometer with the cover off. The total length of the IRS is 170
mm and the mass is 402 grams. Credit: LESIA.

The science objectives for SuperCam as a whole are derived from the overall mission objectives,
and includes eight specific goals as listed in Maurice et al. (2021):

1. Rock Identification

2. Sedimentary Stratigraphy and Facies/Hydrothermal Characterization

3. Organics and Biosignatures

4. Volatiles (Hydration and Halogens)

5. Context Morphology and Texture

6. Coatings and Varnishes

7. Regolith Characterization

8. Atmospheric Characterization

The IRS will be of particular importance to fulfill goals 1 and 7, and to a lesser extent 3 and 8.
SuperCam and the IRS channel are mainly dedicated to geological purposes, amongst them studying
the infrared spectral signatures of various rocks to further our understanding of their formation mech-
anisms and the geochemical conditions of their formation (Fouchet et al., 2022). The detection of
carbonates, a type of altered minerals, is especially interesting as it is likely indicative of long periods
during which Mars could have supported conditions that favored liquid water (e.g. (Ehlmann et al.,
2008)). Carbonates have been found in Martian meteorites on Earth (Halevy et al., 2011), in orbital
data from for example MRO (Ehlmann et al., 2008), and with the MER (Morris et al., 2010) and MSL
rovers (Bristow et al., 2021). Assessing the abundance of carbonates is crucial to obtain a better inven-
tory of the carbon budget on Mars, which itself is key to understanding the environmental evolution
at the surface of the planet. The Mars 2020 mission and Perseverance now offer a unique opportunity
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to exhaustively characterize Martian carbonates both in-situ and as samples being returned to Earth,
to better assess past environmental conditions at the surface of Mars and search for traces of past life.
Figure 2.10 from Clavé et al. (2023) shows an example of a carbonates detection, in fact the only tar-
get out of 16 (during the first 420 sols) with consistent carbonates signatures in all (LIBS, IRS, TRR)
techniques. The target is named Garde, and is part of the Séítah formation, and was analyzed during
sols 206–210. On the Garde abraded patch, a total of four IRS spectra were acquired as indicated by
the zoomed in images in Figure 2.10 A1-3. In Figure 2.10 C, A1 corresponds to "Garde_210, 7", A2
corresponds to "Garde_207, 5" and "Garde_207, 8" and lastly A3 corresponds to "Garde_209a, 8".

Figure 2.10: The Garde abraded patch with carbonates signatures. (a) Mosaic image of the
Garde abraded patch with points corresponding to where carbonates were detected with LIBS
(red cross), TRR (yellow circle), IRS (orange circles). (A1-3) Close-ups on the carbonates
detected. (b) TRR spectrum with signatures of olivine and carbonate. (c) IR spectra (plotted
with small offsets to reduce overlap, indicated to the right of the plot) with signatures of olivine,
hydration, and carbonate and phyllosilicate. Credit: Clavé et al. (2023).

SuperCam VISIR

SuperCam’s science objectives related to the atmosphere revolve around the column densities of cer-
tain neutral atmospheric species and aerosol parameters. For the purpose of this thesis, we focus on
the near-surface atmosphere of Mars, and will aid in answering SuperCam science goal 8. The VIS
spectrometer is used primarily for the retrieval of oxygen and dust parameters (McConnochie et al.,
2022), but can also be used to measure water vapor by the line groups in the 719-730 nm and 810-
835 nm (McConnochie et al., 2018). The VIS channel will in this thesis also be utilized for auroral
detection attempts (more on this in Section 6.3). The main objective of the IRS channel is to measure
water vapor and carbon monoxide, and in addition both the VIS and IRS channels are used to probe
dust and ice opacities and aerosol sizes. Figure 2.11 summarizes the annual cycles of surface pres-
sure, CO surface mixing ratio and H2O column densities along with the total optical depth of dust at
Jezero crater as extracted from the Mars Climate Database version 5.3 (MCD) for a typical non-GDS
year. The database contains climatologies derived from general circulation model developed at the
Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD GCM) (Forget et al., 1999; Millour et al., 2018).
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Figure 2.11: Annual cycles of surface pressure, CO surface mixing ratio, H2O vapor and ice
column densities along with the total optical depth of dust at Jezero crater as modelled by the
LMD Mars Climate Database. Figure from Fouchet et al. (2022).

As described in Section 1.3.2, the surface pressure varies significantly with season as CO2 is
cycled in and out of a solid state at the winter pole. This is also evident at Jezero, where the lowest
pressure is observed at ∼Ls=135�, and the maximum occurs at ∼Ls=250�. The water abundance
follows an almost anti-correlated behaviour, with both vapor and ice maxima around Ls=120�, a time
when the water ice at the NH winter pole has sublimed and been transported equatorward and into
Jezero crater. Of particular interest is the near-surface water content. So far, ambiguities remain as to
whether large-scale water-regolith interactions exists.

As a non-condensable gas, CO globally is clearly anti-correlated with surface pressure (Smith
et al., 2009), yet at Jezero crater the relationship is not particularly prominent. The CO cycle exhibits
strong seasonal and latitudinal variations, thus periodical measurements from the surface are com-
plimentary to orbital data which tend to have lower measurement cadance over a specific location,
and it will also be interesting to monitor any CO variability associated with the previously observed
unexplainable changes in oxygen (McConnochie et al., 2022).

During periods with enhances dust loading, orbital instruments struggle to obtain reliable mea-
surements of the column abundance of gaseous species, and assumptions need to be made regarding
the distribution of each species below the altitude where the signal no longer reaches. Surface ob-
servations can thus provide an important perspective on water vapor abundance and distribution in
particular, which is highly connected to aerosol loading.

To shed light on these topics, SuperCam IRS is unique as it opens a new wavelength interval from
1.3 µm to 2.6 µm for exploration from the surface of Mars. It is designed as a point spectrometer,
where light is collected by a Cassegrain telescope located on the MU, with a focusing stage which
collects light for the IRS (also located on the MU), and for the UV and visible spectrometers located
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in the BU. As with SPICAM on MEX, the IRS also employs an AOTF which performs the wavelength
selection (Maurice et al., 2021; Fouchet et al., 2022). The BU receive light from the telescope on the
MU through an optical fiber, before the light is split in three bands: 245-340 nm and 385-465 nm
for UV and violet, and 535-853 nm covering the visible part of the spectrum. The latter is a high-
efficiency transmission spectrometer with an optical intensifier which can amplify a weak optical
signal(Wiens et al., 2021). In this work, the IRS is used during daytime for the measurement of
atmospheric absorption spectra due to CO2, H2O and CO, while the visible channel is used during
the night for the observation of Martian auroral emission spectra. The optical design of the IRS is
visualized in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Cross section showing the optical design of the IRS. All optical elements are in
red, and the light (in blue) follows the path through, most of it ending up at the light trap.
Depending on the piezo frequency, one wavelength is diverted to photodiode 1, and the other
order to photodiode 2 (backup). Figure from Maurice et al. (2021).

The technique of collecting atmospheric spectra of the Martian sky with SuperCam is named a
Passive Sky observation, and was introduced with ChemCam on the MSL Curiosity rover for the re-
trieval of atmospheric properties (McConnochie et al., 2018). A passive sky measurement involves
SuperCam pointing toward the sky at two different elevation angles, yielding spectra where the cap-
tured light has travelled in different optical paths through the atmosphere (more details on this in
chapter 3.2. The sky is observed out of focus, resulting in an effective field of view of ∼3° diameter.
By taking the ratio of the signals from the two pointing positions, one effectively eliminates the solar
spectrum and any instrument responses in the spectra. Since the latter is ∼100 and ∼10 times larger
than the signals of interest for the visible and infrared channels respectively, this technique isolates
the signatures of gases quite successfully.

2.3.2 SuperCam IRS studying water vapor

The purpose of SuperCam with respect to this thesis is to provide another perspective on Martian water
vapor. Again, the objective is to gain insight into the near-surface water vapor content, and particularly
the near-surface vertical distribution. Instead of construing a complex processing technique from
co-located orbital measurements, one can also complement orbital observations from ground. By
observing spectral signatures of the atmosphere from the surface, where the lower atmosphere is
directly observable, one can help constrain the vertical profiles retrieved from orbit.

ChemCam on the MSL Curiosity rover, and SuperCam on the M2020 Perseverance rover both
have this capability in multiple wavelength regions when pointing the camera’s upward to the sky.
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SuperCam’s sensitivity to the vertical distribution of water vapor has not yet been characterized, but
we can use results from ChemCam as a first best estimate. McConnochie et al. (2018) showed that
such surface-based water vapor measurements are mostly sensing the lower atmosphere, as demon-
strated in Figure 2.13, where the cumulative volume-weighted averaging kernel is shown for different
dust scenarios. Assuming for any given observation that the result is expressed as a column-averaged
volume mixing ratio, Figure 2.13 shows the cumulative weights of the vertical averaging, and that the
mixing ratio in, for example, the bottom 5 km has a 40–55% weight in the reported result. SuperCam
will use water vapor diagnostic features at longer wavelengths (between 1.3 and 2.6 microns), but the
vertical sensitivity is not expected to change significantly.

Figure 2.13: Cumulative volume-weighted vertical averaging kernels for water vapor for three
different ChemCam passive sky observations. Observations during Sol 582 are in low opacity
conditions, while the observation during Sol 817 was a typical high opacity case. Figure from
McConnochie et al. (2018).



Chapter 3

Data processing

This chapter describes the data processing carried out for each instrument/technique used in the works
that make up this thesis. First, an overview of the spectral synergy retrieval routine is given, including
descriptions of the sensitivity of each instrument to the vertical distribution of water vapor, and how
they compliment each other. Lastly the efforts to create a retrieval scheme for SuperCam is presented.
The second section is somewhat different, in that it outlines the development phase of the pipeline for
the IRS passive sky.

3.1 SPICAM and PFS in spectral synergy

The following section describes the data set and data processing done for the project that concluded
with the articles Knutsen et al. (2022b) and Knutsen et al. (2022a). SPICAM and PFS on Mars Express
was used, and the data set consists of observations taken over 1379 individual orbits distributed across
seven Mars years from Ls 334° of MY 26 to Ls 297° of MY 34, with measurements from MY 30 and
31 being excluded due to instrumental problems with PFS. The geographical and seasonal coverage
is highly variable from year to year, several being quite sparsely covered. Some sparsity is due to
operational constraints, as not all instruments can be concurrently active, while most is due to the
requirement of co-located measurements from both SPICAM and PFS.

After years of operation, an issue with PFS caused the interferogram peak to not always be cen-
tered. The instrument line-shape used here (a sine cardinal function with 1.3 cm�1 FWHM) is then not
optimal, and could lead to biased water vapor retrievals, with a tendency of being too low. This issue
started around orbit 6000 (MY 29), became particularly relevant after orbit 7500 (MY 30), but data
obtained in MY 32 and after were less affected. To avoid this problem, we excluded all measurements
during MY 30 and MY 31 from further analysis.

3.1.1 Synergistic retrieval

Montmessin and Ferron (2019) described two different approaches to the synergistic method; a para-
metric mode which establishes a two-parameter model of the water vapor vertical distribution, and
one non-parametric Bayesian approach that uses MCD vertical profiles as a priori values. Only the
non-parametric approach is described here, and used in the further analysis. The data set utilized fol-
lows almost the exact retrieval scheme described in Montmessin and Ferron (2019), so an overview
will be given here where differences are highlighted. A general workflow is illustrated in Figure 3.1,
indicating the main components and their role in the retrieval routine.

To perform a spectral synergy retrieval, spectra need to be acquired from roughly the same ge-
ographic location and the absorption/emission feature has to originate from different altitudes. For
water vapor, this is the case for the 1.38 µm line covered by SPICAM, and the lines in the ∼20-30 µm
interval. As is common when analysing atmospheric spectra, we average a number of consecutive
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measurements to increase the signal-to-noise (SNR). The spectra for both instruments are calibrated
in wavelength and radiance. The result of these steps are indicated in Figure 3.1 as "L1B PFS" and
"L1B SPICAM".

Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the main components in the synergy retrieval routine. The
flowchart details the routine from calibrated individual spectra to final data product with
retrieved values for water vapor column abundances, vertical profiles, temperatures, aerosol
parameters etc.

Nine PFS spectra are averaged, which corresponds to a cumulative surface footprint at the pericen-
ter of 3900 km2, but as the orbit is elliptical, the footprint will vary depending on spacecraft altitude.
Then, several spectra from SPICAM are averaged, the number was decided such that the cumula-
tive SPICAM footprint is similar to that of PFS. The solution was 15 spectra, where the SPICAM
observation closest in time to the central PFS spectrum is identified, then averaged with the seven
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observations prior to it and the seven after it. Combined, the SPICAM and PFS average spectra con-
stitute a co-located observation, which is denoted as the circular "L1" in Figure 3.1. Not all sets of
co-located observations are fit for further analysis, thus a screening process is conducted, the details
of which can be found in Montmessin and Ferron (2019). It is only on these selected sets that the
actual inversion is performed.

Several ranges in the long wavelength channel of PFS were used for different purposes. The 8-
10 µm and 19-25 µm windows were used to retrieve surface temperature and dust properties, while
the 12-19 µm window was used to retrieve atmospheric temperature profiles as it contains the 15 µm
CO2 vibrational transition absorption feature which has been used for this purpose since at least the
Mariner missions. The temperature and aerosol parameters retrieved with PFS are added to the level
1 files, and make up the "L2A" data level.

In the final spectral retrieval, the temperature and aerosol properties are injected into the synergis-
tic routine. Then a simultaneous inversion of H2O follows, according to the non-parametric approach
outlined in Montmessin and Ferron (2019).

The spectral fitting procedure uses the HITRAN 2012 spectroscopic database (Rothman et al.,
2013) as a baseline for the computation of absorption coefficients of H2O and CO2. It then relies
on a Bayesian inference algorithm to find the best fitting values of water vapor and other parameters
by maximizing the probability that a given retrieval satisfies both the observed averaged spectrum
and falls within a range of plausible a priori values specified by estimates on absolute values and its
dispersion. The weight of the a priori assumption in the retrieval is dictated by its a priori uncertainty,
which is set equal to the a priori column abundance.

The MCD version 5.3 was used to provide a priori water vapor and temperature profiles. For each
Martian year the corresponding scenario is selected, the exception being MY 34, which is not yet
included (the version used was last updated on 11/01/2019). A composite scenario was created for
MY 34, to most closely represent the observed conditions of that year, by combining the scenario
of MY 33 with the standard MCD dust storm scenario 4 and the warm and dusty scenario 7 (for the
intervals Ls=180�-200� and Ls=200�-220� respectively).

From the sets of combined PFS/TIR and SPICAM/NIR spectra, water vapor was inferred by a
simultaneous inversion from both spectral domains. The routine adjusts the H2O local abundance at
each altitude point (2.5 km separation from ground to 10 km, and 5 km separation from 10-30 km.
All nine points are correlated through a Gaussian kernel in such a way that the points become less
strongly correlated with increasing distance, with a FWHM 5 km. The output "L2B" data product
includes the retrieved vertical profile and the consequent column-integrated water abundance from
said profile. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a co-located observation, with the averaged spectrum
from SPICAM and PFS in the left and middle panel respectively. The right panel shows the retrieved
water vertical profile in red, and the MCD a priori profile in black. In blue is an error ratio profile,
where the retrieved error is divided by the a priori error at each altitude point. Low values signify
a significant reduction in error. The error ratio is particularly small below 10 km, indicating that
the synergy is indeed collecting new information within the boundary layer which has proved so
challenging to capture with conventional observation and data processing techniques.

Also included in the L2B data product is the a posteriori co-variance matrix, the trace of which
gives the total DOF value. This value normally lies somewhere around 1 when the retrieval is made
from a single spectral region, implying that one independent parameter can be inferred from the
measurement (water vapor column abundance in this case). With multiple spectral domains, a higher
DOF is obtainable, which indicates that some information of the water vapor vertical distribution is
available. The L2B data is filtered further and analyzed in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.2: Example of average spectra for SPICAM and PFS, along with the resulting vertical
profile of water vapor, and the ratio of posterior to prior (MCD) errors for each altitude level.
Time, position and retrieved column integrated abundance of water for the co-located observa-
tion is given at top of the figure. Figure adapted from Knutsen et al. (2022b).

3.2 SuperCam IRS observations

This section describes the infrared channel passive sky routine. The observation strategy is laid out,
the calibration and pre-processing is briefly outlined, and the details of the data post-processing is
reported. The retrieval pipeline is not discussed here, but in Chapter 5.

The passive sky measurement technique was originally developed by McConnochie et al. (2018)
for ChemCam on the MSL Curiosity rover. In short, it utilizes the fact that collected scattered skylight
from two significantly separated elevation angles, has traced two different path lengths through the
atmosphere, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. By dividing the low elevation signal by the high elevation
signal, the goal is that the instrument response and solar spectral features are intrinsically removed.

A typical passive sky measurement consists of 16 individual spectra, where the camera slews be-
tween two predetermined elevation angles, normally 15-20� and ∼65�. The observation is conducted
in the morning or around noon if possible (at least not in the afternoon) to avoid the instrument get-
ting too hot which impairs sensitivity. The spectrum is acquired as the AOTF "scans" through the
wavelength interval of 256 spectels with an integration time of 78ms per spectel. A dark spectrum is
also obtained for each sky spectrum. A full passive sky observation using the infrared channel takes
roughly 21 minutes, although the activity is most commonly conducted in tandem with the visible
channel, resulting in a typical total time of about 45 minutes.

A passive sky observation has to satisfy several instrument safety requirements while striving to
maximize the atmospheric path length contrast. For sun-safety reasons, and to avoid overheating, the
solar azimuth angle is recommended to be in the range 90�-300� (where a solar azimuth angle of 180�

corresponds to the Sun being directly behind the camera, see Figure 3.3), with the instrument azimuth
between 0� and 6�. Generally, angles are chosen such that the camera pointing is to the sky opposite
to the noon position of the Sun. Observations are as mentioned most often performed in the morning,
with solar elevation angles ranging from 15� to 80�.

The passive sky observation is a regularly occurring activity, being performed roughly every two
weeks. The measurement frequency on any rover activity is always a trade-off between science return
and rover resources. Scientifically, the passive sky cadence is based on the water vapor climatology
in Jezero crater, shown in Figure 2.11 in Section 2.3.1. It is desirable to resolve the rapid change
in water column during the onset time of the spring increase in water vapor around Ls=45�, but as
there are not expected to be much detectable variations on time scales smaller than a few weeks, the
frequency was set to one observation every two weeks.
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Figure 3.3: Graphic showing the physical geometry of a typical Passive Sky measurement as
made by SuperCam on the Perseverance rove. It shows the elevation of the two camera angles
used, and depicts how light is scattered multiple times due to aerosols into the field of view of
the camera.

3.2.1 Passive sky pre-processing

Before SuperCam was integrated onto the rover body, the spectrometer underwent a calibration cam-
paign where the radiometric and linearity responses of the instrument were characterized and the
instrument transfer function was derived (Royer et al., 2020). The passive sky signal is received as
digital numbers (DN), which is the unit for digitized raw detector output. This is then converted
to radiance (in W/m2/sr/µm) by application of the transfer function, which gives the relationship
between the measured DNs and the incident radiance on the SuperCam telescope aperture. The in-
strument is described in detail in Fouchet et al. (2022), where also the point spread function (PSF)
used in this work was collected.

After landing, the first geological measurements showed new instrumental behaviors that required
further characterization and calibration in order to derive unbiased data. The IRS radiometric response
was calibrated using periodic observations of the Aluwhite SuperCam Calibration Target shown in
Figure 3.4, and the instrumental dark and noise were characterized and modeled as described in
Royer et al. (2023). The final reflectance calibrated data products are thus corrected for the main
instrumental features, and deposited periodically on the NASA Planetary Data System.

For surface targets, geologists need to remove atmospheric signatures in the spectra, but for sky
measurements this is what we want to analyze. As both the low and high elevation spectra taken dur-
ing a passive sky measurement are calibrated using this white target, some portion of the atmospheric
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Figure 3.4: SuperCam RMI image and IRS pointing of a vertical observation showing dust
accumulation around the AluWhite SuperCam Calibration Target. Red circles indicate the
location of the field of view of the IRS. Figure from Mandon et al. (2023).

absorption is in effect removed from the received signal. This is particularly evident in the high el-
evation spectra which contain weaker atmospheric signatures. Some appear to contain an emission
feature, while in others there seems to be no CO2 absorption at all, as can be seen in Figure 3.5.
The reflectance spectra in the third row of panels appear to be collected in two groups, this is due to
the pattern of low and high pointing during a passive sky activity. Yet, by only considering the ratio
of the low-to-high elevation spectra, effects related to calibration are intrinsically removed, and the
spectrum is self calibrated, an example of which is shown in the bottom panel in Figure 3.5.

Early in the mission, it was found that the spectra were suffering from sporadic decreases in
intensity which return to regular levels a 1-3 pixels later. In the observation in Figure 3.5, 6 of
16 individual spectra contained glitches (visible in the top row DN spectra). These glitches can be
traced back in the housekeeping data as sporadic drops in the RF power applied to the AOTF crystal,
and are at the time of writing corrected by linear interpolation. The glitches seem to be correlated
to the temperature of the electronics and optical boxes. It has been found that the glitches appear
when the optical box has a temperature within 20�-33�C. To obtain a spectrum with zero glitches,
the electronics box needs a temperature warmer than -12�C, and an optical box of at least -20�C. A
warmer optical box has the disadvantage of increasing the noise level, so a trade off is needed. To
warm up the electronics box, and thus mitigate the glitches, 6-10 minutes of waiting time is added
after the instrument is turned on. A routine to avoid the occurrence of glitches was designed from
these temperature requirements, and was tested for the first time on Sol 841, and considered a success.

The glitches are one type of power failure, but in addition to them, another type of power failure
also affects some spectra. On some occasions the RF power does not jump back to its original level
shortly after dropping, but remains at a lower level, causing all subsequent spectels to be shifted
down. These drops are sometimes there from the acquisition of the first spectel, leading to the whole
spectrum being lowered and it is not apparent upon visual inspection of the spectrum that any failure
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Figure 3.5: SuperCam IRS spectra for Sol 321 at various stages of processing, for low elevation
(left column) and high elevation (right column) spectra separately. Light blue shades represent
individual spectra, dark blue is the average spectrum. First row: raw spectra in DN. Second
row: Dark-corrected radiance spectra. Third row: completely pre-processed reflectance spectra
according to Royer et al. (2023). Bottom row: Ratio of low elevation average reflectance
spectrum to high elevation average reflectance spectrum.

has occurred, as changing sky brightness conditions can also lower spectra (as seen in the middle right
panel of Figure 3.6). Other times they happen in the middle of a spectrum, leading to a step-like form
of the spectrum. This is visible in the bottom left panel of Figure 3.6, where the purple spectrum has
experienced a power failure from the start, and the turquoise line fails at around 2.2 µm. The reason
for the drops is still not well understood, and at the moment there is no correction implemented in the
pre-processing to account for the drops. However, such drops are easily identified in the RF power
spectrum and related IRS spectra can be discarded during post-processing.
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Figure 3.6: Illustration showing the effect of glitches and power failures on IRS spectra. Left
column shows the RF power curves applied to the AOTF crystal, and the right column shows
the resulting spectra. Sol 769, no glitches or power failures occurred. Sol 121, numerous glitches
occurred during the acquisition of several spectra. Sol 263, three power failures occurred at
different times during the observation. The line colors of the power curves correspond to the
color of the IRS spectra. Only low elevation spectra are shown for visibility.

3.2.2 Passive sky post-processing

For the purposes of the work in this thesis, where we are still developing the forward model and
retrieval scheme, we have selected only the most reliable spectra for further analysis. All spectra
with a power failure, regardless of when it occurred during the acquisition, is disregarded along with
those that contain more than five glitches, to ensure minimal loss of information. Other grounds for
not including spectra were occasions where the low elevation line of sight intersected regolith, or for
some reason the returned data contain only noise. Due to some RF stability issues longward of 2.4µm
spectra are not evaluated beyond this wavelength.

The final data download and selection was made on July 4th 2023, corresponding to Sol 842, at
which point the rover had performed 64 passive sky observations. Note again that each passive sky
before selection contains between 8 and 24 spectra, where 16 is the norm. After selection, about 120
individual spectra from 23 sols were selected for further analysis. Of the remaining spectra, all the low
elevation and all the high elevation observations were averaged together for each separate sol, then
the ratio was computed between the sets. Examples from Sols 111, 364 and 578 are shown in Figure
3.7. In the first three rows all the selected low and high elevation spectra are shown individually for
each Sol, along with the average spectra. The bottom panel shows the final ratio spectrum for the
three Sols. Here most of the background continuum features have been removed, and a relatively
flat reflectance curve is obtained. It is on this ratio spectrum that the gaseous abundances and dust
properties are retrieved, as described in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.7: Example spectra from three Sols where no glitches or power failures occurred. The
three top rows correspond to Sols 111, 364 and 578 respectively, for the low elevation spectra
in the left column and the high elevation spectra in the right column. The bottom row displays
the average ratio spectra for each of the three Sols. The season is indicated in the label, and
the colors in the label correspond to the panels above.

Chapter 5 describes the development of the forward model in preparation for gaseous retrievals,
and Sol 578 was chosen for testing and comparison purposes. That particular passive sky experienced
no power failures or glitches, with a relatively high signal-to-noise compared to other spectra. For
simplicity, ice is (for now) neglected in the forward model, so this particular passive sky was also
selected as it was performed at Ls=316�, a season during which the contribution from ice clouds is
expected to be minimal around Jezero crater (as shown in Figure 2.11).





Chapter 4

Water vapor from spectral synergy

As described in Chapter 1.6 and 2.2.3, one can probe the vertical profile of water vapor by doing a
simultaneous inversion of spectra covering water vapor diagnostic features in different spectral ranges,
provided those individual spectral ranges are sensitive to different altitude regions. This technique
was utilized first at Mars in Montmessin and Ferron (2019), where the concept was tested on a small
selection of co-located observations. In the following chapter, the results from the first project of
my PhD are outlined. The results and figures presented are based on the peer-reviewed publication
Knutsen et al. (2022b). After publication, we explored the topic a little further, focusing on the near-
surface vertical distribution climatology. These newer results were later presented at the International
Astronautical Congress, and section 4.5 highlights the main results from the conference proceedings
article Knutsen et al. (2022a).

4.1 Data selection

In order to only select retrievals which are reliable enough to justify a deeper analysis, and with a high
enough quality that information on the vertical water distribution can be extracted, four parameters
were used to probe the robustness of each individual retrieval; the abundance-to-noise ratio (ANR
ratio), the DOF, the a posteriori-to-a priori error ratio (error ratio) and the χ2. The ANR, the retrieved
water vapor column abundance divided by the a posteriori error, provides a measure of the amount
of certainty one can have in the output value, strictly speaking it represents the sigma-level detection
limit. The DOF represents how many individual pieces of information are available from the retrieval,
a proxy value for the degree of vertical resolution, and gives a measure of the level of correlation
between the points in the vertical profile (higher DOF means less correlation). The post-to-prior error
ratio profiles provide a validation of the fact that the synergy is indeed adding information to the
retrieval. Where the error ratio is less than one, the water abundance has been further constrained
compared to the prior. As the goal of the synergy is to shed light on the vertical distribution of water
in the lowest part of the atmosphere, an error ration of significantly less than one at lower altitudes
is desired. The χ2 is the convergence criterion for the retrieval itself, and its value represents the
overall goodness of the final fit. As the NIR and TIR spectral domains are fitted simultaneously,
the final χ2 for the synergy is computed on the two spectra combined and normalized by the total
number of datapoints. All four parameters were explored for each of the single-spectrum retrievals
and compared to the synergy, as detailed in Knutsen et al. (2022b). It was clearly shown that the
synergy outperforms the single-spectrum results for all parameters, particularly the DOF.

Criteria were established which the retained samples would have to comply with simultaneously:
(a) an ANR ≥ 3 (3σ confidence interval), (b) a DOF for water vapor ≥ 1.25, (c) a post-to-prior error
ratio at 2.5 km≤ 0.9 for water volume mixing ratio at 2.5 km (Error ratio), and (d) a reduced χ2

of the retrieval (Chi2) ≤ 4. Many criteria limits were explored to optimize the returned number of
retrievals versus the quality of said retrievals. The limits of these criteria can also be tailored for a
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specific purpose; the DOF limit was reduced to 1 for the assembly of a composite column abundance
climatology, and increased to 2.25 for a limited study targeting the vertical distribution.

After application of these limits, Figure4.1 summarizes the statistical distribution of the relative
numbers (per 10 000) and combinations of qualified retrievals for the single-spectrum as well as
the synergy in MY27, as more than 30% of all co-located observations were from that year. Note
that the synergy is also shown in full; the top row depicts the total number of synergistic retrievals
while the other rows only depict retrievals from MY27. The third row show the relative numbers
and distributions of retrievals with fulfilled criteria for the NIR-only, and the fourth row shows the
TIR-only retrievals.

The benefits of using two spectral ranges are clearly visible, with more than 55% of all synergistic
retrievals fulfilling all criteria compared to only 24% for SPICAM/NIR, and 16% for PFS/TIR, effec-
tively demonstrating that the synergy yields more information than separately using the SPICAM or
the PFS data set. For all cases the χ2 is the most restrictive requirement (except for PFS/TIR where
the DOF is the most restrictive), while the ANR is the least restrictive. The DOF increase provided
by synergy compared to retrievals from single spectral domains is a direct evaluation of how much
additional information synergy brings to constrain water vapor distribution. Only the measurements
fulfilling all four requirements are considered in the following analysis.

4.2 Water vapor column abundance climatology

For the production of a multi-year composite column abundance climatology, two of the selection
parameters described in 4.1 were slightly adjusted. As this is a column abundance climatology, no
information on the vertical distribution is strictly necessary, so the DOF criteria was lowered from
the standard 1.25 to 1, and the error ratio criteria was raised from 0.9 to 1. The resulting climatology
consists of roughly 80 000 retrievals, averaged and illustrated as a function of season, latitude, and
longitude in Figure 4.2. The data has been normalized to an equivalent surface pressure of 610 Pa
using the MCD to constrain local pressure. Henceforth, the total column integrated abundance will
be referred to as the CIA.

The co-located SPICAM and PFS measurements sample the atmosphere at overlapping yet not
completely the same temporal intervals; SPICAM conduct nadir observations from early morning to
late evening, while PFS measure only from 08:00 until 16:00 local time. It is therefore assumed that
seasonal variations dominate over potential diurnal variability. The temporal and spatial coverage
shown in Figure 4.2 is visibly incomplete (especially at latitudes south of -30�N, yet known trends
of the water cycle appear unambiguously. The NH spring is overall a dry season (Figure 4.2 panel
B), with abundances rarely higher than 10 pr-µm. The few instances with larger CIA occur late in
northern spring at the edge of the NPC as water ice starts to sublime.

The time from Ls=90� to 135�, corresponding to the early northern summer season, is charac-
terized by large latitudinal gradient between the polar region and the mid latitudes, with high water
content in north which decreases monotonically southward, as can be discerned in Figure 4.2 panel
C. At around Ls = 115�, a northern maximum of around 60 pr-µm is visible poleward of 70�N, while
at the same time only ∼13 pr-µm is measured south of 30�N (in panel A). The northern hemisphere
fall season shown in Figure 4.2 panel D displays a north polar region devoid of water vapor, most
of which has been transported across to the southern hemisphere. The south polar maximum occurs
shortly after the SH summer solstice (around Ls = 285�) and reaches an average total column abun-
dance of 40 pr-µm, as seen in Figure 4.2 panel E. The dry sloping area seen around Ls = 300� in the
southern hemisphere from equator to -60�N is constructed almost entirely from observations in MY
28, when a global dust storm occurred and is thought to aid transport of water vapor from the lower
atmosphere to higher altitudes (Fedorova et al., 2018) where the synergy is no longer able to capture
it.
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Figure 4.1: The statistical distributions of which parameter criteria are fulfilled. The full
synergy data set is shown in the top panel, while the rest depict retrievals from MY 27 only.
Second panel; synergy, third panel; SPICAM/NIR, bottom panel; PFS/TIR. The y-axis counts
the number of fulfilled criteria, and the x-axis shows the number of retrievals per 10 000 which
fulfill each criterion configuration, sorted with the most likely configuration to the left, and
decreasingly likely configurations to the right. Figure from Knutsen et al. (2022b).

Panel A) shown in Figure 4.2, has become the standard way of displaying the Martian water
cycle, yet other configurations can also highlight interesting aspects of the seasonal trends. Figure 4.3
shows the longitudinal and temporal averages of 15� seasonal intervals overlaid on top of each other,
clearly contrasting the latitudinal variations for each seasonal interval. In Figure 4.3, the left and right
columns show these seasonal curves for the southern and northern hemispheres respectively, while
the top row show synergistically retrieved data and the middle row show the corresponding curves
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Figure 4.2: Normalized water vapor climatology showing seasonal and geographical variations.
Panel A: Seasonal distribution of all qualified retrievals averaged in bins of 2�x2� Ls and latitude.
Panels B–E: Geographical distribution of qualified retrievals for each seasonal interval, averaged
in bins of 2�x4� latitude and longitude. Figure from Knutsen et al. (2022b).

provided by the MCD. The bottom row compares the averages for the MCD and synergy that covers
the sublimation season for both hemispheres (Ls=255�–315� for the SH and Ls=75�–135� for the
NH).

From Figure 4.3 one can easily compare corresponding seasons for each hemisphere; Both hemi-
spheres remain fairly dry from the equator to mid latitudes during the spring-summer season, i.e. less
than 20 pr-µm from equator until ∼ ±45�N. However, the SH displays a smaller spread in seasonal
variation and a smaller increase with latitude compared to the NH. From ±45�N, the water column
starts to increase steadily for both hemispheres, although more steeply in the north. The gradual in-
crease in the south stands in clear contrast to the northern sudden rise. The majority of the increase
in SH water vapor appears to be caused by transport of water vapor from the northern to southern
hemisphere (Montmessin et al., 2017), as opposed to be due to the sublimation of water ice in the
north.

For both hemispheres the peak for each seasonal interval moves poleward as the seasons progress,
but the northern maxima after Ls=135�–150� (Ls=315�–330� for the SH), contain almost double the
water amount compared to the southern counterparts. The overall maximum is observed at 80�N in
the Ls=105�–120� interval, same as in the SH, and reaches a peak value of 60 pr-µm, as opposed to
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Figure 4.3: Zonal averages of H2O column abundances from mid spring to mid summer for
both hemispheres. Data from all years are averaged, the dots represents data points that have
been averaged in bins of 2� latitude and 15� Ls, while the curves represent the smoothed bins.
The top row illustrates the synergistic retrievals, while the middle row shows the corresponding
MCD a priori column abundances for each hemisphere. Curves representing the same seasonal
period for both hemispheres have identical colors, with the SH Ls interval listed first in the
label. The two bottom panels compare the synergy and the MCD averages from Ls = 255�–315�

for the SH and Ls=75�–135� for the NH, covering the sublimation season for both hemispheres.
Figure from Knutsen et al. (2022b).

30 pr-µm in the south. The underlying reasons for the hemispherical asymmetry is a complex matter,
in short it can be explained by a corresponding seasonal asymmetry of the height where tropical
water ice clouds form. Along with the seasonal variation of the cross-equatorial Hadley circulation, a
nonlinear pump is created which in sum favors the transport of water from the south to the north.
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4.2.1 Column abundance comparison, Synergy vs MCD

Clear differences between retrieved values and model behaviour can also be found from Figure 4.3.
For the southern hemisphere, the synergy and MCD agree quite well; All synergistically retrieved
seasonal curves show a southern maximum which is migrating poleward with season, matched well by
the MCD, and the obtained values also agree. The locations of the CIA peaks are found just south of
the polar cap edge with a clear decreasing trend for all seasons in the extreme high latitudes poleward
of the CIA maximum, as expected due to the effects of the polar cap breeze (Haberle and Jakosky,
1990). The most notable difference is the degree of seasonal spread. Distinguishable differences can
be seen for all latitudes in the synergy, while only becoming clear after 40�S for the MCD. There is
one exception, during the first seasonal average in mid-spring as shown in red (Ls=225�–240�), the
curve is continuously decreasing, with the highest value at equator for the synergy, while the MCD
finds a weak maximum of 15 pr-µm at 70�S for the same season.

Due to the polar cap breeze, it is expected that the CIA decreases poleward of the maximum for
all seasons, and the effect should be stronger in the NH where the more massive ice cap generates a
larger temperature gradient. This effect is well implemented in the MCD, yet in the synergy retrievals
for the SH, the CIA does not always decrease poleward of the cap edge, it even continues to increase
beyond 80�S for observations during Ls=285�–300�. This could be due to imperfect coverage of this
region and season, or a variable polar cap breeze in mid-summer is not effectively transporting water
vapor off the polar cap, or an effect of the averaging of data from multiple years (Pankine et al. (2010)
reported high interannual variability of this behavior over the NPC).

In the north the MCD seems to be overestimating the sublimation peak by a significant amount.
The overall maximum is observed at 80�N during Ls=105�–120� (which corresponds to the same
seasonal interval as in the SH, dark green curves) and reaches a peak value of 60 pr-µm. The highest
column abundance by the MCD occurs earlier (Ls=90�–105�) and is significantly stronger (83 pr-µm).
Not only does the MCD maximum occur before the observed synergistic maximum, the sublimation
onset is also found earlier in the MCD compared to the synergy. During Ls=60�–75� (orange curves),
the synergy finds a gradually increasing latitudinal trend with a modest peak at 65�N just below 20
pr-µm, while the MCD already estimates a significant maximum of 30 pr-µm at 70�N, indicating that
much more water has already sublimed at that point in the model.

This is further supported by the last row of panels in Figure 4.3, which shows seasonal averages
of the intervals between Ls=255�–315� for the SH and Ls=75�–135� for the NH, thus covering the
main sublimation period for both hemispheres. The CIA absolute values are interesting to compare,
but even more so the meridional variation. In the south the trends and values are nearly identical, with
the synergy only yielding slightly smaller average abundances in the 10�–30�S and 50�–70�S regions.
In the north, the MCD deviates from the synergy most significantly in two places; at 20�N and at
50�N, where in both instances the MCD gradient distinctly increases with respect to the synergy. This
results in a “triple-hump” shape of the MCD CIA that is not prominent in the synergy. The difference
between the MCD and synergy is small toward the equator for both hemispheres, which might be
indicative that the influence of the CIA sublimation peak diminishes at lower latitudes. The LMD
GCM, which the MCD is based on, the summer sublimation peak is quite easily adjusted by tuning
model parameters. On the other hand, latitudinal variations are subject to convection, transportation,
and possible surface exchanges, and are not so straightforward to modify in order to obtain a specific
desired output.

4.3 Near-surface water vapor content

To investigate the degree of vertical confinement of water vapor, a parameter was created which is
defined as the integrated column abundance from the surface up to 5 km, divided by the full column
abundance. This results in a dimensionless parameter we call the partitioning index (PI), and indicates
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what fraction of the total column is kept below 5 km. As a reference to the reader, if water vapor is
evenly mixed in the atmosphere with a scale height of 11 km, the PI is equal to 0.63. Since we
are now investigating the vertical confinement, some information about the vertical distribution is
required. Therefore, in the further analysis we have applied the selection criteria first discussed in
Section 4.1 and visualized in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.4 shows the CIA and PI during Ls=90�–200� and for latitudes between 45�S and the
North Pole, as this is where the observation density is highest. Again data from all available Martian
years are averaged. The top row show the data on a Ls-latitude grid, while the bottom row displays the
data on a latitude-longitude map. As the seasonal polar ice starts to sublime in early northern summer,
the CIA increases drastically north of 60�N. There is no clear immediate reaction in the PI, which is
already fairly high with values typically greater than 0.7 northward of 35�N and stays stable during
Ls=95�–165�. The CIA reaches its maximum at polar latitudes between Ls=105� and 135�, and at
the same time a local PI maximum is observed slightly southward of the CIA peak. The confinement
in the polar region remains strong at least until Ls=170�, a period which undergo extreme variations
in CIA at latitudes above 50�N, as seen in the top panels of Figure4.4. Extremely strong partitioning
(PI=0.9) is seen at Ls=165� at latitudes around 60�N. At that time, almost no water remains in this
region, indicating that after most of the water has sublimed and been transported south, what water
vapor remains at high latitudes is kept close to the surface for the duration of the summer. PIs lower
than 0.5 are rarely seen in the NH, suggesting that sublimed water vapor is transported southward at
low altitudes.

Geographical variations stand out in the bottom panels, where the PI is enhanced over drier, el-
evated regions such as the Tharsis and Terra Sabaea regions (centered around −120� and 30� longi-
tude, respectively), while the confinement is small over low-elevation regions such as Hellas Planitia
at longitudes between 60� and 90�. The PI index is a ratio of water columns, and should inherently
be independent of topography, yet the correlation with elevation remains. Even though water vapor
is vertically more homogeneously south of the equator with PIs around 0.5, it shows signs of topo-
graphical dependence in an anti-correlated fashion compared to the CIA, indicative of water being
transported across the equator in "rivers" over regions of low elevations. Even after pressure normal-
ization (which is supposed to even out the effects of topography), there are local variations in CIA
related to changes in elevation, previously found to likely be linked to atmospheric dynamics (Fouchet
et al., 2007).

Figure 4.5 has the same layout as Figure4.3 but shows PI datapoints as opposed to CIA values.
Qualified datapoints from all Martian years are averaged across all longitudes in bins of 2� latitude and
15� Ls, showing meridional trends as found by both the synergy and the MCD for each hemisphere.
Seasonal variations in the MCD PI appear small compared to the synergy, as can be seen by the
level of spread of the different seasonal curves in the top four panels in Figure4.5. The shape of the
MCD PI curves are quite linear being lowest at or near the equator for most seasons and increasing
rather monotonically towards the polar regions. No such stable PI gradient is obtained by the synergy,
instead finding a highly variable PI for all latitudes and seasons, but with no clear meridional tendency.
For the sublimation season averages in the bottom row, a trend does emerge however.It exhibits a clear
the wave-like behavior in both hemispheres, oscillating roughly around PI=0.5 in the south and around
PI=0.65 in the north. As the synergy yields very stable column abundances at low to mid latitudes
for all seasons, the partitioning varies greatly, particularly in the southern mid summer. The observed
wave-like behavior is consistently higher than the estimated stable MCD PI. While the MCD indicates
that around 40% of the water column is kept near the surface at all latitudes and seasons, the synergy
finds that number to vary from 40% to 60%, with local maxima at equator, 50�S and at the pole. This
trend is very similar to what is observed in the north, but here the wave amplitude is smaller. The
MCD PI here is not as stable as in the south, and displays a fairly constantly increasing gradient from
the mid latitudes (PI = 0.4) toward the North Pole (PI = 0.75). The synergy finds that the PI seasonal
averages never go below 0.6, indicating that most of the column is always kept close to the surface.
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Figure 4.4: Normalized water vapor column-integrated abundance and partitioning indices for
the NH sublimation season. For the partitioning index, values higher than 0.5 (green hues)
indicate that more than 50% of the water vapor column is confined below 5 km, while lower
values (brown hues) indicate that water vapor is more evenly dispersed with altitude. Data
from all available years fulfilling all requirements have been averaged in bins of 2� latitude, 2�

Ls, and 4� longitude. Figure from Knutsen et al. (2022b).

This leads to the synergy and MCD finding similar PI values only in the north polar region.
It should be noted that the number of data points in the SH are far fewer than in the NH, and the

averages in this hemisphere should therefore be considered somewhat less precise. Yet the disagree-
ment in latitudinal behaviour is clearly visible (to a lesser extent) also in the NH, indicating that the
discord is likely not purely a result of poor sampling in the south, and strengthening our confidence
that this wave-structure is a real feature. In the NH there is a clear tendency for the synergy PIs to
rapidly increase poleward of 80�N while the total water content decreases (as can be seen in the top
right panel of Figure 4.3). The MCD PI on the other hand is steadily increasing from the mid latitudes,
and during late spring the PI decreases north of 80�N.

4.4 A closer look at the North Pole sublimation season

The northern polar region in spring and summer is of special interest as the sublimation of the seasonal
NPC is the main source, and thus the main forcer, of the water cycle. Every summer, as the NPC
is exposed to sunlight and its surface temperature increases, more than 109 tons of water vapor is
released into the atmosphere (Smith, 2002), and transported around the globe as the seasons progress.
Figure 4.6 shows the CIA and the vertical confinement in the form of polar plots to better visualize
the spatial distribution of the observations, and their evolution. Data satisfying all four requirement
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Figure 4.5: Zonal averages of the vertical partitioning index for each hemisphere from mid spring
to mid summer. The top four panels show data for all years averaged in bins of 2� latitude
and 15� Ls as dots, while the curves represent the smoothed bins. The top row illustrates
the synergistically retrieved partitioning indices, while the middle row shows the corresponding
MCD partitioning indices. Curves representing the same seasonal period for both hemispheres
have identical colors, with the SH Ls interval listed first in the label. The two bottom panels
compare the synergy and the MCD averages from Ls=255�–315� for the SH and Ls=75�–135�

for the NH, covering the sublimation season for both hemispheres. Figure from Knutsen et al.
(2022b).

from Figure 4.1 from all available years north of 45�N are averaged and displayed on a 1�x7� latitude-
longitude grid. Each column represents a seasonal average of 30� of Ls, from late spring on the left
to mid summer on the right. The two top rows of Figure 4.6 illustrate the CIA, the synergy on top and
the MCD below, and the two bottom rows show the PI, again with the synergy first and the MCD last.
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Overall, the MCD estimates a wetter polar region than the synergy (as was also shown in Figure
4.3), with high abundances extending further equatorward than what is observed. Another difference
is that the sublimation season appears to be initiated earlier in the MCD than what is indicated by
measurements, as can be seen by comparing the two first rows of the first column (Ls=60�–90�) of
Figure4.6, and was also shown in Section 4.2.1. At 75�N, the MCD suggests column abundances
higher than 40 pr-µm, when no observations for this time and place yield higher CIAs than 30 pr-
µm. The situation is reversed for the vertical partitioning, where the synergy indicates a stronger
near-surface confinement at all latitudes compared to the MCD. During Ls=90�–120�, the larger sub-
limation peak of the MCD is likely contributing to the overestimation of water vapor at mid latitudes.
In the late northern summer during 120�–150� Ls, the MCD estimates a high PI restricted mainly to
latitudes north of 60�, while the synergy finds a high PI reaching the mid latitudes. Overall, the MCD
predicts the largest PI poleward of 75�N and gradually decreasing southwards, while the synergy in-
dicate that the PI remains high for all latitudes, albeit more variable (this was explored in detail in
Section 4.4). Yet, the largest differences in the vertical confinement are found in the mid latitudes and
not in the polar regions, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.

4.5 Vertical distribution climatology

In this short in-depth study, the synergy was used to specifically investigate the vertical distribution
of water vapor leading up to, during and following the NPC sublimation period. The data selection
requirements described in Section 4.1 were applied with the modification that the DOF limit was now
set to 2.25, ensuring low vertical correlation, and more available information on the vertical profile.
Vertical profiles of high vertical resolution are still not accessible with this technique, and would
require a DOF of >5. With the new DOF limit (and all other requirements kept the same), 6773
co-located measurements from 592 orbits were selected.

After selection, the water vapor profiles were re-sampled to a finer vertical grid, and smoothed
using a second-order polynomial low-pass filter of width 5 km in order to dampen nonphysical sharp
features. The profiles were then averaged in bins of 2�Ls and 1.5 km altitude. Figure 4.7 displays
cross sections of the northern hemisphere, showing the water vapor vertical distribution evolution
from early spring to late summer (Ls=30�-165�). The figure shows where water ice first sublimes and
consequently where it is transported. Generally, water vapor is confined close to the surface, and until
Ls=∼100, contained mostly northward of 60�N.

In the top panel (Ls=30�-60�), the total water content is low for all latitudes, in line with estab-
lished theory. During Ls=45�-75�, some H2O has sublimed at the southernmost edge of the polar
cap, while at the same time at 80�N a separate “bubble” of water appears. As data is averaged from
multiple Mars years, such features could be the result of annual variations. In third and fourth panels
(Ls=60�-90� and Ls=75�-105�) Mars transitions from northern spring to summer, and water is sub-
liming at a rapid pace, creating a distinct near-surface layer spreading at low altitudes from 50�-80�N.
In panels Ls=75�-105� and Ls=90�-120�, some vapor seems to be lifted up into a second layer and
transported northward. Later, when water is subliming at higher latitudes, this lifted water brought
north into the polar cap region combines with the recently sublimed water to create the familiar global
maxima at 80�N at about 120�Ls.

Water that sublimed south of 75�N appears to remain near the surface as it’s transported equator-
ward. The weak two-layer structure from early spring mid-latitudes has now diffused into a smoother
vertical distribution. From Knutsen et al. (2022b) we know that the vertical distribution remains fairly
stable throughout the year, but the largest variations are found at 20�-30�N. In this region, during
Ls=75�-165�, the vertical partitioning index increases from 0.5 to 0.7.
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Figure 4.6: Polar view of the column-integrated water abundance and the partitioning index.
Observations northward of 45� are averaged on a 1�x7� latitude-longitude grid, in intervals of
30� Ls. The top two rows show the full column abundance of the synergy retrieval (first row)
and MCD a priori (second row). The bottom two rows show the retrieved partitioning index
(third row) and the MCD partitioning index (bottom row). Figure from Knutsen et al. (2022b).

4.6 Summary

The spectral synergy has here been applied to PFS and SPICAM nadir measurements sampled over
seven Martian years in order to study water vapor. The synergy produces a highly reliable water vapor
climatology, and offers the unique capability of extracting information on the vertical distribution of
water vapor from nadir observations. The synergy is unable to retrieve a high-resolution vertical pro-
file, but it can set reliable constraints on the partitioning of the water column, differentiating between
the near-surface content and the total column.

The climatology presented here is meant to serve as a reference climatology, with highly accurate
column abundance values provided by the spectral synergy. It is a seven year data set compiled
into a one-year composite average, where the spatial and temporal coverage is highly variable from
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Figure 4.7: Variations of water vapor as a function of altitude and latitude. Data was averaged
in bins of 3� latitude and 1.5 km altitude. Each panel represents a 30�Ls time interval, overlap-
ping by 15�Ls in each step. The total period covered is Ls=30�-165�, including the polar cap
sublimation period in early northern summer. White areas indicate periods with no available
co-located observations. Figure from Knutsen et al. (2022a).

year to year. Because of this variable coverage, it was not meaningful to perform any inter-annual
comparisons. Years with and without global dust storms are averaged together, but years with global
dust storms are particularly sparsely populated due to the strict requirements we imposed on the SNR
and DOF for the co-located observations, and should therefore not notably bias the total average.

The column abundance climatology is in good agreement with other similar data sets both in tem-
poral patterns and abundance magnitude. The synergy finds very comparable column abundances to
previous works using single spectral domain approaches with SPICAM and PFS (Fouchet et al., 2007;
Trokhimovskiy et al., 2015), slightly higher values than CRISM (Smith et al., 2009), and a little lower
than TES (Smith, 2002; Pankine et al., 2010). These differences could occur from various sources,
the most likely candidates are differences in the environmental parameters used in the retrievals, dif-
ferent water vapor absorption models and different a priori vertical profiles, and to a smaller degree
interannual variations.

Compared to the LMD MCD, some points regarding the column abundance trends are worth not-
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ing; in general, the synergy tends to retrieve lower abundances, in absolute differences the deviation
is largest for the NH summer sublimation peak, while in relative terms the most significant discrep-
ancies are found at mid-latitudes. In the NH, the timing of the sublimation onset and the latitudinal
extent of the sublimation season occurs earlier in the MCD, and extends much further equatorward,
compared to the synergistic observations. In the SH the synergy and MCD correspond very well.

The purpose of using the spectral synergy is as outlined in Section 1.6 to learn about the near-
surface water content. The work presented in this thesis has demonstrated that the spectral synergy
can probe the lower atmosphere with greater sensitivity than with conventional single-instrument
approaches. Most of our current understanding of the near-surface atmosphere has been obtained
using 3D GCMs, so we have compared our retrievals to the MCD, and found three main differences:

1. overall, the vertical confinement was found to be significantly stronger than the MCD suggests,

2. the existence of a persistent double layer structure across the northern hemisphere in spring,

3. a sinusoidal behaviour of the latitudinal confinement in both hemispheres.

Points 1. and 2. are not too surprising; the commonly assumed uniform mixing below the bound-
ary layer has been questioned for years, with a growing amount of evidence in support of a more
complex and variable vertical structure. The latter point is however quite striking, as nothing simi-
lar exists in MCD. Further work will include investigating if this wave-like behaviour is correlated
to topography, or if the minima/maxima correspond to latitudes of significance for any circulation
patterns, such as the polar or Hadley cells.

It should also be noted that the synergy pipeline is still being improved upon. We have recently
found that improvements in the χ2 calculations slightly adjusts the retrieved column abundances, and
imposes stricter constraints on how the vertical profile can deviate from the MCD profile. We are also
preparing to update the PFS instrument line shape, which will add further robustness to our results,
but this is not expected to significantly impact the retrieved quantities.





Chapter 5

SuperCam investigations

The SuperCam instrument consists of multiple modes and channels, as described in Section 2.3.
This thesis includes studies that make use of the IRS and VIS channels, for daytime observations of
the neutral atmosphere and nighttime observation of auroral emissions respectively (See chapter 6
and Section 6.3 for details on the auroral campaign with SuperCam). The measurement architecture
and data processing concerning the daytime observations with the infrared channel are described in
Section 3.2. The following chapter details the development of the retrieval scheme for the infrared
channel, including the creation of a forward model and the minimization routine. This project has not
yet been completed or published, and is a work in progress where various strategies are still being
explored. The following sections describes the work done to date, and outlines the path forward.

5.1 The forward model

When commencing the work of analyzing SuperCam IR spectra and attempting to retrieve gaseous
species, we hoped that a simple one-layer atmospheric model without taking scattering or radiative
transfer into account would be sufficient. The plan was to take the ratio of the low and high elevation
spectra, thus eliminating both the instrument background and the atmospheric continuum. Upon
testing this approach we ran into two problems which are probably related. Taking the ratio did not
sufficiently correct for the background, and the observed symmetry around the central lobe of the CO2

triplet at 2 microns did not match the model. Another indicator of the inadequacy of the simple one
layer assumption emerged after attempting to extract H2O vmr for the first year of the mission, which
turned out to deliver an unlikely stable vmr time series, whereas both model and orbiter observations
show it varies by a factor of 2 or more over the same time frame. As for the first problem, it turned out
that even though all the high and low elevation spectra are taken within 45 minutes, the background
has often changed significantly during this time. This could be because of instrument temperature
variations or other instrument causes, or actual sky brightness differences due to the passing of for
example clouds or lifted dust, or of course a combination of these things. The problem related to
reproducing the main CO2 band is suspected to stem from using a one-layer atmosphere, and not
considering multiple scattering. In any case, a more sophisticated atmospheric model seemed to
be required to recreate the observed continuum, and it was decided to incorporate radiative transfer
computations in our retrieval scheme.

5.1.1 Incorporating gases using the correlated-k method

Linelists for the gases CO2, CO and H2O were collected from the HITRAN 2016 database, and for
the radiative transfer itself, the Discrete-Ordinate-Method Radiative Transfer (DISORT) (Laszlo et al.,
2016) was used. DISORT is a plane-parallel radiative transfer program, which solves the radiative
transfer equation for a vertically in-homogeneous atmosphere. It accounts for multiple scattering

93
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and absorption between aerosol component and solar and thermal radiation. DISORT is a FOR-
TRAN program, and we use it through a front-end python wrapper developed by Connour and Wolff
(2021). The pyRT_Disort tool is a pre-processing front-end to help make DISORT simulations easier
in Python, and helps set up all the input parameters required by DISORT, and streamlines much of the
pre-processing needed to run efficient retrievals. The LMD MCD was used to create a reference set
of temperature, pressure and gaseous altitude profiles, interpolated to correspond to the time of each
passive sky and at the location of the Perseverance rover.

Absorption from rotational-vibrational transitions dominate absorption in (nearly) all cloudless
planetary atmospheres in the near-to-far infrared. For any given species, there are millions of indi-
vidual lines, making line-by-line radiative transfer calculations extremely computationally heavy. To
make the inversions more efficient, a correlated-k method was employed (Lacis and Hansen, 1974).
The technique has gained traction during the last two decades, and much work has been done to
evaluate its accuracy and improve the technique (Goody et al., 1989; Lacis and Oinas, 1991).

In short, the correlated-k method utilizes the fact that integrating the frequency dependent absorp-
tion coefficient kν as a function of wavenumber is a highly repetitive process. Much can therefore be
gained by doing the computation in kν probability space rather than wavenumber space. This is done
by dividing the cross-section spectrum into bands b, and sorting the coefficients within each band.

First, we define a k-distribution function h(k), which is the probability density function such that
h(k)dk is the fraction of a wavenumber interval within which the absorption cross section is between
k and k + dk. h(k) is normalized to 1 within (0, inf). In this way, the spectral-mean transmittance,
T (u), does not depend on wavenumber, but on the k-distribution. In T (u), u is the path length
through a homogeneous slab of atmosphere for a spectral interval between wavenumbers ν1 and ν2,
and is given by equation 5.1.

T (u) =
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We can then define a probability function g(k) where g(0) = 0, g(k → ∞) = 1 and dg(k) =
h(k)dk. It follows that g(k) is a smooth, monotonically increasing function in k-space, and in Equa-
tion 5.2, we express the transmittance in terms of the cumulative probability g. k(g) is the equivalent
k-function, the inverse of g(k), and since g(k) is smooth in k-space, k(g) must be smooth in g-space
(probability space).
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The last step of Equation 5.2 involves computing the integral under the now monotonically in-
creasing curve for each spectral band. This is approximated by applying the Gauss-Legendre quadra-
ture (GLQ) method; within each band the kν , specific roots (or integration points, l) and corresponding
weights (wb

l ) are computed from the probability distribution of the cross-sections. The practical im-
plementation in the code follows these steps:

1. select a band size (wavenumber interval) within which the cross-sections will be sorted,

2. divide the kν-coefficients into bands b, and sort them within each band to produce a cumulative
distribution,

3. use the GLQ approximation to extract the weights for each root,
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4. compute final transmittance for each band.

It is imperative that the band width is chosen with care; the spectral intervals have to be small
compared to the FWHM of the instrument (30 cm�1 for SuperCam IRS), and also be so small that
the atmospheric continuum, dominated by mostly aerosol scattering, does not change significantly
within each interval. From this we chose a band width of 3 cm�1. The radiative transfer equations
are then solved for all GLQ-points within each band while keeping all other parameters fixed. The
total transmittance as observed from the surface in each spectral interval is the weighted sum of the
transmittance in each band, as described by equation 5.2.

We tested a variety of GLQ-points, and found that when using numbers around 10, the model
was unable to reproduce the continuum level, even though the band depths were modeled well, as
demonstrated in Figure 5.1. Eight GLQ-points were used in this specific example, with 3 cm�1 band
widths. In the regions around 1.8 µm and 2.3 µm, where there are no CO2 absorption bands, the
correlated-k model (dashed pink line) is constantly found below the line-by-line mode (solid blue),
while inside strong absorption features they overlap.

Figure 5.1: Demonstration of how a correlated-k method with too few GLQ-points (eight in
this case) is unable to accurately reproduce the continuum level modeled using a line-by-line
radiative transfer mode. CO2 model spectra are shown, produced using line-by-line radiative
transfer (blues) and with the correlated-k method (purple/pink), with and without the appli-
cation of the PSF.

Larger numbers of GLQ-points were tested, and 20 points within each band of 3 cm�1 was found
sufficient, as demonstrated in Figure 5.2. Here, each step of the correlated-k method is illustrated for
a model atmosphere containing only CO2. Panel a) shows one spectral band with a chosen width of
3 cm�1 and the absorption coefficients of CO2 as a function of wavenumber. In panel b) the coeffi-
cients have been sorted, and the GLQ-points have been selected provided a number of 20 quadrature
points. Panel c) shows the comparison between the model computed line-by-line (light blue) with
the result of the correlated-k method (purple), and then with the PSF applied to each shown as dark
blue and dashed pink lines respectively. Panel c) contains zoomed in views of regions of interest, from
roughly 1.7-1.9µm where there are close to no gas absorption to compare the continuum calculations,
and centered on the deepest CO2 band around2µm.

With a band width of band of 3 cm�1 and 20 GLQ-points, the correlated-k approach excellently
reproduces the spectrum from the line-by-line solution, both in regions with no gas absorption, and
within the CO2 bands. With this configuration, the computation time was reduced by a factor of 300,
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and the mean difference between the two models is roughly 1%, much less than any error which will
be introduced by the instrument.

Figure 5.2: Demonstration of the correlated-k principle. CO2 absorption coefficients are shown
as a function of wavenumber in a), sorted by magnitude in b), and panel c) depicts the synthetic
spectrum produced by the radiative transfer scheme with the line-by-line approach compared
to the correlated-k method, before and after the application of the PSF.

Going forward, all model spectra have been computed using the correlated-k approach with these
settings. The above work was done with only one absorbing gaseous species, CO2, but CO and H2O
also have absorption lines within the wavelength interval of SuperCam IRS. In order to include these,
we use Beer-Lambert’s law with a correction factor of 1.7 for water line broadening in the 1.38 µm
range where a strong water vapor band resides. Beer-Lambert’s law states that the total optical depth
of a slab of atmosphere is the sum of the individual optical depths of each gas, as shown in Equation
5.3;
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Here, τ is the total optical depth, τi, σi and ni is the optical depth, absorption cross section and
number density, respectively, for species i, and L is the path length of the beam of light through the
slab. Implementing this into the correlated-k scheme is done by doing the process outlined above
for each species separately, and creating a total optical depth for each atmospheric layer as input
into the radiative transfer code. In the following, H2O and CO are also incorporated. The absorption
coefficients for all the gases are sorted individually for all spectral intervals in all layers, and combined
using equation 5.3 to find the total optical depth due to the gases of each layer.

5.1.2 Implementing dust

Aerosol scattering controls the shape of spectra in the infrared, and therefore contributes significantly
to the overall form the IRS spectra (see Figure 3.7) in addition to instrumental effects. Creating
the average ratio spectra, as seen in the bottom panel of Figure 3.7, removes much of the dust and
instrumental effects that shape the continuum, but some artifacts of uncertain origin remain. It is
therefore a crucial step to include aerosols into our model to simulate the observed IRS spectra as
closely as possible, in order to accurately perform the gas retrievals. As a first step, water ice is
ignored in our model, as we wish to properly quantify the effect of the different dust parameters on
the continuum before adding more complexity.

The pyRT_Disort tool requires three dust parameters to initiate DISORT and the radiative trans-
fer; a dust grain size, vertical distribution, and total opacity. As with temperature, pressure and gas
profiles, the MCD was used to obtain a dust effective radius climatology for Jezero crater. The dust
vertical profile is simulated using the Conrath approximation (Conrath, 1975). Opacity values are
provided by ZCAM on Perseverance, which performs almost daily opacity measurements at multiple
wavelengths (Lemmon et al., 2022). We select the opacity value closest in local time to when the pas-
sive sky was performed within ±5 days. Figure 5.3 shows the selected opacity measurements from
ZCAM and the MCD dust radii on the sol of each passive sky observation, as a function of sol and
Ls. A seasonal trend in both parameters is evident, with both opacity and dust size maxima occurring
during NH fall. There was a sudden and brief increase in the observed tau around Sol 578, where the
total opacity doubled, before quickly dropping to normal levels.

Dust vertical distribution: The Conrath approximation

The Conrath approximation of the dust vertical distribution is an idealized vertical profile determined
by the competing rates of sedimentation and vertical atmospheric diffusion. The ratio between these
rates is the Conrath parameter, and if the dust mass mixing ratio is known at the surface, one can
compute the dust altitude profile using Equation 1.1. The dust profiles shown in Figure 5.4 have all
been normalized by the surface mixing ratio, and are shown for a selection of Conrath parameter
values. A Conrath parameter equal to zero equates to a uniform mixing ratio, while larger values
yield a progressively confined surface layer.

The Conrath profile was used as a first estimate as the pyRT_Disort tool has a built in option for
this approximation. Conrath parameters can in theory also have negative values, but pyRT_Disort
does not currently allow this. Negative values will create vertical profiles where the dust mixing ratio
increases with altitude, a configuration which has been observed on Mars (Heavens et al., 2011). Due
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Figure 5.3: Dust conditions in Jezero crater. Figure shows the selected ZCAM opacity values
(top) and the MCD effective dust radius values (bottom) for each passive sky observation. The
bottom x-axis in both panels indicates the Sol number, while the top x-axis shows the season.
Sol 578 is indicated in orange.

to this shortcoming in the pyRT_Disort tool, and other drawbacks of using the Conrath approximation
(for example, it does not take into account dust removal from the condensation of volatiles), we are
preparing to implement other means of modeling the dust vertical profile.

Effect of varying dust parameters

To investigate how dust size, vertical distribution and total opacity affect the observed spectrum,
simulations are made with varying values for each of these three parameters. The resulting spectra
(modelled for low elevation only) are displayed in Figure 5.5. The dust parameter values are indicated
by the figure label, they correspond to half, equal to, and twice the values from the MCD (for dust
size) and ZCAM (opacity). The Conrath parameters are selected based on the dust profiles shown in
Figure 5.4, to cover a wide range of distributions.

Changing the total opacity and dust size significantly changes the continuum, in magnitude and
shape, respectively, as can be seen from panel A). The continuum level drops with lower opacity, and
the tilt of the continuum goes from a downwards slope towards longer wavelengths for small dust
sizes, to a flatter spectrum for larger grains. Changing the Conrath parameter, on the other hand, has
an insignificant impact on the continuum, but changes the gas band depths as visualized in panel C),
with more shallow bands for higher values which corresponds to a more confined dust distribution.

5.1.3 H2O and CO modeling

In addition to the dust parameters described above, the model also requires vertical profiles of temper-
ature, pressure and the relevant gases. We use profiles from the MCD for all of these, at the location
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Figure 5.4: Vertical profiles of dust mass mixing ratios in ppmv. The profiles are shaped by
the Conrath parameter, indicated in the figure legend. Larger Conrath parameters correspond
to dust being more confined to low altitudes.

of Perseverance and at the time of year corresponding to the appropriate sol. In our current example,
this is Sol 578 at Ls=316�, 10 am, as shown in Figure 5.6.

We then vary the water vapor and CO abundances to investigate how this would manifest in our
simulated IRS spectra. The result is shown in Figure 5.7, where we have produced synthetic spectra
with no water and CO (solid lines), with half the amount compared to the MCD (dashed), with equal
the amount (black solid line), and twice the amount (dotted lines). When water is varied, the CO is
kept as suggested by the MCD, and vice versa.

There are no deep features of water vapor or CO in the wavelength interval covered by IRS as
shown in Figure 5.7. However, there are regions where water vapor (in blue) and carbon monoxide
(in pink) displays broad and shallow absorption features. Three broad H2O features are within the
range of IRS. One at edge of the spectrum at 2.5 µm will most likely be unusable as IRS spectra tend
to be noisy due to AOTF instability issues towards the end of the acquisition. The band at 1.8 µm
lies in the wing of a CO2 band, and is also most likely unattainable with our spectral resolution. That
leaves the 1.38 µm band as our best option, the same band used by SPICAM and MAWD. It causes a
significant depression in the spectrum with respect to the continuum, and is not contaminated by the
CO2 line at 1.43 µm. The CO band at 2.35µm lies in a region with no other gas absorption bands,
so we are optimistic that for certain passive sky observations, even such a shallow absorption band
should be above our noise limit, and CO abundances should be retrievable.

5.1.4 Final synthetic spectrum

To assess how well the forward model is able to reproduce what is observed by SuperCam, we com-
pare the passive sky observation from Sol 578 with the synthetic spectra created using MCD and
ZCAM values appropriate for that sol. The result is displayed in Figure 5.8, where the high and
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Figure 5.5: Synthetic spectra for a selection of dust parameter values. The colors represent
spectra with varying total opacity (purple), dust size (teal), vertical distribution (yellow). The
default setting for each parameter is 1.719, 1.682 and 0.005 respectively, and varied indepen-
dently according to the legend. A) shows the synthetic spectra, in B) the spectra are normalized
by the continuum value at 1.75 microns, and C) shows a zoomed in view of the central lobe of
the CO2 tripled band. Only low elevation simulations are shown.
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Figure 5.6: Atmospheric conditions in Jezero crater, simulated for Sol 578 at 10 a.m. Figure
shows vertical profiles of A) temperature, B) pressure, C) water vapor, and D) carbon monoxide
shown from 2m altitude (rough height of SuperCam on the mast) to 40 km. Figure made using
the MCD v6.1 web interface (https://www-mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/mcd_python/).

low elevation observations and simulations are shown individually in the top panel and then the ratio
spectra are shown in the bottom panel.

The high and low elevation simulations should not be directly compared to the high and low ele-
vation observations, as part of the pre-processing includes division by a calibration target spectrum,
and some other adjustments. These are all multiplicative processes however, and are therefore re-
moved when the ratio spectrum is created. From the passive sky, the low elevation average spectrum
is brighter overall than the high elevation spectrum, the opposite situation from the modeled spectra.
This can be explained by the choice of dust size and opacity, which, as was demonstrated in Figure
5.5, have significant impacts on the continuum.

The simulated and observed ratios of spectra are different in terms of continuum shape, band
depths and shapes. Especially the CO2 triplet band stands out, clearly appearing much deeper in the
model, but also more asymmetric than whats is observed. This is reminiscent of the initial problem of
fitting the CO2 band, and even though progress has been made in replicating the observed spectrum,
issues still remain.

CO2 triplet asymmetry

This side-lobe asymmetry was investigated for all passive sky observations. The ratio between the
band depths of the central lobe to each of the side lobes was compared to those of a simple model
atmosphere containing only CO2. The model does not include dust and does not involve radiative
transfer. The modeled and observed lobe ratios are shown in Figure 5.9. The observed ratios are
calculated on the average low elevation spectra separately, and on the elevation ratio spectra. The
model lobe ratios are calculated for elevation ratio spectra only.

All model ratios (green lines) are significantly lower than all data ratios, indicating that the ob-
served side-lobes are similar in depth to the central lobe, there is also no significant difference in lobe
asymmetry between the ratios calculated on low elevation spectra only and elevation ratio spectra.
The ratios for the right and left side-lobe are observed to be fairly similar, while in the model they are
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Figure 5.7: Synthetic spectra for a selection of trace gas abundances. The colors represent
spectra with varying water vapor (blue) and carbon monoxide (magenta). The numbers in
the legend refers to the factor multiplied to the MCD vertical profile for each gas, so that 0
indicates no gas present, 0.5 is half the amount suggested by the MCD, and 2 is twice the
amount. Top panel shows simulated low elevation spectra, while the bottom panel shows low-
to-high elevation ratios. The embedded figures are zoomed in views on the 1.38µm water band
and the 2.35µm CO band.

separated by an an equal distance at all times with the right side-lobe having a greater band depth. The
model ratios also seem to follow a seasonal trend which has no discernible equivalent in the observed
side-lobe ratios. Clearly there is a systematic difference in the modeled and observed CO2 triple band
symmetry. By visual inspection of Figure 5.8, the side-lobes in the model produced with the full
forward model appear relatively equal. We are in the process of reproducing the results in Figure 5.9
using the full forward model for all sols, to further investigate the asymmetry problem.

5.2 Minimization scheme

In order to accurately retrieve trace gas abundances from the SuperCam spectra, we need to first
retrieve CO2, as we will ultimately scale our trace gas abundances to the CO2 abundance. As was
shown in Figure 5.5, the CO2 band shape and depth depends on the dust parameters, so as a first step
we need to determine the three dust parameters. In the case of all of these retrievals, the number
of parameters does not exceed the number of independent measurements. Therefore, the best-fit
model is estimated through the usual χ2 cost function. The solution for the best fit model is found
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Figure 5.8: Observation and simulation of Sol 578, for low and high elevation spectra (top panel)
as well as the ratio spectrum (bottom panel). The ratio spectra have both been normalized by
their respective values at 1.75 µm. All observations are shown in hues of orange (and grey for
the individual spectra), and the simulated spectra are shown in hues of teal.
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Figure 5.9: CO2 triple band asymmetry investigation. Lines show the band depth ratios between
the central lobe and each of the side lobes, computed from observed low elevation spectra (pink,
purple), observed ratioed spectra (orange, red), and model spectra (green).

with the Powell conjugate direction method. Powell’s method calculates the local minimum of a
continuous function, and works well when the function does not have a mathematical definition as it
is not necessary to calculate derivatives. This also makes Powell’s method not very computationally
expensive.

To create the synthetic spectrum on which to perform the retrieval, a ratioed spectra taken at two
elevation angles is created just as for a passive sky observation. The model described in the previous
section is run twice, one for each elevation, and the final model ratio for one example is as depicted
in Figure 5.8, for a set of dust and gas parameters as suggested by the MCD and ZCAM. There is
a significant difference in magnitude of the observed ratio compared to the synthetic spectrum (not
evident from Figure 5.8 as there are normalized to the continuum in that case), which is clear already
from the individual high and low elevation spectra. The mean value of the observed and simulated
ratio spectra should be relatively similar, so we decided to introduce a shift, where we apply an
additive constant to the ratio spectra in order to lower it towards the model ratio. We still need to
investigate further if this shift is present for all observations, as so far only a small number have been
studied in detail.

The minimization is performed in multiple steps, currently a total of three; 1) dust parameters +
shift, 2) CO2, 3) trace gases. In the first step, we will keep all gas abundances as suggested by the
MCD, and retrieve the Conrath parameter, effective dust radius, opacity, and the shift values. We are
still investigating whether doing the fitting across the entire 1.3-2.6 µm interval can be beneficial, as
we are then fitting the dust parameters to the CO2 band shape, or if it will suffice to select a CO2 line
near the water line at 1.38 microns, for example the 1.43 micron band. The rationale for only using
these is that since the H2O lines and this weak CO2 line are optically thin, their column densities are to
first order proportional to the line depths. Uncertainties due to the effects of surface and atmospheric
properties, including dust opacity and the airmass factor are minimized, and we might not need to
retrieve the dust parameters at all. By dividing the depth of a given water line by the depth of a nearby
CO2 line of comparable intensity, a reliable determination of the H2O mixing ratio can be obtained.
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5.3 Discussion and summary

5.3.1 Data handling

Due to glitches and power failures, many spectra are discarded when the strict selection scheme
described in Section 3.2.2 is followed. In the future, we hope to salvage many of them by correcting
for the effect of the failures when possible, and thereby increase the signal to noise as more spectra
in each passive sky will be available to create the average spectrum for each elevation angle. The
correction for the power failures seems easiest to correct, as it seems the spectrum is simply shifted
by a constant factor after the failure occurred. If this factor is identified the spectrum can be restored
to its original magnitude.

During the SuperCam passive sky activity, the camera changes elevation twice, acquiring spectra
at the low elevation angle at the beginning and end of the observation (four spectra each time), and
at high elevation angle in the middle (eight consecutive spectra). This means that about 10 minutes
have passed between the first and last spectrum at each elevation, and the sky illumination may have
changed. This has happened on several sols, for example on Sol 121, as visible in Figure 3.6 and on
Sols 111 and 364 shown in Figure 3.7, where the low elevation spectra are bunched together in two
distinct groups. At the moment all spectra at each elevation angle are averaged together, though in
the future this will be changed so that the passive sky measurements are split in two segments, with
four low and four high elevation spectra in each.

5.3.2 Retrieval routine

With respect to the synthetic spectrum, several ways of improvement are already in the process of
being implemented;

• the Conrath parameter is deemed to not be very suitable to describe the dust vertical profile in
Jezero crater, and a climatology of profiles from the MCD will be created, scaled to fit the tau
observed by Perseverance/ZCAM,

• the linelist from HITRAN 2016 will soon be updated to HITRAN 2020,

• ice aerosols will be included in the forward model,

• and the MCD pressure profile will be constrained using Perseverance/MEDA pressure data.

To reduce the computational time even more than what has already been achieved with the correlated-
k method, we could split the correlated-k bands in two, applying the Gauss-Legendre quadratures to
the two parts separately. This will allow for a lower total number of roots, as the two different regions
(the lower, more linear part of the sorted absorption coefficient, and the much more exponential part
above e.g. 0.9) are more easily approximated separately.

We speculate that some of the difference in observed and simulated CO2 band shapes might stem
from either some non-multiplicative part of the pre-calibration, or some signal contribution from stray
light. This problem must be solved if the CO2 triplet band is to be used for retrievals, and so both
options are under investigation. However, the problem can also be avoided by using another CO2 line,
for example the single line at 1.43 microns.

5.3.3 Summary

After roughly 2.5 years on Mars, a total of 64 passive sky observations are now available from Su-
perCam. A simple processing and data selection scheme has been designed, but further work will be
done to maximize the number of spectra suitable for analysis. Most observations are subject to the
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occurrence of some type of failure associated with the AOTF, but a modification to the activity has
been made, and recently implemented, to avoid failures in the future. After a first test on Sol 841, the
solution seems to be a success.

A first version of a retrieval routine has been developed, using the correlated-k method to include
CO2, H2O and CO in the synthetic spectrum, along with dust. Ice is for the moment neglected. DIS-
ORT is used to handle the radiative transfer through a python-wrapper. Powell’s method is currently
used to find the best-fit model which is estimated through the common χ2 cost function. So far, we
have performed testing to understand the impact on the spectra of varying dust parameters such as
the dust grain size, total opacity and the vertical distribution, along with investigating expected gas
absorption signatures. This is very much a work in progress, where a continuous effort of testing and
verification is still ongoing, so that at the point of writing, no reliable retrievals have been performed
yet. Several points of improvements have already been identified and will be implemented in the near
future.



Chapter 6

Space weather and Mars’ magnetic

environment

As mentioned in Chapter , my curiosity about planetary atmospheres and their interactions with the
space environment has guided all my educational choices, the first of which was choosing my first
research project, my master thesis, which focused on the dynamical and chemical effect of energetic
particle precipitation in the Earth’s atmosphere. Though not surprising to my supervisor Dr. Patrick
Espy, I was astounded by the magnitude and duration of ozone depletion due to auroral particles. This,
combined with an unforgettable six months spent in the Arctic and an awareness of the importance of
knowledge of space weather for space exploration and eventual human exploration of Mars, laid the
foundation for my interest in space weather, and Martian space weather specifically. I nurtured this
interest through an ESA internship before starting this PhD, and continued collaborations on projects
related to the long-term monitoring of space weather around Mars through my years in France. In
the summer of 2022, Tim McConnochie and I started discussing the possibility of observing Martian
aurora with SuperCam, and I was intrigued mostly by the science, but also by the opportunity to plan
and propose our own observation campaign.

The following chapter includes three independent projects related to heliospheric and Martian
space weather. Two I have conducted myself, and one was performed by an intern student of mine.
The galactic cosmic ray study was initiated before the start of this PhD, but was completed during it.
The other projects are either a continuation of that first study, or completely separate projects that I
have initiated or participated in during my PhD. As they are not part of the main focus for my thesis,
they are all collected here in a comprehensive summary of all the work I have conducted related to
space weather.

6.1 Introduction to space weather

Heliospheric space weather refers to the dynamic plasma and particle conditions within our solar
system that are created by the Sun’s activity and the background galactic cosmic ray (GCR) radiation.
The Sun is the primary source of energy within the solar system, and it continuously emits a stream of
electromagnetic and particle radiation, known as the solar wind. The solar wind is a plasma consisting
of protons, electrons and alpha particles originating in the solar corona. The concept of the solar
wind was hypothesized by Dr. Eugene Parker in 1957 (Parker, 1958), to scathing comments from the
scientific community. Yet after the launch of the Mariner II Venus mission, it unambiguously detected
the solar wind and measured its properties Snyder et al., 1963. Since then much knowledge has been
gained; we know that the solar wind properties vary, and depend on solar radial distance, longitude
and latitude, the solar cycle and solar rotation (Richardson and Kasper, 2008; Schwenn, 2007). On
average though, the particles have energies in the range of 0.05-10 keV, and travel with a speed
of between 400-800 km/s (Schwenn, 2007). As the Sun rotates with a 27-day period, its inherent
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magnetic field twists into an Archimedean spiral called the Parker spiral (visualized in Figure 6.1),
becoming the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). The IMF is considered to be "frozen in" with the
solar wind, meaning the solar electric and magnetic fields are carried by the plasma fluid motions
(Alfvén, 1942).

This uninterrupted outflow of plasma frequently contains high-speed streams (HSS) of high den-
sity plasma originating from coronal holes. These holes appear as dark spots in X-ray or UV images,
as they emit less at these wavelength. The plasma here is cooler and less dense compared to the sur-
rounding corona, and field lines are openly connected to the IMF (Zirker, 1977). Coronal holes are
cyclically concentrated in the polar regions during the solar minimum phase, and migrate to lower
latitudes with rising solar activity, crossing the equator and congregate in the polar regions again
(Maghradze et al., 2022). With a lifetime anywhere from a few weeks to several months, they are
frequently present near the equatorial plane, causing HSS and high density plasma waves to sweep
past the planets as the Sun rotates. The high-speed streams interact with the upstream slower streams
and create regions of high particle number density and enhances the magnetic field strength. These
regions are called co-rotating interaction regions (CIR) and when sweeping past the Earth, often in-
duce geomagnetic storms (Gerontidou et al., 2018), and could also possibly be a source of aurora on
Mars (Lee et al., 2018).

On top of the solar wind plasma and its frozen-in IMF, transient solar events add to the dynamic
nature of space weather. Solar eruptions such as flares, coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and solar
energetic particle events (SEPs) cause short-term disturbances in the plasma environment. More on
these events in Section 6.1.2.

The last contribution to space weather is not of solar origin, but penetrate into our heliosphere
from beyond our solar system. These particles travel at a considerable fraction of the speed of light,
and mostly consist of protons. Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) can be divided into a high and low energy
component, where particles of lower energy are thought to be from sources within our galaxy (Blasi,
2013), while particles with extremely high energies are believed to be of extra-galactic origin (The
Pierre Auger Collaboration et al., 2017). More details can be found below, in Section 6.1.1

6.1.1 Galactic background radiation

The heliosphere is actively shielding our solar system from much of the GCR radiation, yet not all in-
coming particles are deflected. Only higher-energy particles are able to penetrate into the heliosphere,
causing a depressed GCR intensity within the heliosphere compared to beyond it (Wibberenz, 2002).

Three factors influence the modulation of GCR intensity within the ecliptic plane: time, heliocen-
tric distance, and heliomagnetic longitude. Longitudinal effects are considered to be small compared
to temporal and radial variations (De Simone et al., 2011). Particles with energies above than 30GeV
reach the inner solar system, but particles with lower energy are deflected by the solar wind (Blasi,
2013), causing an energy gradient as a function of solar distance. In this way, the GCR particle
population that reaches a local planetary environment is filtered at multiple stages; the extra-galactic
particles are filtered first upon entering the Milky Way, then both galactic and extra-galactic particles
are filtered when entering our heliosphere, and lastly if penetrating a magnetosphere and traversing
an atmosphere.

Temporal variations are due to the 11-year sunspot cycle and the 22-year magnetic polarity cycle
of the Sun, which are superimposed on each other. As the Sun undergoes this cycle, the IMF, the
sunspot number (SSN), and solar wind parameters change (Richardson et al., 2001). As a result, the
inward diffusion of GCRs is modulated by the convection of the expanding solar wind and the particle
drift on the IMF, giving rise to a GCR flux varying with an 11-year period (Gazis, 1996; Modzelewska
et al., 2019).

The relationship between GCRs and the solar cycle has been observed at and around the Earth
since the 1950s (Alania et al., 2014). A network of ground-based neutron monitors (NMs) is used
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to study the temporal modulation of GCRs by measuring the flux of cascading particles produced by
cosmic rays colliding with atmospheric atoms (Engel et al., 1992; Usoskin et al., 2017). In addition to
exhibiting a temporal anti-correlation with solar activity, the GCR intensity also varies with heliocen-
tric distance, increasing with 3–4% per AU (De Simone et al., 2011; Vos and Potgieter, 2016; Honig
et al., 2019; Modzelewska et al., 2019).

The GCR environment at Mars has been much less studied, and no long term, systematic in-
vestigations have been conducted. In part this is because instruments with this capability have not
continuously been operating at Mars. It was shown in Jiggens et al. (2019) that engineering house-
keeping data has the potential of being a useful quantitative indicator of energetic particle incidents.
A proof-of concept study was performed in Knutsen et al. (2021b), showing that such parameters
could discern the solar cycle modulation and heliocentric distance variation of GCRs at Mars. The
housekeeping parameter is further discussed in 6.2.1, while the results of the study are presented in
Chapter 6.2.2.

6.1.2 Transient solar particle events

GCR radiation, although varying, make up a relatively stable level of background radiation in the
heliosphere along with the quiescent solar wind. Major disturbances come in the form of transient
solar particle events (SPEs) containing solar energetic particles (SEPs). SEPs are accelerated near the
Sun, to energies ranging from the suprathermal (few keV) up to relativistic (∼few GeV) velocities. In
general there are two types of SPEs leading to SEPs; impulsive and gradual events, where the SEPs
are accelerated by solar flares or coronal mass ejections (CMEs) respectively (Cane et al., 1986).
The two types are illustrated in Figure 6.1, where it is illustrated that flare-accelerated events are
much narrower and thus requires a direct magnetic connection between the relevant field lines and
the planetary body if SEPs are to be transferred to it. CME-accelerated particles however cover a
much broader area, and the chances of a planetry body intercepting these particles is greater. Often
the two types occur simultaneously, and can be hard to disentangle. Yet, when isolated events happen,
impulsive events tend to be short in duration (<1 day), while gradual events last for several days. How
these energetic particles deposit their energy in planetary atmospheres has been extensively studied at
Earth, and is becoming an increasing field of focus at Mars.

Solar flares have been observed for centuries, with the first known event being recorded in 1859,
known as the Carrington Event, named after the Englishman Richard Carrington who is credited for
cataloging it. Carrington was counting dark solar spots at the time (the nature of which was not
understood at that point), when two intensely bright patches appeared. The bright spots remained
for less than handful of minutes, and diminished rapidly (Carrington, 1859). Within 18 hours, Earth
was engulfed in perhaps the most powerful geomagnetic storm ever. Compasses became useless and
erratic, the skies lit up with intense aurora as far south as the Caribbean, and telegraph operators were
unable to reach each other.

CMEs were discovered and established as separate, gradual particle acceleration events during the
late seventies and early eighties (Kahler et al., 1978, 1986). It was found that CMEs can erupt without
an accompanying solar flare, and even originate from inactive regions on the Sun. At the same time,
flares may occur without any following CME. CMEs may produce SEP events, but not always. Some
explanations as to why particle enhancements are not always observed are; the release region may not
be magnetically connected to the observer region, inefficient acceleration at the shock front, or there
were no particles released at the time of the eruption that could provide a seed population for shock
acceleration (Lario et al., 2020).

Impulsive and gradual events can occur separately, but the stronger the event the more likely it
is to encompass both types. This is called "big-flare syndrome" and is thought to occur because
during strong events there is a massive reorganization of coronal fields leading to many different
phenomena in great profusion. The stronger the CME, the more likely it is to have a higher proton-to-
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the different particle acceleration mechanisms at the Sun. Black
lines indicate the rotating IMF leading to the Parker spiral, and red helixes indicate charged
particles being accelerated away from the event region. The orange/yellow structures represent
a solar flare and subsequent impulsive SEP event (a), and a traversing CME and thus a gradual
SEP event. The figure illustrates how a CME-driven shock wave accelerates charged particles
and populates interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) lines over a large longitudinal area, while
the solar flare populates only those IMF lines well-connected to the flare site.

electron density (Cliver and Ling, 2007). However, the mere fact that two phenomena occur together
in many big events does not necessarily mean that they are causally related (Reames, 1999). In
order to arrange and put single solar eruptions in context, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration devised a category system for solar flares. The categories, from weakest to strongest,
are named A, B, C, M and X, and is a logarithmic scale, meaning that a B flare is ten times stronger
than an A flare. Within each category is a finer scale of 1 to 9, but the X class has no upper limit.
C-class flares are in general too weak to cause much effect on a planetary system.

The distinctions between impulsive and gradual events has however recently become less clear.
More recent observations indicate that composition, energy and temperature differences are more
blurred than initially thought, suggesting that many gradual events for example accelerate remnant
interplanetary material from recent impulsive events, or that gradual events often include direct con-
tributions from flare-accelerated particles (Desai and Giacalone, 2016). Another idea has been put
forth that rather than there being two distinct types of events, there is a continuum where smaller
CMEs are associated with soft (A, B, C type) flares which are often undetected (Vršnak et al., 2005).

6.1.3 Influence of particle radiation on the Mars local environment

Mars is a unique planet in our solar system with respect to planetary magnetospheres as it is (as
far as we know) the only planet with a hybrid magnetosphere, composed of an induced field and
the crustal remnants of a past internal dynamo. Mars no longer has an internal dynamo capable of
producing a global magnetic field, but remnants of it remains as local regions of magnetized crust
(Acuña et al., 1999; Lillis et al., 2008). Figure 6.2 visualizes the Martian magnetic environment,
showing the planetary bow shock where the solar wind drops from supersonic to subsonic velocities
and the general shape of the induced magnetosphere and crustal fields. Any planetary body with
an atmosphere in orbit around a star will create an ionosphere when solar extreme UV and X-ray
radiation interacts with the top layer of the atmosphere, leading to photo-ionization of atoms and
molecules. The vertical structure of the ionosphere has a strong diurnal dependence as can be seen
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in the two panels of Figure 6.3, where the dayside main layer is produced by direct solar UV and
X-ray radiation and is roughly an order of magnitude stronger than the nightside ionosphere which
consists of separated varying layers created by the transport of injected electrons, SEPs, GCRs and
interplanetary dust. The ionized upper atmosphere then becomes a conductive plasma, and interacts
with the solar wind plasma, resulting in an induced magnetosphere.

In addition to the atmospherically induced magnetic field, Mars has localized regions of magne-
tized crust. Prior to the launch of MGS in 1996, the magnetic field of Mars was not well known and
its origin was controversial. With MGS, the crustal fields were discovered (Acuña et al., 1999) and
knowledge of the overall magnetosphere increased dramatically, by measuring over a thousand cur-
rent sheet crossings (Halekas et al., 2006) and doing detailed mapping of the crustal fields (Mitchell
et al., 2007). It was found that the configuration of Mars’s induced magnetosphere is consistent with
IMF field lines being draped around the planet and pulled back to the center of the tail by magnetic
tension forces. MGS results also indicate that over crustal field regions, the current sheets are pushed
above MGS altitudes. These results suggest that the tail region is highly condensed and much more
chaotic than illustrated in Figure 6.2, and that magnetic reconnection processes are likely central for
particle transport between the draped solar wind fields and crustal fields. With the arrival of MAVEN
our understanding of Mars’s magnetosphere, ionosphere and upper atmosphere (and their coupling)
have increased further. We now have detailed three-dimensional models of the induced magnetic
structure around Mars (Zhang et al., 2022a), and a third ionospheric layer created due to ablation of
interplanetary dust was discovered (Crismani et al., 2017) (also see Figure 6.3, nightside panel) and
the rate of atmospheric loss was measured (Jakosky et al., 2018).

Figure 6.2: Schematic of Mars’ plasma environment showing the main regions and physical
processes known to occur in the Mars magnetic system. For context, the Sun is located out of
frame to the left. Image adapted by Sánchez-Cano et al. (2022).

When transient solar particle events occur, electromagnetic radiation and charged particles are
ejected from the Sun and accelerated, populating the local IMF and causing enhancement in the mag-
netic field magnitude, temperature and solar wind velocity. These enhancements move out through
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the solar system and interacts with any obstacle they encounter. Flares, SEPs and CMEs all affect the
Martian atmosphere. Flares greatly enhance the ionizing photon flux for short periods, solar energetic
particle events can increase atmospheric ionization and temporarily alter the atmospheric chemistry,
and coronal mass ejections and the subsequent interplanetary plasma and can cause field disturbances
such as shocks, enhanced solar-wind dynamic pressures and magnetic-field magnitudes.

At Mars, the average angle between the Mars-Sun line and the IMF is 56circ due to the nature
of the Parker spiral, as shown in Figure 6.2. Mars’s magnetosphere and atmosphere are effectively
shielding the planetary surface from radiation, yet GCRs and sometimes SEPs, can penetrate and
affect the lower atmosphere and even reach the surface (Zeitlin et al., 2010; Hassler et al., 2014),
taking part in shaping Mars’s varying ionospheric structure, as visualized in Figure 6.3. Superimposed
on the Martian thermosphere and partially the mesosphere is the ionosphere, as shown in Figure 6.3.
The ionosphere is the ionized outermost part of the Martian atmosphere. There, solar extreme UV
radiation is breaking apart the neutral atmospheric components, creating a cold plasma of ions and
free electrons. The electron densities vary with height, and there are two main peaks in the Martian
ionosphere; the main layer M2 at ∼160 km, and the lower secondary layer M1 at around 110 km.
There are also tertiary sporadic layers at lower altitudes which will be discussed further in Section
6.1.3.

High-energy electromagnetic radiation and particle precipitation contribute to an extraordinary
production of ions and electrons in the ionosphere, and is on Earth closely related to airglow and
auroral phenomena and is also believed to result in the highly irregular and variable atmospheric
emissions at Mars. The nightside tail region of Mars’s magnetosphere is largely unexplored, and
stochastic tail instabilities could play a large role in particle transport and injection. High-energy
electromagnetic radiation produces both nightglow and dayglow on Mars. It is most commonly ob-
served in the UV (Barth et al., 1972), but has more recently also been observed at several wavelengths
in the visible (Soret et al., 2022; Gérard et al., 2021).

While electromagnetic radiation causes airglow, charged energetic particles can cause aurora, and
has also been correlated to the appearance of an additional nightside ionospheric layer causing radio
blackouts (Sánchez-Cano et al., 2017). It is highly probable that these radio blackouts are closely
associated with an auroral emission layer. To this date, four distinct types or auroras have been de-
tected on Mars; dayside proton aurora (Deighan et al., 2018), nightside discrete aurora (Bertaux et al.,
2006), diffuse aurora (Schneider et al., 2015) and sinuous aurora (Lillis et al., 2022). Proton and
discrete aurora is thought to be linked to particle precipitation during quiescent solar wind conditions,
though with different particle transport processes. Proton aurora is believed to be tied to energetic
neutral atom production by solar wind protons directly interacting with the extended hydrogen corona
surrounding Mars (Deighan et al., 2018), while discrete aurora is most likely produced by the precip-
itation of electrons onto crustal field lines where they are guided down into the neutral atmosphere
where they undergo collisional processes with CO2, CO and excited oxygen. As the discrete aurora
is short-lived, spurious in its appearance and is mostly detected near magnetized crustal regions in
the SH, the chances of observing it with SuperCam are low. For these reasons we focus on nightside
diffuse aurora in the following section.

Diffuse aurora

Diffuse aurora was first observed in December 2014 by the IUVS instrument on MAVEN (Schneider
et al., 2015). It was a bright, global and apparently smooth auroral phenomena that took scientists
by surprise. Multiple spectral features were observed in the UV; multiple CO-Cameron peaks, the
CO+

2 ultraviolet doublet (CO2 UVD) and a weak atomic oxygen signature at 297 nm. The brightest of
which was the CO2 UVD emission reaching a maximum limb integrated intensity of 375 R at 70 km
altitude. The oxygen signature reached an integrated limb intensity of roughly 112 R.

MAVEN made more or less concurrent electron and ion flux measurements, and the appearance
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Figure 6.3: Typical profiles of electron densities in the Martian ionosphere for day and nightside.
The atmospheric layers and main internal and external forcings are indicated; solar radiation,
meteors, electron and solar storm particle precipitation, solar wind, magnetic fields, gravity
waves, dust storms, and atmospheric cycles are also indicated. Figure from Sánchez-Cano et al.
(2022).

of the aurora seemed to correspond well with the onset of an increase in both electron flux and energy.
The diffuse aurora remained at detectable intensities for many days, along with the elevated electron
flux. The vertical profile displayed a broad peak, and corresponded well with model profiles created
using a sufficiently “hard” electron energy distribution, with substantial fluxes of electrons with ener-
gies up to at least 200 keV (Schneider et al., 2015). No obvious solar event was ever correlated to this
detection of diffuse aurora.

Shortly after this incident, Jakosky et al. (2015a) reported a second detection of a diffuse auroral
event in March of 2015. This time the aurora appeared to peak at two distinct time periods, indicating
two separate events. Only the CO2 UVD band was reported, but the limb intensity reached 750 R on
both occasions. These auroral detections were clearly connected to a strong flare and multiple CMEs
erupting in the direction of Mars. Again it seemed likely that electrons with energies above 100 keV
were penetrating deep into the atmosphere and triggering the excitation and subsequent emissions,
but ions were also recorded to coincide with the emissions during this event. Jakosky et al. (2015a)
quantified the response of the Martian system to this disturbance, and found that the CME altered the
morphology and dynamics of the bow shock and magnetosheath regions. In addition the production
of pick-up ions was enhanced, and observations and models both show an increase in ion escape rates.

In September 2017 the Sun underwent a series of extremely energetic eruptive events which were
detected and monitored from multiple vantage points throughout the solar system (Jiggens et al.,
2019; Lee et al., 2018). The strongest diffuse aurora event detected to date was reported by Schneider
et al. (2018) after a series of events impacted Mars. The CO2 UVD emission peaked at 20 kR, and
coincided with the peak in solar UV flux and the electron and ion fluxes, further solidifying the
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correlation between SEP events and diffuse aurora. The 297 nm oxygen line was measured with
a peak intensity of approximately 1.4 kR/nm. Figures 6.4 show UV images, spectra and vertical
profiles for the detection aurora. In the top left image, the limb enhancement is barely visible at the
storm onset, and the brightness of the disk is consistent with instrument noise and background. In
the top right image taken during the peak of the event, auroral emission is enhanced across the entire
disk, particularly visible at the limb where projection effects amplify the brightness. The bottom row
shows the UV emission spectra where data is shown in black, with templates for known molecular
emissions scaled to match. The plot uses square root scaling to show detail in fainter emissions.
Vertical profiles were obtained with limb scans, where The ultraviolet doublet (UVD) shows a sharp
peak at 60 km altitude, while the CO Cameron bands show a broader peak around 70 km. The UVD
profile primarily reveals the profile of molecular excitation through particle precipitation. In contrast,
the Cameron band profile is strongly affected at low altitudes by de-excitation through collisional
quenching. Note that dayglow, driven by the absorption of solar extreme ultraviolet radiation, occurs
much higher at altitudes around 130 km.

Recent modelling efforts suggest that both energetic protons and electrons contribute to the pro-
duction of the observed aurora (Gérard et al., 2017; Nakamura et al., 2022), but electrons of higher
energies are less efficient at producing any emissions, as the particles penetrate deeper into the at-
mosphere where collisional quenching becomes dominant. The "diffuseness" of diffuse aurora can
possibly be explained if the emissions are mostly proton-driven, as high-energy protons have a gyro-
radii so large that if guided down into the atmosphere by draped field lines, the impacting area would
be larger than the planet, and no pattern should appear.

At the time of writing, diffuse aurora is thought to be long-lasting (time-scale of days), global,
and without discernible spatial or rapid temporal variations. However, these last two points stand
without much observational evidence. Orbiters are poorly suited to resolve variability as aurora is
most commonly observed at the limb with several seconds integration time, effectively smoothing
out any variations. Any morphology is simply impossible to discern from limb scans. Spatial and/or
temporal variations in the auroral emission will reveal the degree of rapid dynamics in the magnetotail.
Orbiters schedule and coordinate their measurements weeks or months in advance, rendering them
incapable of quick reaction and targeting CMEs inbound at Mars in a matter of days. In addition,
no orbiter currently has the capability and/or dedicated time to detect aurora in the visible part of the
spectrum. Yet, observation of multiple lines, and the subsequent calculation of intensity ratios, will
constraint particle energy distributions and vertical depositions.

6.2 Space weather as sensed by EDAC counters

Space exploration is inherently a risky endeavour in a hazardous environment, in large part due to
hard radiation in our Solar System. Understanding the chain of processes that control space weather
at any planet or spacecraft on various time scales is important to accurately forecast and now-cast
hazardous conditions and prevent damage to a spacecraft, and ultimately humans.

At the moment, most of the information about radiation hazards come from near-Earth satellites,
where several national monitoring programs are in place for terrestrial space weather forecasting.
However, as we are establishing our presence on Mars, and expanding our robotic solar system ex-
ploration in general, monitoring planetary space weather is an increasing necessity. However, few
spacecraft are equipped with payloads optimized for plasma and radiation science, however all of
them carry hundreds of housekeeping sensors.

Since the summer of 2020, I have taken part in multiple studies using spacecraft housekeeping data
to qualitatively study the radiation environment around Mars and the heliosphere as a whole. Here
is presented three science cases where housekeeping data have provided new and valuable insights;
solar cycle modulation of GCRs at Mars, GCR variations with heliocentric distance, and the detection
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: Observations by the UVIS instrument on board MAVEN of the September 2017
auroral event. a) Mid-ultraviolet images of Mars before (left) and during (right) the diffuse
auroral event of September 2017. The purple-to-white brightness scale displays the brightness
of emission matching the template for CO Cameron bands excited by particle precipitation,
spanning the range 0–2.0 kR. b) UV spectrum (left) of the brightest auroral emission peaking
at 60 km altitude and vertical profile (right) Limb scan spectrum Right: Vertical profiles of
auroral emissions obtained from the same data, plotting the integrated intensity of the brightest
two emissions versus altitude. Figures from Schneider et al. (2018).
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of solar particle events at Mars. The results presented in the following sections are mainly based on
the publications Knutsen et al. (2021b) and Viet et al. (2022).

6.2.1 EDAC data set and processing

All hardware in space are subject to radiation in forms of photons, electrons and ions. If this radiation
is energetic enough, it has the capability to corrupt data stored in physical memory cells on board.
Such events are called single-event upsets (SEUs), and represent a change of state caused by a single
ionizing particle striking a node in a live memory cell, causing a bit-flip. SEUs are continuously
monitored, corrected for as much as possible and each correction is counted. This is called the error
detection and correction (EDAC) algorithm, and takes the form of a cumulative counter incrementing
by one each time a bit-flip is corrected. If a SEU occurs, EDACs are able to identify the bit where
the error occurred and correct it as shown in Figure 6.5. Memories have a control circuitry which
is responsible for all memory operations including reading the correct address in the memory array
(left panels in Figure 6.5). During normal operation, the control circuitry correctly reads the memory
arrays which have no errors, while if an SEU occurs, the affected memory cell will change status.
The control circuitry will read the correct address, but an error in one of the bits will be caught by the
EDAC. The error is then corrected by writing the cell back to its previous status.

Figure 6.5: Diagram showing an on board memory cell, and how the EDAC counter registers
single-event upsets. In the top panel nominal operations are showed, while the second panel
displays a single-event upset. Green indicates good operations and red indicates detected errors.
Figure from Sánchez-Cano et al. (2023).

Most spacecraft transmit dozens of these counters back to Earth as a collections of housekeeping
parameters, constantly reporting on the health of the spacecraft, and are normally not used for any sci-
entific purpose. However, as these errors are largely caused by highly energetic and charged particles,
information about the radiation environment in our solar system are embedded in these parameters.
The advantage of EDAC compared to regular payload instrumentation is that the EDAC counter is
very often operating constantly, as opposed to going dormant for periods of time which is common
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for instruments due to power limitations. There is also an immense untapped potential simply due
to the vast number of spacecraft through history. If one could access EDAC counters from many
satellites, old and new alike, one could achieve an unprecedented spatial and temporal coverage in
our heliosphere.

It is a relatively safe assumption that the EDAC counter is only sensitive to protons, but the most
obvious drawback of using EDACs is that there is little prospect of resolving particle energies. We
know that highly energetic charged particles are required to make bit-flips, and that quiet solar wind
conditions are not sufficiently energetic. One can make educated guesses if some knowledge on the
memory cell location in the spacecraft exists, along with information about the shielding, but detailed
3D models of the spacecraft is strictly necessary if more than lower energy boundaries is desired.

In the work presented in this thesis, EDAC counters from MEX and Rosetta were used. MEX and
Rosetta are very similar spacecraft, and the EDAC counter used on them are nearly identical in type
and sensitivity, allowing for a direct comparison between the two. The MEX EDAC related to the data
management system processor (parameter ID NDMW0D0G) operated continuously during the time
interval for this work (2005-2020), reporting increments multiple times per day. The Rosetta EDAC
related to the attitude and orbit control system counter (parameter ID NACW0D0A) was chosen due
to its continuous temporal coverage (except during hibernation) and its high measurement frequency.
The EDAC on Rosetta was only used for the GCR study in Section 6.2.2, while the MEX EDAC was
used for the GCR work as well as for the solar particle event detections in Section 6.2.3.

The measuring frequency of EDACs can be quite irregular, varying from data points every 30 sec
to fewer than one measurement per day. In order to compare EDACs and obtain a more manageable
time series, the cumulative counter was re-sampled to a daily frequency, where any potential missing
days were filled by linear interpolation.

On occasion, EDAC counters are set to zero, and their cumulative count is thus reset. In order to
create one continuous smooth counter, the zero-resets are corrected by identifying each time such a
reset is made, and adding the count value immediately before the reset to all consecutive data points.
When this step is done, the EDACs look rather smooth, and exhibit an almost linear behaviour. This
is attributed to the continuous presence and relatively steady flux of GCRs in the heliosphere. It is
however not completely linear, a light curvilinear trend can barely be seen upon visual inspection of
left panel of Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: EDAC counter and daily EDAC count rates for almost the full duration of the
MEX mission. The EDAC raw data is shown in the left panel along with the zero-reset and re-
sampled daily counter, the right panel shows the daily EDAC count rate and the corresponding
smoothed count rate. Figure adapted from Knutsen et al. (2021b).
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In order to investigate the time variations more closely, a daily EDAC count rate is calculated.
The approach for this calculation has evolved somewhat from the first project (Knutsen et al., 2021b),
to the most recent one (Viet et al., 2022). In the first project a simple difference every 14 days was
used, where all days within two weeks were given the value of this difference divided by 14. In Viet
et al. (2022), a moving mean box with a length of 5 days and step size of 1 day was applied. Both
studies note that large and previously well-studied solar particle events caused extreme jumps in the
EDAC counter, causing an artificially large EDAC count rate for a certain amount of time. The need
to isolate such extreme events was recognized, and corrected for by replacing the affected 14 days
by the mean of the previous and consecutive rates in (Knutsen et al., 2021b), and by second order
polynomial interpolation of the affected days in Viet et al. (2022). For either approach the result is
a daily count rate, clearly exhibiting a wave-like behaviour with short-term variations. A smoothing
routine is applied using a third-degree polynomial Savitzky-Golay low-pass filter with 1095-day (3-
year) window, corresponding to approximately a quarter solar cycle, shown along with the raw daily
count rate in the right panel of Figure 6.6. The implications of the variabilities in the resulting daily
count rates (both smooth and raw) are explored in chapter 6.2.

6.2.2 Heliospheric Galactic Cosmic Ray behaviour

The study of GCR behaviour in the heliosphere using EDACs is twofold: firstly we investigated
how the solar cycle modulates the GCR intensity at Mars, secondly we calculated the GCR intensity
variations with heliocentric distance. For the part of this study that involves the solar cycle modulation
of GCRs at Mars, the MEX EDAC housekeeping parameter was compared with sunspot numbers for
the time period January 1, 2005 – September 17, 2020. The utilised sunspot data were downloaded
from the World Data Center SILSO, Royal Observatory of Belgium, Brussels (Center 2020). For the
study of GCR variations with heliocentric distance, the EDACs on MEX and Rosetta were utilised in
the period from January 1 2005 until the end of the Rosetta mission on September 30 2016.

Solar cycle modulation of galactic cosmic rays at Mars

The flux of cosmic rays increases when moving away from the Sun as the solar dynamic pressure di-
minishes, but it is still modulated by solar activity and the solar cycle. We have monitored this modu-
lation at Earth for many decades (Alania et al., 2014), and it has become a well-proven proxy indicator
for GCR variability (Usoskin et al., 1998). At Mars no long-term corresponding study has ever been
conducted. In this work we first verify that the EDAC can indeed provide similar information about
the GCR environment as a neutron monitor by comparing with a neutron monitor at McMurdo station
in Antarctica, collected from the Bartol Research Institute’s website (http://neutronm.bartol.udel.edu).
It must however be noted that NMs are Earth-based instruments and are influenced by our magne-
tosphere, which effectively deflects particles of lower energies to which the EDAC might still be
susceptible.

Figure 6.7 shows the EDAC daily count rate (found by the method described in Knutsen et al.
(2021b)) along with the daily NM count rate in panel A). In panel B) the linear relationship between
the two count rates is qualitatively confirmed by plotting the smoothed EDAC count rate as a function
of the smoothed NM count rate. In panel C) the strength of the correlation between the two counters
is quantified using a cross-correlation analysis, finding that the maximum correlation at exactly 0 lag,
indicating that if there is a delayed response of the GCR modulation at Earth compared to Mars, it
is undetectable with this method. The solar cycle modulation on the GCR signal is clearly visible in
both the NM and the EDAC time series, demonstrating the ability of the EDAC counter to probe the
varying GCR intensity.

Now that the EDAC counter has been established as a reliable proxy for GCR intensity, we go on
to investigate the GCR modulation at Mars. We use solar sunspot numbers (SSN) as an indicator for
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Figure 6.7: Demonstration of the similar properties of an EDAC counter in orbit and a ground-
based Neutron Monitor. A) time series of the MEX EDAC count rate (red) and the McMurdo
NM count rate (green). B) Smoothed EDAC rate as a function of the smoothed NM count
rate. C) Cross-correlation between the two count rates. Figure from Knutsen et al. (2021b).

the solar cycle and compare those to the EDAC count rate. Figure 6.8 compares the MEX EDAC with
solar activity over the course of 15 years. Panel A) highlights the cyclic behaviour of the two time
series, and the relationship is shown as a scatter plot in panel B) with a recognizable linear relation.
The daily EDAC count rate at Mars orbit during solar minimum is twice as high (1.9 counts per day )
as the daily count rate during solar maximum (0.8 counts per day). Panel C) quantifies the lag, which
is barely discernible by visual inspection in panel A), but by cross-correlation analysis a lag of 5.5
months is obtained. This lag time is in good agreement with results from previous studies of solar
modulation at Earth (Bertucci et al., 2019; Ross and Chaplin, 2019). Interestingly, the origin of the
delayed GCR response remains unknown.

Galactic cosmic rays as function of heliospheric distance

The flux of cosmic rays increases when moving away from the Sun, as the solar radiation pressure
falls off with 1/R2

S , where RS is the distance to the Sun. The flux also depends on the solar cycle as
shown above, the measured energy interval, and heliocentric longitude and latitude. In this study the
latter two are however considered to be negligible compared to the radial variation (De Simone et al.,
2011; Vos and Potgieter, 2016). To obtain a GCR gradient independent of the solar cycle modulation,
simultaneous EDAC measurements on multiple spacecraft at different locations are required, and in
this particular study we used EDACs on MEX and on Rosetta. As the heliocentric distance of each
spacecraft is known at all times, one can disentangle the radial effects from the solar cycle modulation
effects observed.

To study the GCR intensity as a function of heliocentric distance, we found the difference in
heliocentric distance between the two spacecraft for each day of Rosetta’s lifetime. Then the relative
change between the Rosetta and MEX EDAC rates is calculated and plotted as a function of the
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Figure 6.8: Long-term solar cycle modulation of GCRs at Mars. A) Smoothed sunspot numbers
in orange along with smoothed MEX EDAC count rates in hues of red. The EDAC is color-
coded according to the solar cycle phases to highlight the effect of solar modulation. The
colors match those in panel B). B) Sunspot numbers as a function of EDAC. The blue line
represents the linear best fit. C) Cross-correlation between smoothed sunspot numbers and
EDAC, illustrating a cyclic anti-correlated relationship. Figure from Knutsen et al. (2021b).

difference between the solar distances of Rosetta and Mars in Figure 6.9. The x-axis is such that x=0
indicates that Rosetta is at mean Martian orbit, and x<0 translates to Rosetta being closer to the Sun
than Mars.

A linear function was fitted to the data points where x≥0, with an obtained slope of 5.3%, meaning
the EDAC count rate, and subsequently the GCR flux, increased at an average rate of 5.3% per AU. If
all measurements inside Mars orbit were included, the rate becomes 3.9% per AU . In previous studies
(Honig et al., 2019; McDonald et al., 1997; Webber and Lockwood, 1991), it has been customary to
take the natural logarithm of the count rate ratio when calculating a radial gradient of GCR fluxes. By
doing this for the two cases, only measurements at and beyond Mars, and all measurements, slopes of
5.4% and 4.1% are obtained, respectively, in good agreement with those earlier works. The mean and
median of these four ways of calculating the slopes both round up to 4.7, and thus our final estimate
of the GCR radial gradient becomes 4.7±0.8%.

The black line segment in Figure 6.9 has a trend strikingly different to all other years. This
can possibly be explained by how when Rosetta was at heliocentric distances equal to or smaller
than mean Mars orbit, the spacecraft went through several maneuvers and multiple fly-bys. Planetary
shielding effects and passing through Earth’s Van Allen radiation belts on multiple occasions also adds
complexity to our goal of isolating the radial GCR behaviour. This led us to differentiate between data
points within and outside Martian orbit, yet not all of the negative trend is captured within this region.
However, overall this result confirms what dedicated radiation instrumentation on other spacecraft
have previously measured, showing a radial decreasing trend in GCR intensity of 4.7±0.8% per AU.
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Figure 6.9: Relative change of Rosetta compared to MEX EDAC count rates as a function
of the difference in their respective solar distances. Each colored line segment indicates a full
terrestrial year, except for 2016 (grey), which was cut short on September 29th at the end of
the Rosetta mission. The diamonds mark the start and end points of the Rosetta EDAC time
series. The lightest shades of green and yellow are not present in the plot as they represent
times when Rosetta was in hibernation. The shaded area for x<0 indicates when Rosetta was
at or closer to the Sun than the mean Martian orbit. The magenta line shows the linear best fit
of the data, but EDAC data points within the shaded region were not included in the best-fit
procedure. Figure from Knutsen et al. (2021b).

6.2.3 Solar particle events at Mars

Knutsen et al. (2021b) found that in order to successfully isolate the solar cycle modulation of the
GCR signal in the EDAC count rate, known strong SEP events needs to be identified and removed. In
the following work, the opposite has been done; a refined method of calculating the GCR background
counts in the EDAC was made, and used to remove said signal. The aim of this study was to develop an
algorithm for the detection and investigation of space weather events around Mars by using the EDAC
counters on the Mars Express satellite. When the solar cycle modulated GCR induced EDAC counts
are corrected for, so that transient solar space weather events can be discerned from the background,
visible as spikes in the count rate. A large number of events was detected in Mars orbit, and selected
events are compared with other dedicated radiation instruments.

This work was carried out by Shayla Viet in the spring of 2022, a third year bachelor student at
the time, and supervised by myself in collaboration with colleagues at ESA and the University of
Leicester. She conducted a three month internship at LATMOS, which culminated in her presenting
at the International Astronautical Congress in 2022 and a conference proceedings paper (Viet et al.,
2022). Shayla will continue this work in 2024 for her master thesis, which I will also be supervising.

Charged particles can be accelerated from flares and CMEs (see Section 6.1.2), and become SEPs.
Such particles, when impacting a spacecraft, will likely cause multiple bit-flips over an extended
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period of time (hours to days) and be recorded as spikes in the EDAC count rate. Another consequence
a CME might have on its local environment is called a Forbush decrease (FB), which entails a rapid
decrease in the background GCR radiation due to the shielding effect of the passing plasma and
embedded magnetic field. Forbush decreases have been detected at Earth, Mars, space stations and
at other locations in the solar system (e.g. Freiherr von Forstner et al. (2021); Freiherr von Forstner
et al. (2018); Guo et al. (2018)). Since we here remove the GCR background, a FB will manifest in
the EDAC counter as a period with no (or fewer than normal) counts.

Solar particle event detection

To remove the GCR background signal from the EDAC signal, two daily count rates were computed.
One with the purpose of maintaining the short-term variations which might be transient solar events,
and another with the purpose of highlighting the solar cycle modulated GCR background. The first,
henceforth referred to as the EDACSEP , was calculated using a 5-day moving mean. The second,
named EDACGCR, was calculated using an 11-day moving window and applying a Savitzky-Golay
low-pass filter with window length of 1095 days and of polynomial order of 3. A new dimension-
less parameter we named the SEP number (NbSEP ) is thus obtained as shown in equation 6.1, and
visualized in Figure 6.10.

NbSEP =
EDACSEP − EDACGCR

EDACGCR

(6.1)

The parameter NbSEP gives a number which is proportional to the number of SEP particles in-
cident on the spacecraft relative to the nominal GCR background. The spacecraft will of course
experience occasional random errors, and we should also assume that the GCR component was not
perfectly removed, all of which creates a noise level. We make another assumption that a true SEP
event can be distinguished from the remaining background by its production of multiple errors in a
short time span. In order to isolate these true SEP events from the errors, lower and upper bounds for
noise limits were investigated. In this way, NbSEP above the noise limit can be interpreted as errors
induced by SEP particles causing errors, and NbSEP below the noise limit are interpreted as a period
with fewer SEPs than normal EDACGCR background, likely caused by a Forbush decrease.

The NbSEP follow almost a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0.11 and a standard deviation
(σ) of 0.415. As is common practice, we implement a 2σ upper detection limit. For a spike in Figure
6.10 to be detected as a SEP event, it should exceed the background by at least 2σ. If an identical
limit was applied for the lower bound, spikes below the noise interval would be excluded. After some
testing the lower detection limit was set at 1.5σ. These limits correspond to the values -0.733 and
0.719. Any spikes above or below this threshold is defined as a stormy day.

In Figure 6.10 the NbSEP is shows as a time series, with the upper and lower noise limit shown as
stippled lines. Many stormy days can be identified by inspection, three particularly large ones stand
out in December 2006, March 2012, and September 2017. These were extremely energetic events,
and are well known and much studied (Futaana et al., 2008; Jiggens et al., 2019; Soni et al., 2023).

It is likely that some spikes above or below the noise limit are still caused by natural or random
variation and not true SEP events. In order to reduce the detection of false events, a two control were
made for each detection; check that the NbSEP value is a certain amount above/below the upper/lower
noise limit, and check that the number of consecutive stormy days is more than one. All stormy days
not satisfying one of these requirements are discarded.

To choose the required NbSEP value a stormy day needs to be beyond the noise limit, all the
distances between the spike heights and the noise limits were investigated (see Viet et al. (2022) for
the full analysis). The criteria for a peak to still be included as a stormy day (when there were no
other spikes in a ±2day range) was determined to be 0.18 and 0.06 for the positive and negative
spikes respectively, which corresponds to SEP numbers of NbSEP=0.899 and NbSEP=-0.833. If a
day has a NbSEP in between these two limits, it was checked if the stormy day was within two days
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Figure 6.10: Time series of the relative change between highly varying count rate and the
background count rate. The count rate is normalized by the GCR background count rate, we
now obtain a non-solar cycle modulated signal proportional to the number of incident SEP
particles. Figure from Viet et al. (2022).

of another stormy day. If not, the detection is discarded. 66 stormy days were discarded this way,
leaving 414 individual days with elevated EDAC count rates over approximately 20 years.

The final step is to consider the duration of a SEP event, which might lead to an elevated radiation
environment lasting several days. As such, considering individual stormy days is redundant, and thus
the remaining stormy days were grouped into events. Consecutive stormy days of positive (negative)
spikes were collected as SEP (FD) events, and if the time between two positive (negative) spikes were
less than or equal to two days, they were considered to be a part of the same event. If the time between
one positive and one negative spike was less than or equal to four days, then the stormy days were
grouped into one SEP+FD event. In the end 157 events were identified.

The number of solar flares and CMEs are at a maximum at or slightly after solar maximum, so
the identified stormy days should be concentrated in time around solar maxima. Figure 6.11 displays
the smoothed sun spot numbers and the distribution of stormy days in time, clearly showing that the
stormy days follow the sunspot trend well at all times; it even catches a local minima around year 2013
before reaching the global maximum in 2014, increasing our confidence that the method developed
is mostly detecting true space weather events. The method was dubbed Space Weather Event EDAC
Tracker (SWEET).

Solar particle event verification

In an effort to validate if the events identified by SWEET are indeed true events, we searched for
the dates in literature. A list was compiled with dates from MAVEN (Lee et al., 2017), the neutron
detector onboard Mars Odyssey (Livshits et al., 2017), RAD on the Curiosity rover (Guo et al., 2021),
radar blackout events (Lester et al., 2022) and CMEs registered in the Space Weather Database Of
Notifications, Knowledge, Information (DONKI). From this list, where all possible events to impact
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Figure 6.11: Time series demonstrating the correlation between the number of identified space
weather events and the solar cycle. The red curve shows the number of stormy days found by
the SWEET algorithm in time bins of 180 days from 2004 to 2021. The golden curve shows
the smoothed sunspot number in the same time interval. Figure from Viet et al. (2022)

Mars were included (total of 346 dates), a second and stricter version was also assembled (144 dates),
excluding any uncertain events.

When verifying the identified events, it was considered a match if the verification date was within
one day before and three days after the starting date of a SWEET event for SEPs, and within the start
date and seven days after the end date for the FDs, as they typically follows CMEs.

Out of the 157 SWEET events, 49 could be accounted for in the inclusive list, corresponding to
31.2%. When using the strict list as baseline, SWEET detected 44 out of the 144, which is a 30.6%
detection rate. From the strict list, SWEET found three out of six events from RAD, 23 out of 70
dates from DONKI, 28 out of 82 dates from the radar blackouts detected from MEX, 15 out of 37
from radar blackouts from MRO, and four out of 21 dates from MAVEN. 30 of 117 dates from HEND,
which were not included in the stricter validation list, were also detected.

The SWEET technique is still in development, and Shayla and I have several ideas for improve-
ments both in terms of the actual method, and in the compilation of the validation list. Some of which
include to use a Poisson distribution instead of Gaussian to define the detection noise limits, to imple-
ment stricter requirements when compiling the list of events impacting Mars by also check for solar
ejection latitude. The continuation of this project will be part of Shayla’s upcoming master thesis.

6.3 Martian aurora with SuperCam

The observation and modelling of Martian aurora sheds light on the dynamics of solar interactions
with the upper atmosphere and thus supports studies of atmospheric evolution. Auroras are hallmarks
of energetic particle deposition in the upper atmosphere, and they can be used as proxy to study
the atmosphere itself, the enveloping radiation environment and the energetic particles themselves.
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Dynamics, chemical composition, vertical structure, heating processes and atmospheric escape are
some of the topics auroras can shed light on, as well as the energy and flux and vertical deposition
of the particles entering the atmosphere (e.g. Nakamura et al. (2022); He et al. (2023); Soret et al.
(2021)). Particularly the effect on the atmosphere has been widely studied here on Earth (Richmond
and Roble, 1979; Sinnhuber et al., 2018), but is almost not explored at all on Mars, apart from the
impact on atmospheric escape. Observations and models both show an enhancement in ion escape
rates during magnetically disturbed times (Jakosky et al., 2015a). We can even use the study of
turbulent periods to understand atmospheric evolution, as high solar activity periods resemble the
activity level of a younger Sun. Observing ion loss during solar events can thereby give a window
into early Mars history and the long-term evolution of the Mars atmosphere. The following section
outlines the solar event targeting routine, instrument characterization for the VIS channel, and the
subsequent results.

6.3.1 Auroral campaign preparations

SuperCam was never designed with nighttime atmospheric observations in mind, but its visible chan-
nel covers several known auroral emission lines. This subsection focuses on the preparations for
our auroral observations, including the development of a solar event selection routine, observation
strategies for instrumental characterization and aurora observation. As this project is still a work
in progress, and only two observation have yet been performed, there is not much data processing
described in this section. The processing and analysis of the data can be found in Chapter 6.3.2.

As outlined in Section 3.2, a regular passive sky observation includes both the visible and the
infrared channels. Auroral emissions have been detected in planetary atmospheres in the UV (e.g.
Bertaux et al. (2006); Schneider et al. (2015); Clarke et al. (2005)), visible (e.g. Dyudina et al.
(2016); Frank et al. (1982)) and infrared (e.g. Lam et al. (1997); Stallard et al. (2008)) wavelengths.
At Mars, aurora has only ever been observed in the UV, though emissions in the visible have been
detected in Martian dayglow (Soret et al., 2022; Gérard et al., 2021). By observing aurora at multiple
wavelengths, the energy distribution of the incoming particle population can be constrained, along
with the vertical energy deposition in the atmosphere. However, the IR aurora is expected to be very
faint at Mars, yet SuperCam has an intensifier in connection to the visible channel only. Therefore we
are omitting the IR channel and only use the SuperCam VIS spectrometer (536-853 ) when targeting
auroral emission lines. With the VIS channel we cover several possible emission lines; the common
green oxygen line at 557.7, the red oxygen triplet at 630, 636.3 and 639.1 nm, and the oxygen ion far
red doublet line at 732-733 nm. The green line is our prime target, while the presence (or not) of the
red line will help constrain the particle energy distribution. We have no real expectancy of detecting
the far red line.

Spectroscopic information is valuable for auroral observation in order to identify relevant emis-
sion lines and their intensities. Yet, most auroral research on Earth and other planetary bodies is done
with imaging cameras. On Mars, images of aurora have only been taken in the UV (diffuse aurora
(Schneider et al., 2018), sinuous aurora (Lillis et al., 2022)). The images in Lillis et al. (2022) show
great variability, both temporal and spatial. We hypothesize that during solar storms at Mars, a diffuse
auroral event could display internal variability as charged particles are accelerated along field lines by
magnetotail reconnection in the current sheet (Harada et al., 2017), but this might not be discernible
from orbital limb scans. For this reason, we have acquired access to Perseverance’ ZCAM, a mul-
tispectral, stereoscopic imaging camera (for a detailed description of the instrument, see Bell et al.
(2021)).
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Solar event selection

The first obstacle when it comes to observe aurora on any planet or moon is the fact that auroras are
transient phenomena. To most they also seem like random events, but they are to a certain extent
predicable, and herein lies our first challenge. ESA and NASAs combined fleet of solar observatories
all report the detection of solar flares and coronal mass ejections, which is collected by the Community
Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. The CCMC has
developed the Space Weather Database Of Notifications, Knowledge, Information, called DONKI for
short, and it includes reports of observations of space weather phenomena and their interpretation
in real-time, forecasts, models, and notifications, provided since April 2010. By monitoring active
regions on the Sun (maps and reports are published every day on multiple online sources) and DONKI,
we evaluate space weather events on a daily basis, and we have found that flares and CMEs are ejected
towards Mars quite often, on the order of around 5 times per month, though take note that this estimate
is purely based on manual monitoring of DONKI for the past eight months.

Several space weather events reach Mars every month, but most of them are probably not aurora-
inducing candidates, at least not at intensity levels detectable with SuperCam, or visible to the human
eye. CMEs that are associated to flares are desired, as they are more likely to be stronger events, and
CMEs associated with flares of M and X class are preferred. Having considered what the nominal so-
lar wind conditions are at Mars orbit (Jakosky et al., 2015a; Ramstad et al., 2017), a list of parameters
were selected with requirements which a solar event has to fulfill in order for us to request observation
time with SuperCam, these are listed in Table 6.1. DONKI is of course not offering an accurate pre-
diction and there are several caveats one should be aware of; the DONKI CME assessments may be
based on incomplete or poor quality real-time data, the reports are compiled by observers with vary-
ing expertise in interpreting and fitting CME observations, and DONKI is inherently biased towards
larger CMEs. There are also simply uncertainties in the estimation of the CME parameters. The most
challenging part is deciding which day to perform the aurora activity. Assuming that a selected CME
will indeed produce aurora, there is still a question of exactly at which day and time we should initiate
our observation. Diffuse auroral events have only ever been observed on three occasions, but in all
three instances the emission was detectable for several days. We therefore hope that even if we are
not able to perform our measurement exactly during the peak of the event, we will still catch some
part of it.

Particle parameters Quiet solar wind CME requirements

Velocity 370 km/h 800 km/h
Ion density 1-2 cm3 6 cm3

Magnetic field 2 nT 8nT
Temperature 10 kK 100 kK

Latitude - ±20°

Table 6.1: Table listing the properties of the quiescent solar wind and the defined limits for a
CME to be a qualified target.

In an effort to verify the onset time of an event, we use daily updates from the MEX EDAC
(see sections 6.2 for more details on the EDAC). Diffuse aurora can most likely be induced by both
energetic electrons and protons, but recent modeling work indicates that protons might be the major
contributing factor (Nakamura et al., 2022). As the MEX EDAC is mostly sensitive to high energy
protons, it could work as a proxy for incoming SEPs. Using EDACs to "nowcast" aurora on Mars
is a logical extension of the work described in chapter 6.2. However, there was no clear correlation
between the first diffuse auroral event and the EDAC, but there is also no CME recorded with a
trajectory intercepting Mars in the relevant time period. There are however several significant flares,
implying that the first two diffuse auroral events might have been triggered by solar flares with no
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accompanying CMEs. These flare-accelerated SEPs are much narrower (see Figure 6.1) and pass
Mars more quickly, and could also have been proton-poor, all these reasons could explain why the
EDAC did not report any significant rise in errors during the period of aurora. The second event saw
a modest rise in the EDAC counter, at roughly the same time as the occurrence of several flares and
one glancing blow of a CMEs at Mars.

The third and by far strongest diffuse auroral event was caused by a series of M and X class
flares, with an associated CME. A drastic increase in the EDAC counter is observed shortly after the
flare ejection (September 10, early morning UT), as shown in Figure 6.12. The maximum count rate
happened between September 10 and 11. A day later strong aurora is detected by MAVEN, peaking
just when the count rate has returned to normal levels. When a space weather event includes a flare
and CME, the flare-accelerated particles will reach Mars 1-3 days ahead of the CME, depending of
the CME velocity. For our solar event targeting purposes, we are mostly interested in a flare-CME
event, as we deem it more likely to induce long lasting aurora.

Maximum EDAC count sep. 10-11

Maximum aurora sep. 13-14

Figure 6.12: Illustration of the correlation between increased EDAC counts and the occurrence
of diffuse aurora. Top panel: Daily MEX EDAC counter. Bottom panel: Mean integrated limb
intensity of the aurora at peak altitude for the CO Cameron bands, adapted from Schneider
et al. (2018). The red line shows the instrument noise floor which sets a minimum detectable
brightness of about 50 R. The shaded orange areas highlight the period when the solar event
engulfed Mars, with circles indicating the day with most intense aurora and corresponding
EDAC count values.
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The rate of CMEs being ejected from the Sun is solar cycle dependent, varying between 2-8
CMEs per day with the maximum rate happening a few months after peak solar cycle (Robbrecht
et al., 2009), but there is no satisfying statistics about the occurrence rates of solar storms impacting
Mars. My intern student during the spring of 2022, Shayla Viet, used an EDAC parameter on MEX
and designed a solar event detection algorithm (as previously described in Section 6.2.3), and found
that roughly seven days per month during solar maximum registered as days with higher error rates,
strongly indicative of impacting solar events. Currently we are approaching solar maximum, with the
peak expected in 2025 (Prasad et al., 2022). As the current solar cycle is similar to the previous one
in intensity, we can expect a similar frequency of events in the next few years.

In addition, I have actively monitored DONKI and maps of active regions on the Sun since Novem-
ber 2022, in order to collect my own information and practice auroral forecasting on Earth to prepare
for when permission is granted to use SuperCam. On March 16, a relatively slow but dense CME was
ejected from the Sun towards Earth. I monitored the trajectory and CME parameters, and notified my
family in Norway at what time they should go outside and look North. The image 6.13 was taken
with my brother’s mobile phone one hour after I predicted the auroral onset. From November 2022 to
end of April 2023, several solar events were ejected towards Mars, three of which fulfilled our list of
requirements (table 6.1). We therefore estimate to request an auroral passive sky observation roughly
once every two months. When a candidate event is identified, the DONKI estimate for arrival time
at Mars will be refined by daily EDAC updates from MEX, allowing us to make adjustments and
postpone the observation if needed.

Figure 6.13: Aurora borealis over southern Norway right after midnight on March 16th 2023.
Both the 557.7 nm and 630 nm green and red emissions are visible. Image credit: My brother,
André Wright Knutsen.
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Observation strategy

In the following section, the different observations strategies that were developed will be detailed.
Every day of rover operations is an exercise in division of rover resources, thus the most crucial
factors when planning our aurora activity are the required power and data volume. The aurora activity
is performed at night with low temperatures resulting in a significant power consumption. In addition,
since the science case is not part of the original science objectives for the overall mission, priority is
low and likelihood of the activity being cancelled from the plan is high. In order to try to make our
auroral observation as non-obtrusive on the mission as possible, we have developed several alternative
observation strategies to be able to offer descope options. Since SuperCam has never been used
at night, never been used with the intensifier turned to maximum gain, and never done such long
integration times with the intensifier, a nighttime test observation was also planned, in addition to a
ZCAM nighttime test to evaluate if the selected settings are appropriate. The details of the different
aurora observation options and instrument test activities are listed below.

The basis for the auroral observation strategy is the visible channel passive sky at night, which
resembles the regular passive sky both in physical geometry (which is exactly the same as an IRS
passive sky, see Figure 3.3, and in execution, but as the auroral signal is expected to be very weak, the
intensifier is set to maximum gain. Each observation returns three spectra; two lit averages consisting
of 75 individual spectral exposures with 0.75 seconds integration time, and one dark average spectrum
made from 75 individual acquisitions without the intensifier. This dark spectrum will help quantify
the detector dark current contributing to its background noise. ZCAM will use both the R0 and
L0 cameras and expose for two to three minutes, preceded and followed by the ZCAM equivalent of
darks, using solar filters. The activity is performed around midnight if possible to ensure a completely
dark sky, and is pointed in any direction apart from towards the east, where there are no remnant
magnetic crustal fields within our field of view.

Full Aurora Observation Suite

The Full Aurora Suite is the optimal way for the Perseverance rover to attempt detecting aurora at
Mars. It includes acquisition of visible spectra with SuperCam along with color images from ZCAM,
and collection of dark spectra. The observation will start with the mast in stowed position, and
SuperCam pointed at the ground. One average spectrum made from 75 individual spectral exposures
with 0.75 seconds integration time and intensifier turned on with maximum gain. In this way the
"glow" of the intensifier will be obtained as a "dark" for later signal correction.

Both instruments will observe at two elevation angles, typically ∼15-20� and ∼65� (just as a
regular passive sky) but the exact angles will be adjusted according to local topography, and estimates
of the line-of-sight elevation angle yielding maximum intensity, as it is highly dependant on dust
loading. For the ZCAM low elevation we want the image to capture the black topographical horizon
to obtain a striking visual contrast with the hopefully glowing green sky. For SCAM the low elevation
angle should be centered on the angle of maximum emission. For the high elevation angle the two
instruments will be pointing at the same angle. The purpose of the high elevation pointing is to
compare the emission intensity at two angles to potentially constrain the vertical extent of the emitting
layer, and to do photometry and disentangle any vertical variation with dust loading. SuperCam
will collect a dark spectrum with the intensifier turned off in between each lit measurement at each
elevation angle.

The returned data products consist of three dark spectra (one pointed at ground with intensifier on,
two with intensifier off at each elevation angle), and four lit spectra (two at each observation angle),
as well as two ZCAM images. The total power consumption is estimated to be 212Wh, of which
137Wh is for heating. This corresponds to 8.3% of the total charge capacity of the rover battery. The
data volume produced is 6 Mb for SCAM and 160 Mb for ZCAM, and the entire activity takes about
1 hour and 12 minutes.
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Pre-pointed Aurora Observation Suite

The pre-pointed suite is identical to the full suite except that the stowed position dark spectrum is
omitted, and only the low elevation angle is used, to capture the angle of maximum intensity with
both cameras and also the horizon with ZCAM. Both cameras are here pre-pointed during the day
at the chosen elevation angle, to avoid needing to heat the arm at night, thus saving a significant
amount of power. The returned data products are thus one dark spectrum with the intensifier off at
low elevation, two lit spectra at low elevation, and one ZCAM image. This descoping option will
reduce all of the resources mentioned above; the new total power estimate is 116Wh (85Wh for
heating), which is 4.2% of the battery. SCAM will now produce 3 Mb of data, while ZCAM produces
64 Mb, all in a 43 minutes.

Pre-pointed SCAM-only Aurora Observation

A second descoping option is to exclude ZCAM completely, and use SCAM only at low elevation.
This is the least expensive activity alternative we have designed and will return one dark spectrum
with the intensifier off at low elevation and two lit spectra at low elevation. The whole activity will
only last 28 minutes, require 3 Mb of data and and 27.3Wh (1.5% of the battery).

6.3.2 SuperCam VIS nighttime observations

To better understand what kind of solar events could trigger a detectable auroral emission with Su-
perCam, we use the September 2017 solar event as baseline for our calculations. That event induced
a diffuse aurora event at Mars lasting for several days, reaching a peak limb integrated brightness of
1.4 kR/nm from the atomic oxygen line at 297.2 nm. The UV 297.2 nm oxygen emission share the
same excited upper state as that of the 557.7 nm visible emission, and the likelihood of each transi-
tion is determined by quantum mechanics. The visible-UV ratio has been obtained by observations of
Martian dayglow, resulting in a value of 16.5 (Gérard et al., 2020), meaning that the visible emission
should be more than 16 times brighter than the UV emission.

Taking into account the spectral resolution of SuperCam, the intensity ratio between the visi-
ble and UV emissions, and applying a multiple-scattering pseudo-spherical radiative transfer model
(same model as was used in Clancy et al. (2017b)) to incorporate dust effects, we obtain a final ob-
served intensity of 46.2 kR at the limb when tau is set to 0.5. Depending on the dust loading, a
spatially uniform, diffuse aurora event will appear brightest when observing at a certain viewing an-
gle. With tau=0.5, this angle is calculated to be 15�, at which angle the observed intensity is 3.1 kR,
corresponding to 6.7% of the integrated limb intensity.

Aurora detection attempts

By early August, two separate detection attempts have been made. Both attempts used the "Pre-
pointed Aurora Observation Suite" mode, and were made in early May, when there were several very
active regions present on the Sun. Both events ended up as negative detections, for different reasons:

• The first event we selected was a bit optimistic. The CME barely qualified according to our
selection criteria, and we received a SuperCam observation time slot almost 12 hours later
than when the estimated maximum particle density would occur. So the non-detection could
have been simply because the event was too weak (slow and/or not dense enough) to generate
detectable emissions, or it did indeed produce aurora, but it was over by the time SuperCam
was observing.

• The second solar storm we selected seemed much more promising. The event scored high on all
our selection criteria, was headed directly for Mars, and the observation time we were granted
was only a few hours after the estimated density peak. However, one day before estimated
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impact, the forecast changed, adjusting the solar ejection longitude of the event, the effect
being the CME was now barely impacting Mars with a glancing blow. We decided to keep our
activity in the plan, even though the adjusted particle density and magnetic field disturbance
estimates were drastically reduced. We assume that this particular non-detection was due to the
event being too weak.

The storm forecast model is shown along with our detection attempts for both occasions in Figure
6.14. The models for both events show significant and rapid increases of all parameters, with the
second event being significantly stronger in terms of ion density. As auroral detections on Mars are
far from routine, there is no clear consensus on which parameters are most important for triggering
diffuse aurora, but as auroral brightness is proportional to the number of incoming particles, we
consider this parameter particularly when evaluating events.

Panels iii) for both subfigures show the obtained data with both SuperCam VIS and ZCAM. In the
spectra, the black dots are the acquired data, while the white dots is a simulated auroral signal about
10 times weaker than the event observed in Schneider et al. (2018), demonstrating that we would be
sensitive to such an event, and weaker ones. Both spectra have been dark-subtracted. During the
first attempt, the observation was unintentionally scheduled while Phobos traversed the sky, and was
captured by ZCAM, as can be seen in Figure 6.14a panel iii). The background noise level is slightly
curved due to scattered light from Phobos. The noise level is also higher in the first attempt compared
to the second, because an extra dark observation was added to the activity. The intensifier creates
much less background noise than first anticipated, and consequently our detection limit improves. A
signal significantly weaker than 10% of the Sep. 17 event would also clearly constitute a positive
detection.

The ZCAM images are only partially processed, and contain only dark-subtraction, median-
filtering, and a linear color stretch. The scene contains star trails (could potentially be used to measure
atmospheric opacity) and sky background. in Figure 6.14b Phobos is in the sky but well outside the
FOV. We generally wish to avoid observing when Phobos is in the sky, as we want any light in the
ZCAM images to be dominated by the green diffuse glow of the aurora. Nevertheless, the presence
of Phobos does not degrade the detection limit for SuperCam as the auroral feature is a sharp peak
centered at 557.7 nm, which will be added to the white light from Phobos.

6.4 Space weather summary

6.4.1 EDAC projects

In several studies we have demonstrated the scientific potential of EDAC housekeeping parameters.
By combining EDACs on multiple spacecraft, one can study the radiation environment across the so-
lar system at locations where no dedicated radiation payloads exist. One could for example track the
trajectory of solar eruption events as they progress outward, aiding to improve our magnetohydrody-
namical models of CME and SEP propagation and ultimately improve space weather forecasting. In
order to properly take advantage of this, there is still the challenge of accessing detailed information
of the spacecraft in question, as the spacecraft itself shields against the low-energy part of the GCR
spectrum. Quantifying this effect is complicated and requires detailed knowledge of the spacecraft
geometry and components.

By using an EDAC on MEX only, we measured the solar cycle modulation of GCRs at Martian
orbit for more than one full solar cycle. This has never before been done for as long, or with as dense
temporal coverage. As expected, the GCR variations at Mars follow a solar cycle modulation similar
to that observed at Earth, with twice as high daily count rates during solar minimum compared to
solar maximum, for those energies that the EDAC counter is sensitive to. The GCR-induced EDAC
signal was found to lag behind the sunspot numbers by approximately 5.5 months. The same data
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(a) Detection attempt 1, May 5th 2023, Sol 785. (b) Detection attempt 2, May 10th 2023, Sol 790.

Figure 6.14: Overview of the two detection attempts made so far (by August 2023). i) 2D Sim-
ulated solar storm forecast, showing the projected trajectory of the CMEs. The colors represent
ion density normalized by distance to the Sun. ii) Forecast of plasma parameters at Mars, top
panel: ion density (black) and solar wind velocity (green), bottom panel; magnetic field magni-
tude (black) and ion temperature (orange). Panels i) and ii) from https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov.
iii) SuperCam VIS auroral detection attempts, with inlaid ZCAM image of the horizon. Black
dots represent the received signal, open circles show a simulated auroral signal. Credit to Tim
McConnochie for the data processing and creation of Figures iii).

set was used to detect the impact of solar eruptive events at Mars, and a clear correlation was found
between the frequency of impacts and the solar cycle; the number of days with potentially elevated
radiation levels was eight times higher during solar maximum compared to during solar minimum.
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6.4.2 Aurora with SuperCam

Several different kinds of auroral phenomena have been discovered at Mars, but so far they have
only ever been observed in the UV and from orbit. These atomic transitions are also present in
airglow, where their counterparts at visible wavelengths have been observed. From quantum theory
and airglow observations we know that the auroral atomic oxygen emission should be about 16 times
brighter in the visible compared to the UV emission. Here we have described an observation strategy
for capturing diffuse aurora from the Martian surface, at visible wavelengths, for the first time.

Two solar storms were selected in early May as candidates that could potentially produce aurora,
but both attempts resulted in non-detections. Auroral forecasting at Earth is challenging, and for Mars
this endeavor is much more complex and much less constrained by observations and models. To be
successful, we need to select a strong solar storm which impacts Mars with a favorable geometry,
and to receive SuperCam observation time at the "right" time. There are many variables here, several
of which are outside our control. Nevertheless, we will continue our efforts, as we are confident
SuperCam has the ability to detect diffuse aurora given the right timing.





Conclusions and perspectives

The goal of this thesis was to learn more about the water vapor vertical distribution in the very lowest
part of the Martian atmosphere, a part which is not easily accessible with conventional methods such
as orbital single-wavelength domain nadir measurements or even solar occultations. We tackled this
challenge by applying two different strategies; a spectral synergy where the utilization of two spectral
bands sensitive to separate regions of the atmosphere places stricter constraints on the vertical profile
retrieval, and by observing the water column from the surface of Mars where the lower atmosphere is
directly available.

The main part of this work entailed the analysis of the complete set of co-located observations
from SPICAM and PFS on Mars Express, spanning more than eight Mars years. The goal of probing
the near-surface water profile was achieved with a spectral synergy retrieval method, which not only
produced a highly robust column abundance climatology, but with a higher degree of freedom also
provided information on the degree of vertical confinement. By careful evaluation of the complete
data set, a strict selection scheme was designed in order to perform further analysis only on retrievals
with accurate water column abundance values, and a high information content with regards to the
vertical distribution. The resulting column abundance climatology is in good agreement with other
published climatologies, with respect to both geographical and temporal patterns. Compared to the
LMD MCD the overall trends are also similar, but they still differ in a few significant ways; the onset
of the sublimation period is observed to start later, and the high-concentration sublimation plume
is of much lesser latitudinal extent. The NH sublimation peak is also not as extreme. If considering
absolute differences of column abundances between the synergy and the MCD, the deviation is biggest
at the northern summer sublimation peak, while in relative terms the most significant discrepancies
are found at mid-latitudes.

The largest impact of the synergy is when used to extract information on the water profile near the
surface. In general we find that the vertical confinement is stronger than predicted by the MCD. The
most surprising finding was the discovery of a sinusoidal behaviour of the latitudinal confinement,
clearly present in both hemispheres with minima and maxima at corresponding latitudes. We spec-
ulate that this wave structure might correlate to latitudes of downwelling/upwelling in connection to
the Hadley or polar cells. This will be investigated in detail in future work.

The synergy was exploited further in a project following the synergy climatology paper. By select-
ing only retrievals with a DOF higher than 2.25, we focus our attention to the NH spring and summer
and create a composite near-surface vertical climatology. Even with such high DOFs, the synergy
is still not able to produce water profiles of fine resolution, so individual profiles are not evaluated.
However by studying hundreds of these profiles obtained at similar locations and times, statistical
trends emerge than can be considered. From these retrievals, a two-layer structure is revealed. The
double layer feature is consistently present from mid-spring until early summer across much of the
northern hemisphere. One can also discern the transportation of water vapor from the subliming NPC
edge, where part of the column of water is transported up and poleward in late spring, while some is
transported equatorward at very low altitudes in early summer.

The second part of this thesis involved atmospheric measurements from the Martian surface with
the infrared spectrometer channel of SuperCam on the Perseverance rover. The rover landed 2.5
months after the start of this PhD (February 2021), and conducted the first passive sky observations
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roughly two months after that. Since then, atmospheric measurements have been performed about
every two weeks, resulting in a set of 64 observations at the end of this PhD (August 2023) spanning
one Martian year.

The quality of the data is significantly influenced by the temperature of different instrument com-
ponents, and most of the 64 passive sky observations include spectra with glitches, missing spectels
that are corrected for in post-processing. After much investigation by several people involved with
SuperCam, we have created a procedure so that we avoid the occurrence of most glitches.

A first version of a full retrieval pipeline has been created, and is still being improved upon. The
forward model assumes a plane-parallel geometry, and includes the gases CO2, H2O and CO, and
takes dust aerosols and multiple scattering into account. The radiative transfer equations are solved
with DISORT through a python wrapper. A line-by-line radiative transfer model was found to be
extremely time-consuming, so a correlated-k method was implemented which reduced the computa-
tional time by more than a factor of 300.

The development of a minimization routine applies the traditional χ2 cost function, and the solu-
tion for the best fit is found with the Powell algorithm. The retrieved values are currently the Conrath
parameter, total opacity, the effective dust radius, along with an additive shift introduced because the
synthetic spectrum is shifted compared to the observed spectrum. After this, the CO2 abundance is
retrieved separately, before the water vapor and CO column abundances are retrieved. We are still
not quite able to produce synthetic spectra which systematically resemble the observed spectra, so no
reliable retrievals have yet been performed. However, we have identified several points of improve-
ment both regarding the data processing and the forward model, and now that we believe we have a
solution for avoiding the occurrence of glitches, we are convinced that SuperCam IRS will provide
atmospheric spectra rich in information.

Perspectives

The results and techniques explored and developed in this work will be of use for the further study of
water vapor, but also other gaseous species. Specifically, the spectral synergy can be applied to any
gas with spectral signatures originating from separate altitude regions, and the passive sky technique
can, in time, shed light on H2O and carbon monoxide in the lower atmosphere. With PFS nearing
the end of its lifetime, and no other instrument on board MEX able to replace PFS’ capability, the
synergistic retrievals of water vapor at Mars are almost at an end, highlighting the uniqueness of the
data set presented here. The synergy has already proven to be extremely useful, providing a wealth
of new information on water vapor in the lower atmosphere. I am confident, that given more time,
SuperCam will also contribute significantly to this effort.

We have in the past 20 years experienced a golden era of Mars exploration, with a record number
of orbiters, landers and rovers. Our knowledge of the planet and its atmosphere has increased many-
fold in these two decades. Regarding the atmosphere, remaining questions exist largely on topics
of various trace species (oxygen, HCL, and methane etc.), details related to atmospheric escape, the
origin of the global dust storms, the impact of energetic precipitating particles, and of course the near-
surface vertical water vapor distribution. We have not unraveled all of Mars’ mysteries, and there is
still much to learn from studying Mars; about our own planet, about habitability, and planetary science
as a whole. Mars science has greatly benefitted from a fairly pointed focus from the wider planetary
community in recent years, and might not have the same luxury in the coming decade as Venus is the
target of one of ESAs and two of NASAs future missions. Yet, with many agencies preparing for the
human exploration of Mars, the future of Mars research does not seem to slow its pace.
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1. Introduction

Water vapor on Mars was first detected in 1963 with the use of a ground-based telescope which observed eleven 
near-infrared absorption lines (Spinrad et al., 1963). Since then, numerous observatories, ground-based, Earth-or-
biting, Mars-orbiting, landers and rovers, have observed the highly volatile trace gas. Even as a minor atmos-
pheric constituent, water vapor plays a major role in shaping the climate on Mars (along with the CO2 and dust 
cycles). Water controls the stability of the atmosphere, as H2O photolysis supplies hydroxyl radicals, the main 
oxidant of the Martian photochemical cycle (e.g., McElroy and Donahue (1972)), and impacts the radiative equi-
librium through cloud formation (Madeleine et al., 2012).

The Mars Atmospheric Water Detector (MAWD) instruments on the Viking orbiters provided evidence that the 
Northern polar cap is the primary source of atmospheric water, and also indicated a strong north-south asymmetry 

Abstract With the utilization of a novel synergistic approach, we constrain the vertical distribution of water 
vapor on Mars with measurements from nadir-pointing instruments. Water vapor column abundances were 
retrieved simultaneously with PFS (sensing the thermal infrared range) and SPICAM (sensing the near-infrared 
range) on Mars Express, yielding distinct yet complementary sensitivity to different parts of the atmospheric 
column. We show that by exploiting a spectral synergy retrieval approach, we obtain more accurate water 
vapor column abundances compared to when only one instrument is used, providing a new and highly robust 
reference climatology from Mars Express. We present a composite global data set covering all seasons and 
latitudes, assembled from colocated observations sampled from seven Martian years. The synergy also offers 
a way to study the vertical partitioning of water, which has remained out of the scope of nadir observations 
made by single instruments covering a single spectral interval. Special attention is given to the north polar 
region, with extra focus on the sublimation of the seasonal polar cap during the late spring and summer seasons. 
Column abundances from the Mars Climate Database were found to be significantly higher than synergistically 
retrieved values, especially in the summer Northern Hemisphere. Deviations between synergy and model in 
both magnitude and meridional variation of the vertical confinement were also discovered, suggesting that 
certain aspects of the transport and dynamics of water vapor are not fully captured by current models.

Plain Language Summary Water vapor plays an important role in the weather and climate on 
Mars, even though little of it remains today. The behavior of water vapor has been studied for decades, yet how 
water vapor varies with altitude, especially close to the surface, remains an open question. In this study, we use 
measurements from two instruments on the Mars Express satellite to learn about the near-surface water vapor. 
By combining measurements from the SPICAM and PFS spectrometers, a composite full-year climatology is 
assembled. We measure the total amount of water vapor with great accuracy, and also obtain information about 
the vertical distribution. The north polar cap is studied in detail during early summer, when part of the polar ice 
cap sublimates into water vapor and is transported south. The results are compared to model data from the Mars 
Climate Database, and significant differences between the observations and the model are identified. The total 
water content is found to be smaller than model estimates, while observations indicate that more water than 
expected is confined near the surface. This suggests that some aspects of the atmospheric transport processes 
are not currently fully understood.
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in the atmospheric water abundance (Farmer et al., 1976; Jakosky & Farmer, 1982). The most complete clima-
tology, upon which modern Martian water climatology is based, was obtained by the Mars Global Surveyor 
mission and its Thermal Emission Spectrometer (Smith, 2002, 2004). A revised retrieval scheme on TES obser-
vations provide an annual reference water vapor cycle with column abundance maximum at high latitudes during 
midsummer in both hemispheres, reaching a peak of ∼60 pr-μm on average in the north, and ∼25 pr-μm in the 
south (Pankine et al., 2010). Low water abundances are observed during fall and winter at middle and high lati-
tudes of both hemispheres. General circulation models along with TES observations indicate that water from the 
southern summer maximum is transported to the Northern Hemisphere (NH) more efficiently than the reverse 
process (Montmessin et al., 2004; Steele et al., 2014).

One of the main objectives of the Mars Express (MEX) orbiter is to study the water cycle on Mars. Three 
spectrometers onboard MEX can measure the water vapor abundance in different spectral bands: the Planetary 
Fourier Spectrometer (PFS), the Observatoire pour la Minéralogie, l'Eau, les Glaces, et l'Activité (OMEGA), and 
SPectroscopy for the Investigation of the Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars (SPICAM). For the purpose 
of this study, PFS was selected for its coverage of water vapor diagnostic features in the thermal infrared (TIR) 
domain, while SPICAM was chosen over OMEGA to cover the near infrared (NIR) due to its higher spectral 
resolution, and the presence of CO2 bands near the 2.6 μm water feature for OMEGA.

1.1. Water Vapor Vertical Distribution

Until recently, knowledge of the near-surface H2O profile on Mars mostly relied on general circulation models. 
The vertical distribution of water vapor has been inferred from nadir measurements (Fouchet et al., 2007; Pankine 
& Tamppari, 2015) and measured directly by solar occultation viewing geometry with SPICAM on Mars-Ex-
press since 2004, and with the ExoMars Trace gas Orbiter (TGO) and its infrared spectrometers NOMAD and 
ACS since 2018. SPICAM occultation campaigns were not a primary focus of the spacecraft and are therefore 
not performed very often, whereas TGO, with its orbit adapted for occultation measurements with good vertical 
and temporal resolution, allows the study of dynamical behavior of water distribution including escape processes 
in great detail. With this technique, new knowledge has been obtained on the vertical distribution of water in 
the upper atmosphere as a result of supersaturation above the hygropause, and the occurrence of high altitude 
water during dust storms (e.g., (Aoki et al., 2019; Fedorova et al., 2020)). SPICAM solar occultations were also 
used to produce a climatology of vertical distribution covering the Martian years (MY) 27–34 that encompassed 
two global dust events (Fedorova et al., 2021). With solar occultation measurements one can obtain very fine 
vertical resolution, nevertheless, measurements below 10 km are relatively sparse as aerosol loading in the lower 
atmosphere leads to high opacities which reduces the transmittance significantly. The lower limit for observation 
is typically 5–10 km for dust-free conditions, and as high as 20–30 km during the dusty perihelion season (e.g., 
Aoki et al. (2019)). Only under very clear conditions will solar occultation observations be able to probe below 
10 km, however, such conditions mostly occur at high latitudes. As a result, information about the low-atmos-
phere water vapor profile remains exceptional.

Below 10 km, surface-atmosphere interactions such as convection, frost sublimation, and deposition are expected 
to be the main forcers on the vertical distribution, along with adsorption and desorption. Above 10 km, water 
ice clouds are thought to be dominant (Montmessin et al., 2004; Richardson, 2002). Below the saturation level, 
controversy exists regarding whether water vapor is well-mixed with CO2, or distributed in a more complex 
manner. Davies (1979) used Viking Orbiter 1 data to directly probe the location of water vapor with altitude for 
the first time. He found that H2O vertical distribution was indistinguishable from the dust vertical distribution 
and was well-mixed up to about 10 km, which has been commonly assumed since. A recent analysis of data from 
the Surface Stereo Imager on the Phoenix lander by Tamppari and Lemmon (2020) shows that water is highly 
confined to a near-surface layer of 2.5 km, and that a well-mixed column is not supported by the data. Controver-
sies remain, and it is also argued that water is either confined to, or reduced in the lower atmosphere, depending 
on the season and location. This has relevance to the amount of water vapor exchange occurring between the 
atmosphere and the regolith.

Adsorption of CO2 by the Martian regolith was first suggested by Davis (1969), and the theory was later expanded 
upon to include water vapor by Fanale and Cannon  (1971), whose adsorption isotherm expression has been 
widely used since (although found to require modification by Savijärvi and Harri (2021)). Using data from Viking 
1 and 2, Jakosky et al. (1997) showed a nocturnal depletion of atmospheric water vapor, suggesting a diurnal 
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exchange cycle between the porous regolith and the atmosphere. Similar results were obtained with the thermal 
and electrical conductivity probe on the Phoenix lander by Zent et al. (2010) and Fischer et al. (2019). It was 
found that the layer that experiences a diurnal exchange of water with the surface was 0.5–1 km deep (Tamppari 
et al., 2010). This phenomenon was again confirmed by Harri et al. (2014) and Martínez et al. (2017), who used 
the REMS-H device on Curiosity rover to derive water vapor volume mixing ratios. Savijärvi and Harri (2021) 
found that regolith exchange is largely indifferent to surface properties, and that diurnal adsorption/desorption 
generates approximately 1% variation in the column abundance, which matches Earth analogue measurements 
very well. Results from Fouchet et al. (2007) indicate that the vertical distribution is controlled by an intermediate 
state where the water is controlled by atmospheric saturation on one hand, and confined to a surface layer on the 
other, pointing to significant regolith-atmosphere exchange processes. This result is inferred by investigating the 
correlation of water columns and pressure, and was not observed directly. Maltagliati, Montmessin, et al. (2011); 
Maltagliati, Titov, et al. (2011) and Trokhimovskiy et al. (2015) also attempted to discern a diurnal exchange 
process between atmosphere and regolith, but found no evidence of local time variation in H2O abundances. 
Thus, the extent of exchange between regolith and atmosphere remains an open question.

1.2. Spectral Synergy

When observing an atmosphere in nadir viewing geometry, the outcome is normally a column abundance value 
of the target species. However, it is possible to obtain information about the vertical distribution of the species 
by combining multiple spectral domains in the retrieval process. This approach is commonly referred to as a 
spectral synergy, and was developed for Earth observation by Pan et  al.  (1995, 1998), who predicted higher 
sensitivity to near-surface layers of CO if near and thermal infrared spectral bands were combined. This was 
later confirmed by Edwards et al. (2009), who demonstrated that combining NIR and TIR measurements in a 
common retrieval allowed for a significantly higher sensitivity in the troposphere. The method has also been 
used to increase near-surface sensitivity to other gasses such as CO2 (Christi & Stephens, 2004), O3 (Landgraf & 
Hasekamp, 2007), and CH4 (Razavi et al., 2009).

TIR measurements are mostly sensitive to the middle atmosphere (at the origin of the photon emission) where 
the temperature contrast of the atmosphere with respect to the surface is high. NIR measurements on the other 
hand are sensitive to any molecule present along the column as the technique relies on solar photons travers-
ing the entire atmosphere back and forth. Although Trokhimovskiy et al. (2015) indicate the NIR technique is 
mostly sensitive to the atmosphere below 30 km, it is only true from a mixing ratio perspective, which favors the 
denser layers of the atmosphere. In other words, any given change in H2O mixing ratio will be easier to sense 
in the bottom of the profile as pressure and number density are assumed to be continuously increasing toward 
the surface. If seen from a number of molecules perspective, the NIR inversion technique has no preference to a 
particular position of the column, unless this portion concentrates more water molecules at a specific location. 
One must note, however, that dust modulates this assertion. At high dust opacity, part of the incoming flux does 
not reach the surface and is sent back to space without sampling the entire column. Only in such cases will the 
NIR technique become altitude dependent.

This difference in sensitivity of NIR and TIR can be viewed as a difference in the shape and peak altitude of the 
weighting function of water vapor retrieval in a particular wavelength domain, and has been advocated to explain 
the dispersion of H2O column abundance values retrieved by the various instruments of MEX (Tschimmel 
et al., 2008). On the other hand, the difference in sensitivity can also be considered a way to offer simultaneous 
access to different regions of the atmosphere, leading to the derivation of more than a single parameter represent-
ative of the whole column, as is usually the case with instruments that study water vapor using nadir observations. 
In fact, combining two spectral domains increases the degree of freedom (DOF) of the signal. The DOF gives an 
estimate of the number of independent bits of information in an atmospheric measurement (Rodgers, 2000), and 
a DOF higher than 1 indicates the presence of some amount of profile shape information.

If attempting to retrieve vertical information with only one instrument, one could argue that as the single instru-
ment is primarily sensitive to a specific altitude region, the obtained vertical confinement is not a “real” parti-
tioning. Instead, the obtained partitioning might be a product of a lack of sensitivity to other, and perhaps wetter, 
altitude regions, thus producing an artificial vertical partitioning. This problem is avoided with the use of a 
spectral synergy, as each wavelength interval is susceptible to emission/absorption signatures in separate regions, 
and therefore obtains information from different altitudes.
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This consideration led Montmessin and Ferron (2019) to investigate the potential for a synergistic retrieval of 
water vapor in the Martian atmosphere using MEX, as the spacecraft constitutes the only asset at Mars observing 
water in both NIR (SPICAM, OMEGA, and PFS) and TIR (PFS) spectral intervals. Despite their differences in 
field-of-view, sampling and coverage, SPICAM (NIR) and PFS (TIR) were selected for this study as the two have 
the most extensive records of water vapor retrievals on Mars among the MEX instruments (Fedorova et al., 2006; 
Fouchet et  al.,  2007; Giuranna et  al.,  2019; Trokhimovskiy et  al.,  2015). As Montmessin and Ferron  (2019) 
concluded on the promising potential for a synergistic retrieval of water vapor on Mars with MEX, this work is 
intended to follow-up on this earlier study and present the analysis of a multi-annual data set covering the period 
from MY 26 to 34.

The intention of this paper is to be largely descriptive, as this is the first time the spectral synergy has been applied 
to a larger data set. The numerous implications of the vertical partitioning results, and any differences to other 
observations or the MCD data base are beyond the scope of this paper, but will be the aim of future work using the 
synergy. The first part of the manuscript provides an overview of the instruments used in this study (Section 2), 
and continues in Section 3 with an outline of the synergistic retrieval method, including a description of the 
selection of measurements within the data set. The results are presented in Section 4, where in 4.1 a complete 
synergistic column abundance climatology is presented, followed by a comparison of the column abundance 
between the synergy, the model and the single spectral domain retrievals are made, before the vertical and spatial 
distribution is elaborated upon. A discussion of the results and how they compare to previous works follows in 
Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the findings of this study.

2. Instruments

The Mars Express mission was launched in June 2003, and began nominal science operations in mid-January 
2004 (Chicarro et al., 2004), corresponding to the very end of MY 26. From a quasi-polar and highly elliptical 
orbit with a periapsis of ∼300 km and a period of 7.5 hr, MEX has a particularly detailed view of the polar caps 
at the sublimation onset. With three instruments able to measure the atmospheric water vapor content (OMEGA, 
PFS, and SPICAM), either in the solar reflected or in the thermal component, MEX has delivered a vast amount 
of valuable data with complete global and seasonal coverage. The PFS and SPICAM instruments cover the ther-
mal and near-infrared domains, respectively, within which water vapor possesses diagnostic signatures.

The measurements used in the following analysis were retrieved from nadir observations, and were selected 
according to a number of criteria to ensure satisfactory quality of every individual measurement, sufficient 
geographical and seasonal coverages, and a minimum error of radiative transfer modeling due to surface inho-
mogeneity (Montmessin & Ferron, 2019). For a detailed description on the selection and averaging processes 
used for the creation of a data set compatible with a synergistic extraction of water vapor, the reader is referred 
to Montmessin and Ferron (2019).

2.1. Mars Express PFS

The Planetary Fourier Spectrometer is an infrared spectrometer with two wavelength channels optimized for 
atmospheric sensing. The short wavelength channel covers the range 1,700–8,200 cm −1 (∼1.22–5.88 μm) with a 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the instantaneous field of view (FOV) of 1.6°, while the long wavelength 
channel spans the 250–1,700 cm −1 (5.88–40 μm) with a FWHM FOV of 2.8°, which at the pericenter corresponds 
to a 440 km 2 surface footprint. Only the long wavelength channel was utilized for this work. Both channels have a 
spectral resolution of 1.3 cm −1. For further details, see Formisano et al. (2005) and Giuranna et al. (2005).

For the synergistic approach, several windows in the long wavelength channel were selected. The windows from 
8 to 10 μm and 19–25 μm were used to obtain surface temperature and dust model properties, the region at 
12–19 μm is dominated by the absorption of the 15 μm CO2 vibrational transition which was used to retrieve 
atmospheric temperature profiles, while the 20–35 μm thermal emission band was used to retrieve the water 
vapor abundance, henceforth referred to as TIR. Because PFS was used to retrieve several parameters, a high 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is required, and one individual spectrum obtained with PFS is not satisfactory. There-
fore, the retrievals were performed on the average of nine consecutive spectra. The total time passed between the 
acquisition of the first spectrum to the last of the nine to be averaged is 108 s, as it takes 4.5 s to acquire a single 
PFS interferogram and the repetition time is 8.5 s (Fouchet et al., 2007). This corresponds to a cumulative surface 
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footprint at the pericenter of 3,900 km 2, however, note that as the orbit is elliptical, this area will vary depending 
on spacecraft altitude.

After years of operation, an issue with PFS caused the interferogram peak to not always be centered. The instru-
ment line-shape used here (a sine cardinal function with 1.3 cm −1 FWHM) is then not optimal, and could lead to 
biased water vapor retrievals, with a tendency of being too low. This issue started around orbit 6000 (MY 29), 
became particularly relevant after orbit 7500 (MY 30), but data obtained in MY 32 and after are less affected. 
In an effort to largely avoid this problem, we exclude all measurements during MY 30 and MY 31 from further 
analysis.

2.2. Mars Express SPICAM

The SPICAM UV-IR instrument (Spectroscopy for the Investigation of the Characteristics of the Atmosphere 
of Mars) is a dual-channel spectrometer designed to study the Martian atmosphere from top to bottom (Bertaux 
et al., 2006). In this study, only the IR channel was utilized working in the spectral range of 1–1.7 μm with a 
spectral resolution of 3.5–4.0 cm −1, a complete description of which can be found in Korablev et al. (2006).

In nadir viewing geometry, the IR channel has an instantaneous FOV of 1°, corresponding to a footprint 230 km 2 
on the surface when the spacecraft is at the pericenter of its orbit. The incoming flux is separated into two detec-
tors, where detector 1 was used for this work as it provides significantly higher performance in nadir. The wave-
length interval 1.34–1.43 μm is defined as the NIR range for the synergy, as it covers the strong water absorption 
band at 1.38 μm. Averages of ten SPICAM-IR spectra are demonstrated to have a SNR sufficient for reliable 
retrievals of water vapor column abundances (Fedorova et al., 2006; Trokhimovskiy et al., 2015). For the sake 
of the synergy, the SPICAM observation closest in time to the center PFS spectrum is selected, and averaged 
together with the seven previous and the seven following spectra. The 15 spectrum cumulative surface footprint 
area at pericenter corresponds roughly to 3,400 km 2, similar to that of the nine PFS spectrum average. Together, 
the SPICAM and PFS average spectra constitute a colocated observation.

3. Data Set and Retrieval

In the earlier demonstration of the synergy method applied to Martian water vapor, a subset of 449 colocated 
observations from 133 orbits distributed through MY 27 were presented (Montmessin & Ferron, 2019), showcas-
ing that the synergy brings additional robustness to the retrieval of water vapor column abundance, and provides 
insight into the vertical distribution of water vapor. In this study, we expand on those findings, and conduct a 
comprehensive analysis of the complete synergistic data set available from MEX, which at the time of writing 
contains nearly 200,000 measurements.

The data set presented here consists of colocated observations taken over 1379 individual orbits distributed 
across seven Mars years from Ls 334° of MY 26 to Ls 297° of MY 34, with no measurements from MY 30 to 
31 (Knutsen, 2022). The geographical and seasonal coverage is highly variable from year to year, several being 
quite sparsely covered. Some sparsity is due to operational constraints, as not all instruments can be concurrently 
active, while most is due to the requirement of colocated measurements from both SPICAM and PFS.

3.1. Synergistic Retrieval Routine

The synergistic approach requires a set of colocated PFS and SPICAM observations on which to apply the 
retrieval method. To obtain a satisfying PFS SNR for the fitting of multiple parameters, nine consecutive spectra 
are averaged together. The SPICAM observation closest in time to the central PFS spectrum is then selected and 
averaged with the seven observations prior to it and the seven after it, resulting in a combined FOV similar to that 
of the nine combined PFS observations. A screening process is conducted on this set of colocated observations, 
the details of which can be found in Montmessin and Ferron (2019). The simultaneous inversion of H2O follows 
the approach outlined in Montmessin and Ferron (2019), and will only be briefly described here.

A priori water vapor and temperature profiles are extracted from the Mars Climate Database (MCD) based on 
the general circulation model developed at the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD GCM) (Forget 
et al., 1999; Millour et al., 2018) with an uncertainty of the water equal to the abundance values. MCD version 
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5.3 is used. For each year the corresponding scenario is chosen, except for MY 34, which is not yet included (the 
version used was last updated on 11/01/2019). A composite scenario was therefore built for MY 34 by combining 
the scenario of MY 33 with the standard MCD dust storm scenario 4 and the warm and dusty scenario 7 (for the 
intervals Ls = 180°–200° and Ls = 200°–220°, respectively).

Temperature and aerosol parameters are retrieved individually from the PFS average spectra, which are then 
injected into the synergistic routine. The overall spectral fitting procedure uses the HITRAN 2012 spectroscopic 
database (Rothman et al., 2013) as a baseline for the computation of absorption coefficients of H2O and CO2, 
and then relies on a Bayesian approach that consists in maximizing the probability that a given retrieval satisfies 
both the observed averaged spectra and falls within a range of plausible a priori values specified by assumptions 
on the value and its dispersion. The weight of the a priori assumption in the retrieval is dictated by its a priori 
uncertainty, which is set equal to the integrated a priori water vapor profile.

Water vapor is inferred from the set of combined NIR and TIR spectra, by a simultaneous inversion from both 
spectral domains. In practice, the algorithm adjusts the water vapor abundance along the vertical profile at nine 
altitude points separated by 2.5 km from ground to 10 km, and by 5 km from 10 to 30 km. All points are corre-
lated with a Gaussian kernel, such that the points are less strongly correlated when the distance between them is 
increasing. The results include a posteriori covariance matrix, from which the DOF can be calculated from the 
sum of the trace of the matrix. The DOF normally fluctuates around 1 when the retrieval includes a single spectral 
domain (NIR or TIR), which implies only one independent parameter can be inferred from a water vapor meas-
urement (e.g., the column abundance), while with a higher DOF some information of the water vapor vertical 
distribution can be obtained.

Some example spectra are shown in the top row of Figure 1, where the selected NIR and TIR spectral intervals 
include strong diagnostic features of water vapor. The colocated observations shown here are from early summer 
of MY 27 at high latitudes. The corresponding vertical profile obtained from the synergistic retrieval performed 
on both spectra is shown in the bottom left, and is compared to the MCD a priori profile. In the bottom center and 
bottom right plots, the synergy is compared to the single spectral domain retrievals in terms of averaging kernels 
(bottom center) and the posterior-to-prior error ratio profiles (bottom right). MCD a priori profiles are used for all 
retrieval techniques (synergy, PFS-only, and SPICAM-only), such that the a posteriori-to-a priori (post-to-prior 
for short) error profiles are ratios at each altitude level of the retrieved posteriori error and the MCD a priori error. 
The post-to-prior profile indicates the amount of added information at each altitude, and shows that the synergy 
is more sensitive to the lower atmosphere than both PFS and SPICAM.

We quantify the amount of information added by the synergy at each altitude level by comparing the synergis-
tically retrieved error profiles to the MCD a priori error profiles, shown in the bottom right panel of Figure 1. 
In this way, we demonstrate that the synergy does not simply reproduce the a priori when calculating vertical 
profiles, and that for the lower atmosphere, the synergy brings more information than the single spectral domain 
retrievals. The MCD a priori and the retrieved vertical mixing ratio profiles are close to identical above 15 km, 
but start to deviate below this, where the synergy provides a significant amount of added information.

3.2. Data Selection Scheme

The complete synergy data set is shown in Figure 2, where the seasonal coverage for all synergy column abun-
dance retrievals is displayed as a function of latitude. Retrievals from MY 27 encompass more than 30% of all 
co-located observations. The total water columns here are not corrected for topography.

Several selection criteria were applied to the PFS and SPICAM measurements when assembling the synergy data 
set, yet not all selected retrievals yielded satisfying results. A few retrievals have extremely high values that are 
deemed unlikely to occur, while others yield poor fits and high values for the mean statistical variation of the 
residual spectra (reduced ! "2 ). The ! "2 thus corresponds to the misfit between measured and modeled spectra for 
the best-fit water vapor abundance.

The aforementioned benefit of an increased DOF by the use of a spectral synergy approach is demonstrated 
in Figure 3. While water vapor column abundances from all available colocated observations were shown in 
Figure 2, only data points with a reduced ! "2 of the retrieval equal to or smaller than 4 are shown in Figure 3, 
where the distribution of abundance-to-noise ratios (ANR) and the DOFs for the synergy is shown along with the 
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parameters from SPICAM/NIR and PFS/TIR. The ANR, as the retrieved water vapor column abundance divided 
by the a posteriori error, provides a measure of the amount of certainty one can have in the output value. Note 
that for visibility reasons, the data points are layered according to method, such that PFS and SPICAM data points 
overprint those of the synergy.

The ANR values are shown as scattered dots for each individual retrieval, and the solid curves represent binned 
averages of 2° Ls. The selected data are limited to all retrievals with ANR ≥ 1 to ensure the presence of water 
vapor, as it corresponds to a 1-sigma detection limit. The synergy and SPICAM have very similar ANR distribu-
tions, both averaging at around ANR = 5, with the synergy only occasionally outperforming SPICAM mostly at 
midlatitudes, showing that the synergy provides highly robust column abundances. PFS/TIR displays the smallest 
spread in ANR, covering the range from ∼1.5 to 6 and with an average of around 4. SPICAM/NIR retrievals 
mostly range between 2 and 8 and remain above 4 for all latitudes north of −40°N.

Figure 1. Typical example of averaged spectra from observations in the northern hemisphere high latitudes during early summer, with the corresponding vertical 
profile of water vapor mixing ratio and a demonstration of sensitivity along the vertical for the synergy. Top left) SPICAM-IR spectrum. Top right) Averaged PFS 
spectrum. Data in black and fit in red for both panels. Bottom left) Vertical profile of water vapor as obtained from simultaneous retrieval of both spectral domains, 
along with the MCD a priori vertical profile. Bottom center) Averaging kernel for retrieval made with the spectral synergy method, SPICAM/NIR, and PFS/TIR. 
Bottom right) post-to-prior error ratio by altitude for synergistic retrieval and single spectral domain retrievals.
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The DOFs for each method is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3, where the notable increase in DOF for the 
synergy verifies that the water content along the vertical can be roughly resolved. The DOF fluctuates around 1.0 
for the NIR and TIR single spectral domain retrievals, while it typically exceeds 1.25 for the synergy, fluctuating 
around 1.5. Note that the spread in DOF values is small for NIR compared to TIR, and that NIR regularly achieves 
DOFs around 1.5, higher than what is ever obtained with TIR. In the southern hemisphere and near the north 
pole, the TIR DOFs nearly never exceed 1, while the synergy remains stable and high in the north polar region 
especially, but also performs reasonably well in the south. With a DOF consistently higher than one, the synergy 
is capable of providing information on the shape of the profile, and a vertical partitioning can be obtained.

The synergy returns a vertical profile and an integrated column abundance for each colocated observation. To 
ensure the synergy is not simply reproducing the a priori when retrieving a vertical profile and to demonstrate 
that the synergy is capable of distinguishing near-surface water vapor from the rest of the column, we quantified 
the amount of synergistically added information, compared to the MCD a priori profile, by altitude as a function 
of latitude and season. The ratio of the post-to-prior errors is visualized in Figure 4, where each panel represents 
an altitude indicated by the number on the left y-axis. Within each panel, data are binned by 2° in Ls and 2° 
in latitude. At higher altitudes, the error ratio is fairly close to one, meaning that the synergy brings little new 
information. However, deeper in the atmosphere, more information is progressively added by the synergy. The 
panels representing the atmosphere at 2.5–7.5 km are the altitude regions where most information is injected, and 
which benefits the most from the synergistic approach as was also evident from the single example in Figure 1. 
The retrieved profiles could be deviating from the MCD, which we will investigate further in Section 4.2, but the 
water mixing ratios are significantly more constrained, as also demonstrated in Figure 1.

In order to only select retrievals which are robust enough to justify a deeper analysis, and with a high enough 
quality that information on the vertical water distribution can be extracted, four criteria were established which 

Figure 2. Total column-integrated abundance shown as a function of season and latitude. The figure includes all data points in the synergy data set. Note that no 
binning or selection has been done, and data points are partially overlapping with more recent observations on top.
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the retained samples would have to comply with simultaneously: (a) an ANR ≥3 (3-sigma detection limit), (b) a 
DOF for water vapor ≥1.25, (c) a post-to-prior error ratio ≤0.9 for water volume mixing ratio at 2.5 km (Error 
ratio), and (d) a reduced ! "2 of the retrieval (Chi2) ≤4. Many criteria limits were explored to optimize the returned 
number of retrievals versus the quality of said retrievals. The limits of these criteria can also be tailored for a 
specific purpose; the DOF limit was reduced to 1 for the assembly of a composite column abundance climatology.

A visualization of the statistical distribution of the relative numbers (per 10,000) and combinations of fulfilled 
criteria is shown in Figure 5. The first panel of Figure 5 shows the distribution of fulfilled criteria when the 
synergistic retrieval method is used. The second and third panels visualize the relative numbers and distributions 
of fulfilled criteria when only the NIR and TIR spectral intervals are utilized.

The benefits of using two spectral ranges are clearly visible, with more than 55% of all synergy retrievals fulfill-
ing all criteria compared to only 24% for SPICAM/NIR, and 16% for PFS/TIR, effectively demonstrating that 
the synergy yields more information than separately using the SPICAM or the PFS data set. For all cases the ! "2 
is the most restrictive requirement (except for PFS/TIR where the DOF is the most restrictive), while the ANR is 
the  least restrictive. The DOF increase provided by synergy compared to retrievals from single spectral domains 
is a direct evaluation of how much additional information synergy brings to constrain water vapor distribution. 
Only the measurements fulfilling all four requirements are considered in the following analysis.

4. Results

The results presented below were derived using data from two time intervals: Ls = 334° of MY 26 until the end 
of MY 29 and from the beginning of MY 32 to the end of MY 34. The spatial and temporal coverage within 
each year is highly variable. All four selection criteria described in Section  3.2 were applied, with limits as 

Figure 3. Abundance-to-noise ratio and degree of freedom from the synergy and the single spectral domain retrievals. Data set is limited to those retrievals which 
satisfy the criteria of a reduced ! "2 equal to or smaller than 4 and an abundance-to-noise ratios (ANR) equal to or larger than 1 in MY 27. Top panel: ANR for the 
synergy, Planetary Fourier Spectrometer (PFS) and SPICAM retrievals. Bottom panel: Degree of freedom for the synergy, PFS and SPICAM retrievals. Data points are 
layered, with the synergistic points at the bottom. Solid lines represent averages binned in intervals of 2° Ls.
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shown in Figure 5 (except for the assembly of the column abundance climatology in Section 4.1, which uses 
limits specifically adjusted for column abundances). The first part of this section focuses on the retrieval of total 
column abundances with the synergy compared to with single spectral domain approaches and to the MCD. Then, 
results concerning the vertical partitioning of water are shown, as seen in relation to the total column and model 
predictions, where special attention is given to the polar regions around the seasonal ice cap sublimation seasons.

4.1. Column Abundance Climatology

For the assembly of a complete and composite synergy climatology of water vapor, the criteria described in 
Section 3 are applied to the complete data set shown in Figure 2, with an adjustment to the DOF and error ratio 

Figure 4. Illustration of the benefit of utilizing the synergistic retrieval by altitude, latitude, and season. Each panel represents an altitude level, with the given altitude 
in km given on the left. Within each panel, the y-axis represents latitude, with major ticks every 30°. Data were averaged in bins of 2° latitude and 2° Ls. The retrieved 
a posteriori errors are divided by the MCD a priori error profile, such that values below 1 represent retrievals where the uncertainty has been reduced, and thus the 
colocated observation has injected additional information into the retrieval process.
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limits. The DOF and error ratio requirements ensure retrievals with sufficient vertical information to justify 
further analysis of partitioning, and as there is no need for vertical information content for a column abundance 
climatology, the DOF and error ration limits are both set to 1, which is more than sufficient to infer a highly 
reliable column abundance.

Figure 5. Overview of the relative statistical distributions of fulfilled criteria. The full synergy data set is shown in the top panel, the synergetic retrievals in MY 27 in 
the second, SPICAM/NIR is shown in the third panel, while PFS/TIR is illustrated in the bottom panel. Retrievals with the individual instruments were only conducted 
for MY 27. The y-axis counts the number of fulfilled criteria, and the x-axis shows the number of retrievals per 10,000 which fulfill each criterion configuration, sorted 
with the most likely configuration to the left, and decreasingly likely configurations toward the right.
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After the adjusted selection criteria are applied, the remaining water vapor retrievals are illustrated as a function 
of season, latitude, and longitude in Figure 6. In order to account for topography, the total water columns are 
normalized to an equivalent surface pressure of 610 Pa using the MCD to constrain local pressure. However, this 
pressure normalization is made on the assumption that water vapor is well-mixed with the ambient gases, which 
might not always be the case. The total water columns are averaged in bins of 2° Ls, 2° latitude, and 4° longi-
tude. Of all qualified retrievals, 31% are from MY 27, which for the most part contributes to the coverage of the 
northern summer. Henceforth, the total column integrated abundance will be referred to as the CIA. Later in this 
study, another parameter is used to measure the fraction of water vapor kept near the surface which is defined as 
the partitioning index (PI). The PI is equal to the integrated column of water from the surface to 5 km, divided by 
the CIA. If water vapor is evenly mixed in the atmosphere with a scale height of 11 km, the PI = 0.63.

Given the variation of the sampled local times (from early morning to late evening for SPICAM and from 08:00 
to 16:00 for PFS), it is assumed that seasonal variations of water vapor column abundances dominate over any 
diurnal variability. Although the temporal and spatial coverage is incomplete, known trends of the water cycle 
appear unambiguously. The spring is overall a dry season (Figure 6 panel B), with abundances rarely higher than 

Figure 6. Seasonal and geographical variations in normalized total column abundances of water vapor. Panel (a) Seasonal distribution of all qualified retrievals 
averaged in bins of 2° × 2° Ls and latitude. Panels B–E: Geographical distribution of qualified retrievals for each seasonal interval, averaged in bins of 2° × 4° latitude 
and longitude.
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10 pr-μm. The few instances with larger CIA occur late in northern spring at the edge of the NPC. The early 
northern summer season (Ls = 90°−135°) is characterized by large latitudinal contrasts with high water content 
in the polar regions which decrease monotonically southward, this is particularly prominent in Panel C. At around 
Ls = 115°, a Northern maximum of ∼60 pr-μm is visible poleward of 70°N, while at the same time only around 
13 pr-μm is measured south of 30°N (in panel A). The northern hemisphere fall season shown in panel D displays 
a north polar region now devoid of water vapor, most of which having been transported to the mid and low lati-
tudes and across the equator. The south polar maximum occurs around Ls = 285° and reaches an average total 
column abundance of 40 pr-μm, as seen in Figure 6 panel E. A global dust storm occurred in MY 28, which 
degraded the quality of the measurements for some time, causing the number of qualified retrievals in MY 28 to 
be low even though many observations were conducted in this period. The drier patch around Ls = 300° in the 
southern hemisphere is constructed almost entirely from observations in MY 28, when the dust storm is thought 
to aid transport of water vapor from the lower atmosphere to higher altitudes (Fedorova et al., 2018).

4.2. Synergy Compared to Single Domain Retrievals and MCD

Numerous studies of the climatology of water vapor have been made using the PFS and SPICAM instruments 
individually. As this is the first time observations from both are used in synergy, a direct comparison has been 
made between them and the MCD. In Figure 7, synergy retrievals and MCD a priori values satisfying the adjusted 
criteria as described in Section 4.1 are plotted, along with single spectral domain retrievals for SPICAM and PFS. 
No criteria have been imposed on the single domain retrievals other than unphysically high abundances have 
been filtered out. CIAs are averaged across the 15°–45°N latitude band, the region which contains the longest 
continuous coverage, and in intervals of 5° Ls.

The selected time period covers the early northern summer, the polar cap sublimation season, and continues into 
late summer of MY 27. In general, the MCD predicts a much higher water vapor abundance than what is obtained 

Figure 7. Seasonal evolution of column-integrated abundances of water vapor during summer of MY 27. Comparison between abundances predicted by the MCD used 
as a priori, the synergistic retrievals and the single spectral domain approaches for SPICAM and Planetary Fourier Spectrometer. Abundances are not normalized to an 
equivalent surface pressure. Data are averaged on the latitude interval 15°–45°, and in bins of 5° Ls. Triangles represent the average values for each bin, the solid curves 
are the smoothed abundance values, and the shaded areas represent the standard error for each bin average.
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with either of the retrieval approaches (except during Ls = 120°–140°). The MCD agrees well with the observa-
tions only at the very beginning and end of the time period shown here, which corresponds to before the  onset 
of the sublimation season, and after the water vapor has been transported beyond the area of focus. This might 
suggest that the transportation mechanisms dominant in the summer midlatitudes are currently not fully under-
stood. Another factor which could impact this discrepancy is the large MCD sublimation peak, which might then 
propagate southward. The difference in the CIA, as well as the vertical partitioning, predicted by the MCD and 
the values retrieved by the synergy are further elaborated upon in Section 4.3.

The synergy and the single spectral domain retrievals with PFS/TIR are overall in good agreement, with the 
synergy yielding similar or slightly lower abundances. SPICAM/NIR also agrees well with the synergy and 
PFS, albeit with slightly larger abundances. The difference in abundances has been suggested to be related to 
effects in different spectral bands used and specific retrieval methods (Korablev et al., 2006; Maltagliati, Titov, 
et al., 2011). The general seasonal behavior displayed by the three retrieval approaches is similar; an increasing 
trend in the early summer, peaking at around Ls = 135°, when water vapor from the North Polar Cap (NPC) has 
sublimed and been transported to midlatitudes. The MCD predicts a much more rapid increase of the sublimed 
water, with CIA values a factor of 2.5 higher than the synergy at Ls = 100°. The decreasing CIA found after 
Ls = 140° by both the synergy and the single spectral domain retrievals as well as the MCD is expected, as the 
water is successively transported across the equator. The “double-hump” shape of the MCD abundances (also 
evident in Figure 10) are not clearly distinguishable from either of the retrieval techniques.

4.3. Vertical Partitioning of Water Vapor

The spectral synergy method produces vertical profiles of water vapor where the data points are highly correlated. 
Even though the synergy significantly increases the DOF of the water vapor retrieval, it is still too low to provide 
a true profile with individual mixing ratios. The points along the vertical profile are highly correlated, as the DOF 
is usually around 1.5. Figure 8 shows a selection of example profiles from specific regions and seasons of interest. 
Light hues are individual profiles, with the dark blue and black being the mean profiles from the synergy and 
MCD, respectively. The three example periods are from left to right: NH low latitude late spring, NH midlatitude 

Figure 8. Selection of synergy and MCD a priori vertical profiles of water vapor. Light blues and greys are individual profiles, while dark blue and black are mean 
profiles. The three example periods are from left to right: NH low latitude late spring, NH midlatitude early summer, and SH midlatitude midsummer. The text boxes 
give the mean numerical values for the four selection criteria along with the a posteriori and a priori partitioning index values.
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early summer, and SH midlatitude midsummer. For all three examples, the synergy obtained a higher PI, espe-
cially so for the NH early spring. The MCD profiles are most often fairly constant, with a very stable water mixing 
ratio with altitude. The exception is at low latitudes in NH early spring, when the MCD indicates the presence of 
a wet layer peaking at 10 km. The synergy also finds somewhat elevated vapor amounts here, but peaks instead 
near the surface at 2.5 km. In all cases the water vapor does not appear evenly mixed in the boundary layer, and 
shows a clear tendency for a strong near-surface water confinement. Note that if water vapor was evenly mixed 
in the atmosphere with a scale height of 11 km, the PI would be equal to 0.37, very similar to the MCD profiles 
shown in the right panel in Figure 8.

When water vapor is retrieved simultaneously from PFS/TIR and SPICAM/NIR, the degree of vertical confine-
ment can be estimated by taking the ratio of the partial column from the surface up to 5 km, to the total column. 
The result is a dimensionless partitioning index (PI) representing the amount of water vapor confined within the 
first 5 km of the atmosphere compared to the rest. Average trends in the CIA and PI during the northern summer 
(Ls = 90–200) are shown in Figure 9, with focus on the latitudes between 45°S and the North Pole where the 
observation density is highest.

As the seasonal polar ice is subliming in early northern summer, the CIA increases drastically north of 60°N. 
There is no clear immediate reaction in the PI, which is fairly high (PI typically greater than 0.7) and stable from 
30°N and northward during Ls = 90°–160°. At polar latitudes between Ls = 100° and 130°, when the CIA is at 
its highest, a local PI maximum is observed slightly southward of the CIA maximum. The confinement in the 
polar region remains strong at least until Ls = 170°, a period during which latitudes above 50°N undergo extreme 
variations in CIA, transitioning from the north polar summer maximum to a very dry late summer, as can be seen 

Figure 9. Composite maps of normalized water vapor column-integrated abundance and partitioning index. For the partitioning index, values higher than 0.5 (in green) 
indicate that more than 50% of the water vapor column is confined below 5 km, while lower values (in brown) indicate that water vapor is more evenly dispersed with 
altitude. Data from all available years fulfilling all requirements have been averaged in bins of 2° latitude, 2° Ls, and 4° longitude.
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from the top panels in Figure 9. Extremely strong partitioning (PI = 0.9) is seen at Ls = 165°, when almost no 
water remains in the far north. This indicates that after most of the water has sublimed and been transported south, 
what water vapor remains at high latitudes is kept close to the surface for the duration of the summer.

South of the equator the water vapor is more homogeneously distributed with altitude with a PI of around 0.5, 
with some regions at low latitudes showing signs of a drier boundary layer (PI ∼ 0.2). The PI is highly variable 
and related to topography in an anticorrelated fashion when compared to the CIA. Even after pressure normaliza-
tion, there are local variations in CIA related to varying elevation, previously found to likely be linked to atmos-
pheric dynamics (Fouchet et al., 2007). Geographical variations stand out in the bottom panels, where the PI is 
enhanced over drier, elevated regions such as the Tharsis and Terra Sabaea regions (centered around −120° and 
30° longitude, respectively), while the confinement is small over low-elevation regions such as Hellas Planitia at 
longitudes between 60° and 90°. The PI index is a ratio of water columns, and should inherently be independent 
of topography, yet the correlation with elevation remains.

PIs smaller than 0.5 are rarely seen in the NH, suggesting that sublimed water vapor might be transported south-
ward at low altitudes. At low latitudes, however, the water is transported across the equator over regions of low 
elevations.

Figure 10. Illustration of the relationship between the retrieved values and the MCD a priori. The deviations of the synergy from the MCD estimates are calculated as a 
relative difference such that a value of 0 indicates where the synergy and the MCD are equal, and instances where the synergy yields larger values are positive. The left 
column shows the ratio of the a posteriori to the a priori full water vapor column, while the right column shows the ratio of the a posteriori to the a priori partitioning 
indices. The top row visualizes the data on a latitude by Ls grid, while the bottom row distributes the data on a latitude-longitude map. Data from all available years 
fulfilling all requirements have been averaged in bins of 2° latitude, 2° Ls, and 4° longitude.
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4.4. Deviations From the MCD

The synergistically retrieved column abundances and vertical confinement shown in Figure 9 contain significant 
differences from the MCD a priori estimates. Figure 10 illustrates the deviations of these synergistic values from 
the MCD estimates as a relative difference with the MCD abundances as reference values ("#$.%&'' . = ()* −+,-

+,-
 ), 

such that a deviation of 0 means the synergy and the MCD are equal, and instances where the synergy gives the 
larger values are positive. The relationship between the retrieved and a priori CIA is shown in the left column, 
and of the retrieved and a priori PI in the right column.

Figure 10 shows that, on the whole, the synergy has a tendency to retrieve column abundances lower than the 
corresponding MCD a priori values. The sublimation peak in early summer (around Ls = 110°), which controls 
most of the total atmospheric water vapor throughout the year on the whole planet, is significantly smaller than 
the MCD estimate, yet agrees somewhat better with the MCD than the surrounding observations. The total 
water content in the tropical fall is a good indicator of meridional transport of vapor from northern polar regions 
(Navarro et al., 2014), and this is where the model and synergy are most similar.

The vertical confinement displays the opposite behavior, with the synergy often finding a PI comparable to the 
MCD at mid and high latitudes. Note that during the sublimation season the MCD quite accurately reproduces the 
observations, indicating that the sublimation processes of the NPC are quite well understood in terms of vertical 
distribution. The PI difference is highest at low and middle latitudes in late summer, when large amounts of water 
vapor are being transported from the NH and across the equator. At most, the synergy PI at low-latitudes in late 
summer is almost twice as strong as model predictions. This is in general a fairly dry area, with a CIA of 10–15 
pr-μm, where the synergy indicates that roughly 60% of the column is confined below 5 km. The atmospheric 
behavior in this region is less dominated by temperature and more affected by wind. The details of local air flow 
patterns are typically known with less certainty than temperature variations, which could explain why the model 
deviates the most from the observations at low and midlatitudes.

4.5. Seasonal Evolution of Water Distribution With Latitude

The seasonal variations of the CIA and PI can be visualized by zonal averages plotted as a function of latitude. 
All data points in Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the CIA and PI averaged in bins of 2° latitude and 15° intervals of 
Ls, and the curves are smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay low-pass filter with a second order polynomial and a 
window corresponding to 20° latitude. Curves covering the same seasonal periods have identical colors for both 
hemispheres to aid cross-hemispherical comparison (e.g., the red curve corresponds to mid-spring for both hemi-
spheres; Ls = 45°–60° in the NH and Ls = 225°–240° in the SH).

Both hemispheres are fairly dry from the equator to midlatitudes during the spring-summer season. The SH 
displays a smaller spread in seasonal variation and a smaller increase with latitude compared to the NH, remain-
ing at around 10 pr-μm from the equator to 40°S. From there, the water column starts to increase steadily. Overall, 
the synergy and MCD agree very well in the SH, with the most noticeable difference being the degree of seasonal 
spread, distinguishable at all latitudes in the synergy, while only becoming distinguishable after 40°S for the 
MCD. All synergistically retrieved seasonal curves show a southern maximum which is migrating poleward with 
season, matched well by the MCD. The exception is the first seasonal average in mid-spring (Ls = 225°–240°) 
which displays a continuously decreasing curve, with the highest value at equator for the synergy, while the MCD 
finds a weak maximum of 15 pr-μm at 70°S for the same season. The SH sublimation season maximum occurs 
during Ls = 285°–300°, with a maximum value of 34 pr-μm near 87°S.

The MCD shows a decreasing trend for all seasons in the extreme high latitudes poleward of the CIA peak, as 
expected due to the polar cap circulation known as the polar cap breeze (Haberle & Jakosky, 1990), the Martian 
equivalent to the terrestrial sea breeze. The effect is expected to be stronger in the NH where the more massive 
ice cap generates a larger temperature gradient. In the retrieved synergy data, the CIA does not always decrease 
poleward of the cap edge in the SH, and most noticeably continues to increase even beyond 80°S for observa-
tions during Ls = 285°–300°. This could be due to averaging of data from multiple years (Pankine et al. (2010) 
reported high interannual variability of this behavior over the NPC), imperfect coverage of this region and season, 
or perhaps a variable polar cap breeze in midsummer is not effectively transporting water vapor off the polar cap.
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The NH is as expected far wetter than the SH. The CIA increases monotonically from the equator, and does not 
remain constant across large regions, as in the SH. Distinct maxima are visible with decreasing abundances north-
ward of 80° latitude for all seasonal intervals, in agreement with the model. The overall maximum is observed 

Figure 11. Zonal averages of water vapor column abundances from mid-spring to midsummer for both hemispheres. The top four panels show column abundances 
for all years, the dots are data points averaged in bins of 2° latitude and 15° Ls, while the curves represent the smoothed bins. The top row illustrates the synergistic 
retrievals, while the middle row shows the corresponding MCD a priori column abundances for each hemisphere. Curves representing the same seasonal period for both 
hemispheres have identical colors, with the SH Ls interval listed first. The two bottom panels compare the synergy and the MCD averages from Ls = 255°–315° for the 
SH and Ls = 75°–135° for the NH, covering the sublimation season for both hemispheres.
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at 80°N in the Ls = 105°–120° interval, same as in the SH, and reaches a peak value of 60 pr-μm. The highest 
column abundance obtained by the MCD is in the interval Ls = 90°–105° and reaches 83 pr-μm. The locations 
of the CIA peaks are found just south of the polar cap edge with a clear decreasing trend for all seasons in the 
extreme high latitudes poleward of the CIA maximum, as expected due to the effects of the polar cap breeze. The 
sublimation onset is observed to occur later than what is predicted from the MCD, where during Ls = 60°–75°, 
the synergy finds a gradually increasing latitudinal trend with a modest peak at 65°N of just below 20 pr-μm, 
while the MCD already estimates a significant maximum of 30 pr-μm at 70°N.

In the bottom two panels of Figure  11, seasonal averages of the intervals Ls  =  255°–315° for the SH and 
Ls = 75°–135° for the NH (covering the main sublimation period for both hemispheres) are shown to provide 
comparisons between the general trends in meridional CIA gradients from the synergy and MCD. The CIA abso-
lute values are interesting to compare, but even more so the meridional variation. The summer sublimation maxi-
mum in the MCD is quite easily adjusted by tuning model parameters, while the change with latitude is subject 
to convection, transportation, and possible surface exchanges, and not so straightforward to modify to obtain the 
desired output. In the south the trends are nearly identical, with the synergy only yielding slightly smaller aver-
age abundances in the 10°–30°S and 50°–70°S regions. In the north, the MCD deviates from the synergy most 
significantly in two places; at 20°N and at 50°N, where in both instances the MCD gradient distinctly increases 
with respect to the synergy. The “double-hump” shape of the CIA is also much more prominent in the MCD. 
The difference between the MCD and synergy is small toward the equator for both hemispheres, which might be 
indicative that the influence of the CIA sublimation peak diminishes at lower latitudes.

Seasonal differences in the PI appear small in the MCD model compared to observations, as can be seen for all 
seasons in Figure 12, where all the curves are more or less stacked on top of each other. In our retrievals the parti-
tioning exhibits a wave-like behavior in both hemispheres, oscillating roughly around PI = 0.5 in the south and 
around PI = 0.65 in the north. The shape of the MCD PI curves resembles those of the CIA seasonal averages, 
and do not have the same wave-like quality that the synergy finds. As the synergy yields very stable column abun-
dances, for low/midlatitudes for all seasons, the partitioning varies greatly, particularly in the southern midsum-
mer. However, the number of data points in the SH are far fewer than for the NH, and the averages from this region 
should therefore be considered somewhat less precise. This disagreement is also visible (to a lesser extent) in the 
NH, indicating that the discord is likely not purely a result of poor sampling in the south. In the NH there is a clear 
tendency for the partitioning to suddenly increase poleward of 80°N while the total water content decreases. The 
MCD PI on the other hand has been steadily increasing from the midlatitudes, and during late spring the PI even 
decreases north of 80°N. In the north, no stable PI gradient is observed as the MCD suggests. The synergy finds 
a highly variable PI for all latitudes and seasons, but with no clear meridional tendency.

These differences between the MCD and synergy are highlighted in the sublimation season averages for the PI 
in the two bottom panels of Figure 12, which clearly show the observed wave-like behavior being consistently 
higher than the estimated stable MCD PI. While the MCD indicates that around 40% of the water column is kept 
near the surface at all latitudes and seasons, the synergy finds that number to vary from 40% to 60%, with local 
maxima at equator, 50°S and at the pole. This trend is very similar to what is observed in the north, but here 
the wave amplitude is smaller. The MCD PI here is not as stable as in the south, and displays a fairly constantly 
increasing gradient from the midlatitudes (PI = 0.4) toward the North Pole (PI = 0.75). The synergy finds that the 
PI seasonal averages never go below 0.6, indicating that most of the column is always kept close to the surface. 
This leads to the synergy and MCD finding similar PI values only in the north polar region.

4.6. Closer Look at the North Pole

The northern polar region in spring and summer is of particular interest as the sublimation of the seasonal NPC is 
the main source, and thus the main forcing, of the water cycle. Every summer, as the NPC is exposed to sunlight 
and its surface temperature increases, more than one Gigaton of water vapor is released into the atmosphere 
(Smith, 2002), spreading around the entire globe as the seasons unfold. Figure 13 shows the CIA and the vertical 
confinement in the form of polar plots to better visualize the spatial distribution of the observations. Data from all 
available years north of 45°N are averaged in seasonal intervals of 30° of Ls, and on a 1° × 7° latitude-longitude 
grid. The two top rows of Figure 13 illustrate the CIA, and the two bottom rows show the PI. For each group the 
synergy values are followed by the MCD values.
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Overall, the MCD predicts higher CIAs than the synergy (as also seen in Figure 10), with high abundances extend-
ing further equatorward, than what is observed. The sublimation season also appears to be initiated earlier in the 
MCD than what is observed, as can be seen by comparing the two first rows of the first column (Ls = 60°–90°) 

Figure 12. Zonal averages of the vertical partitioning index for each hemisphere from mid-spring to midsummer. The top four panels show data for all years averaged 
in bins of 2° latitude and 15° Ls as dots, while the curves represent the smoothed bins. The top row illustrates the synergistically retrieved partitioning indices, while the 
middle row shows the corresponding MCD a priori indices. Curves representing the same seasonal period for both hemispheres have identical colors, with the SH Ls 
interval listed first. The two bottom panels compare the synergy and the MCD averages from Ls = 255°–315° for the SH and Ls = 75°–135° for the NH, covering the 
sublimation season for both hemispheres.
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of Figure 13, and was also shown in the previous section in Figure 11. At 75°N, the MCD finds column abun-
dances higher than 40 pr-μm, when no observations for this time and place yield higher CIAs than 30 pr-μm. The 
situation is reversed for the vertical partitioning, where the synergy indicates a stronger near-surface confinement 
at all latitudes compared to the MCD. During Ls = 90°–120°, the larger sublimation peak of the MCD is likely 
contributing to the overestimation of water vapor at midlatitudes as seen in Figure 7. This was also shown in 
Figure 10, where the synergy is as much as 50% smaller than the MCD during Ls 90°–110°. For the late summer 
season 120°–150° Ls, the MCD predicts a high PI confined mainly to latitudes north of 60°, while the observa-
tions show a high PI reaching the midlatitudes. Overall, the MCD predicts the largest PI poleward of 75°N, while 

Figure 13. Polar view of the column-integrated water abundance and the partitioning index. Observations northward of 45° are averaged on a 1° × 7° latitude-longitude 
grid, in intervals of 30° Ls. The top two rows show the full column abundance of the synergy retrieval (first row) and MCD a priori (second row). The bottom two rows 
show the retrieved partitioning index (third row) and the MCD a priori partitioning index (bottom row). A higher partitioning index indicates that more water kept close 
to the surface.
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the observations indicate that the PI remains high for all latitudes, albeit more variable (this was further explored 
in Section 4.5). Still, the largest differences in the vertical confinement are found in the midlatitudes and not in 
the polar regions, as illustrated in Figure 10.

5. Discussion

5.1. Column Abundance

In this work, the MCD was used to provide a priori values for the column abundance retrievals with the uncer-
tainty set equal to the abundance. With a post-to-prior error ratio analysis, we demonstrated that the synergy 
injects a significant amount of information to the retrieval, and obtains highly robust column abundances. The 
climatology presented here displays a water vapor cycle consistent with established literature, both in terms of 
magnitude and seasonal and meridional variations. Water column abundances peak in early summer near the 
seasonal frost cap edge, where the vapor encircles and trails the retreating ice. It has been previously modeled 
(Houben et al., 1997), and more recently observed (Bibring et al., 2005; Kieffer & Titus, 2001), that water vapor 
subliming from the seasonal water frost annulus recondenses on the surface of the retreating CO2 cap, which 
explains this behavior. The water decrease poleward of the annulus is observed consistently for all seasonal inter-
vals, yet annual variations have been previously reported (Pankine et al., 2010), and are not discernible in in the 
composite averages presented here.

Although the overall behavior is well-known and the trend agrees well with the MCD model, significant differ-
ences do exist. The synergy column abundances deviate most prominently from the MCD in terms of absolute 
value with significantly lower abundances, particularly in the summer NH. The observed northern sublimation 
maximum is 30% lower than MCD estimates, and the sublimation season onset itself is observed to occur later in 
time. The discrepancies between measurements and the MCD have also previously been noted. The NH differ-
ence between synergy and MCD is very similar to the difference found by Savijärvi et al. (2019), where the MCD 
had to be scaled by a factor of 0.38 to agree with the local ChemCam data. When investigating the conditions at 
Jezero crater, Pla-García et al. (2020) also found that the CIA peak reached Jezero crater sooner and was higher 
in the MCD compared to TES measurements.

In the SH, the model and observations are in better agreement, and similar to what was reported by Clancy 
et al. (2017) using CRISM occultation data, who also found that retrieved water vapor abundances matched MCD 
model estimates better in the SH than in the NH. The synergy yields slightly higher values in the southern early 
summer, resulting in a somewhat asymmetrical relationship between the synergy and MCD, where the synergy 
finds a lower summer peak in the NH, but a larger peak in the SH.

When compared to previous works, the synergy northern maximum abundance was quite consistent with PFS, 
SPICAM and the revised TES abundances of 60–70 pr-μm (Fouchet et al., 2007; Pankine et al., 2010; Trokhi-
movskiy et al., 2015), while with CRISM a slightly lower sublimation peak was obtained in MY 28 and 29 of 
around 50 pr-μm (Smith et al., 2009). Although the synergy finds a smoothed average of around 50 pr-μm at 
75°N and Ls = 105°–120°, some local and transient instances of abundances up to 100 pr-μm occur. Observations 
from the Limb and Nadir Observation channel of the NOMAD instrument on the ExoMars TGO satellite agree 
well with the synergy in terms of seasonal variations, however, the northern maximum obtained by the synergy 
is significantly higher than those found by NOMAD for the corresponding time and place (just above 30 pr-μm) 
(Crismani et al., 2020).

The southern maximum coincides in time with previous results, but the large asymmetry between the NH and 
SH maxima observed by SPICAM and CRISM is not as prominent in the synergy data set (see Figure 6, where a 
few very high column abundances are observed), as the northern maximum is normally a factor of 2 higher than 
the southern peak for the corresponding season (Figure 11). On average, the synergy finds a southern maximum 
of ∼33 pr-μm, significantly higher than SPICAM. It should be noted that the location where the largest SH abun-
dances were observed were at latitudes not captured by previous TES and PFS studies. It should also be pointed 
out that observations in the south polar region are much sparser than elsewhere, and measurements from several 
years are binned together, whereas the observations of the north polar region are abundant and mostly from MY 
27. Smith (2004) found that the year-to-year variations can be as high as 10 pr-μm, and might thus explain why 
we observe instances of high vapor abundances in the south.
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Outside the summer maximums, the synergy again is most similar to SPICAM and PFS, and agrees very well 
also with NOMAD. During Ls = 0°–50°, the mean low latitude (0°-30°N) CIA was 7–8 pr-μm for the synergy, 
SPICAM, PFS, and NOMAD, and ∼5 pr-μm for CRISM. Later, during Ls = 150°–180° for the same latitudes, 
the mean abundances were 13–15 pr-μm for the synergy, SPICAM, NOMAD, and CRISM, ∼12 pr-μm for PFS.

The difference between the synergy and other data sets is most likely due to differences in calibration and data 
processing techniques, even though diurnal variations cannot be excluded. For example, NOMAD samples local 
times from 08:00 to 16:00, and PFS covers local times from morning into the late afternoon. TES sampled the 
equatorial region and midlatitudes around 14:00 and 02:00, with only data captured during the 10:00–14:00 range 
being used to assemble the revised data set presented by Pankine et al. (2010). No evidence supporting diurnal 
variations has yet been uncovered using OMEGA or SPICAM (Maltagliati, Montmessin, et al., 2011; Trokhi-
movskiy et al., 2015), and in the synergy, any diurnal variations are lost in the averaging process as PFS and 
SPICAM cover a broader time interval. Crismani et al. (2020) found no evidence for substantial diurnal variation 
in the total dayside water vapor column, thus the plausibility of diurnal variations causing such a large spread in 
column abundances is still considered unlikely.

5.2. Partitioning Index

The strongest motivation for the use of a spectral synergy retrieval approach is to access information on the 
vertical distribution of water vapor. We have shown that during the north polar sublimation period, the magni-
tude of the near-surface vertical confinement matches model predictions quite well, though discrepancies in the 
meridional partitioning gradient are significant. For both hemispheres the vertical partitioning remains high and 
fairly constant (±0.2) for all seasons and latitudes, while displaying a wave-like latitudinal behavior. As water 
vapor is located at very low altitudes, it is highly affected by complex circulation patterns and waves forced by 
topographic patterns. This could help in forcing the wave-structure of the meridional PI trend. Poleward of the 
polar cap edge, however, the hemispheres differ. In the south the partitioning index is observed to drop for all 
seasonal intervals except during mid spring. In the north the PI seems to be decreasing at first between 70° and 
80°N, and then rapidly increases beyond the polar cap edge, especially so for mid and early spring. This polar 
cap behavior is well reproduced by the global climate model used to construct the MCD, except during spring 
for both hemispheres.

The largest relative difference in MCD and synergy vertical confinement in the northern hemisphere is found at 
midlatitudes after Ls = 150° (see Figure 10). The column abundance, which here never exceeds 20 pr-μm, agrees 
best with the MCD in this region (though still the synergy finds a lower value), while the obtained synergy parti-
tioning was more than 50% higher than model estimates. This might be indicative of less water escaping through 
the hygropause than what is estimated in the MCD. For Ls = 135°–150°, Figure 12 shows that the MCD and 
synergy are quite consistent for high latitudes, both finding a PI of 0.7 at 70°N. In the drier low latitudes, where 
model and synergy agree quite well with regard to column abundances, the partitioning differs significantly. The 
model suggests the confinement decreases monotonically, reaching a PI = 0.4 at 20°N, while the synergy main-
tains a strong confinement, obtaining a PI of ∼0.7 at 20°N, having barely changed despite a drastic reduction in 
the total water column. This could suggest that the vertical circulation incorporated in the current model at low 
latitudes is too strong, causing the MCD partitioning to decrease more quickly toward the equator. The difference 
could also possibly be due to diurnal “breathing” of the regolith, actively exchanging water with the atmosphere 
and thus maintaining a near-surface layer. Near-surface meridional transport of sublimated water vapor from the 
poles could also cause these wave-like trends observed in both hemispheres.

Tamppari and Lemmon (2020) also investigated the near-surface water vapor confinement during early summer 
in the northern polar region (∼70°N) using a stereo camera on the Phoenix lander. The study indicates that at least 
30% of the total column was kept below 2.5 km at all times, and that a well-mixed scenario in this low layer does 
not fit the data. Vertical profiles and the synergy partitioning index very well support these findings.

Overall, the synergy finds a more variable vertical partitioning than what the model suggests, which corresponds 
well with results from solar occultation observations with SPICAM (Maltagliati et al., 2013). This demonstrates 
that the synergy is particularly useful at mid to low latitudes where atmospheric dynamics influence the vertical 
partitioning, and over the polar regions where seasonal variations in the vertical partitioning are large and not well 
reproduced by the model. It would be of great interest to compare the synergistic partitioning with high resolution 
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vertical profiles from for example, the solar occultation instruments NOMAD and ACS on TGO. This will be 
included in future work, although as mentioned earlier, the ability of these instruments to probe the water vapor 
content in the very low atmosphere is not always present. As the southern hemisphere normally has a higher dust 
loading than the north, conditions for possibly probing the near-surface atmosphere with TGO are most favorable 
in the north high latitudes. At low latitudes where we observe large differences between synergy and model, 
continuously high dust loading will also make direct comparisons between synergy and TGO difficult.

6. Conclusions

Presented here are the results from a spectral synergistic retrieval method applied to water vapor nadir meas-
urements from PFS and SPICAM sampled over seven Martian years. The synergy produces a highly reliable 
water vapor climatology with geographical and temporal patterns consistent with established literature. When 
compared to the LMD MCD, the synergy tends to retrieve lower total column abundances, in absolute differences 
the deviation is biggest for the northern summer sublimation peak, while in relative terms the most significant 
discrepancies are found at midlatitudes. In the southern hemisphere the synergy and MCD correspond very well. 
Other differences of note include timing and latitudinal extent of the sublimation onset, which occurs earlier in 
the MCD, and extends much further equatorward. The synergy finds very comparable column abundances to 
previous works using single spectral domain approaches with SPICAM and PFS (Fouchet et al., 2007; Trokh-
imovskiy et al., 2015), somewhat higher values than CRISM (Smith et al., 2009), and slightly lower than TES 
(Pankine et al., 2010; Smith, 2002).

The ability to extract information on the vertical distribution of water vapor from nadir observations is a unique 
capability of the spectral synergy approach. The synergy is unable to produce a vertical profile of fine resolution, 
but it can set reliable constraints on the partitioning of the water column, differentiating between the near-surface 
content below 5 km and the rest of the column. Overall, the synergy finds that water is strongly confined to a 
near-surface layer, and not evenly mixed in the boundary layer. Significant differences between the vertical parti-
tioning over the north and south hemispheres are revealed, where the southern hemisphere exhibits a generally 
weaker confinement coupled with a stronger seasonal dependence and latitudinal variations than in the north. The 
near-surface confinement from the synergy overall differs from the MCD especially at low and middle latitudes 
where the synergy finds a stronger near-surface confinement than MCD estimates. The synergy also finds that the 
meridional spread of this strong confinement is larger than what the model suggests, maintaining large amounts 
of near-surface water vapor across most of the northern hemisphere. There appears to be no clear connection 
between a peak in total column abundance and the amount of vertical partitioning. In general, the synergy finds 
that the vertical confinement is subject to rapid and local variations, and can change significantly even while the 
total column abundance remains stable, or remain stable while the column abundance varies.

We have shown that by combining two separate spectral intervals, within which water vapor possesses diagnostic 
features, increased robustness is brought to the retrieval of column abundances as well as additional information 
about the vertical content, as compared to the commonly used single-interval retrieval approach. The combina-
tion of more accurate column abundances and constraints on the vertical distribution is essential for our under-
standing of the processes that control the distribution and transport of volatiles in the lower atmosphere.

Considering that current knowledge of the water distribution in the lowermost layer of the atmosphere is mainly 
based on GCMs, the comparison between the synergy partitioning results and the predictions of the MCD is of 
particular interest. The significant discrepancies between the two indicate that our understanding of the physics 
that shape the vertical distribution of atmospheric water on Mars is incomplete.

Data Availability Statement

The SPICAM and PFS data used in this study can be found at the ESA PSA server https://www.cosmos.esa.
int/web/psa/mars-express. The complete processed data set used to produce the figures in this paper have been 
published at Knutsen, 2022 [Data set]. For model comparisons the Mars Climate Database was used, which can 
be accessed on this link: http://www-mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/mcd_python/.
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Erratum

The funding information of this work has changed since publication. The grant RSF (Russian Science Foundation 
20-42-0903) did not support this science and was included by mistake. It has been removed. The current funding 
information may be considered the version of record.
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Abstract 

In this study we have applied a novel spectral synergy method in the retrieval of water vapor on Mars with 

measurements from nadir-pointing instruments. Water vapor column abundances were retrieved simultaneously with 

PFS (sensing the thermal infrared range) and SPICAM (sensing the near-infrared range) on Mars Express, yielding 

distinct yet complementary sensitivity to different parts of the atmospheric column. It has been shown that by 

exploiting a synergy retrieval approach, a more robust water vapor cclimatology can be obtained, compared to when 

only one instrument is used. The synergy also provides a rough resolution of the vertical distribution of water vapor, 

which remains out of the scope of classical nadir observations. Here, special attention is given to regions where 

atmospheric water might interact with the regolith, with extra focus on the sublimation of the north seasonal polar cap. 
The results are compared to the Mars Climate Database, and significant differences were discovered. Deviances 

between synergy and model in both magnitude and meridional variation suggesting that certain aspects of the transport 

and dynamics of water vapor are not fully captured by current models. 

  

Keywords: Mars atmosphere, infrared spectroscopy, water vapor, transport, dynamics. 

 

 

Acronyms/Abbreviations 

• CIA – Column Integrated Abundance 

• DOF – Degree of Freedom 

• MEX – Mars Express 

• NIR – Near-infrared spectral domain 

• PI – Partitioning Index 

• PFS – Planetary Fourier Spectrometer 

• SPICAM – Spectroscopy for the 

Investigation of the Characteristics of the 

Atmosphere of Mars 

• TIR – Therman infrared spectral domain 

 

1. Introduction 

Atmospheric water vapor is an important influencer 

of Martian weather and climate. Though little of Mars’ 
original water content remains today, even as a trace 

species in the Martian atmosphere water vapor plays a 

major role in affecting the climate on Mars (along with 

the CO2 and dust cycles). H2O impacts the radiative 

equilibrium through cloud formation [1], and controls the 

stability of the atmosphere, as water vapor photolysis 

creates the main oxidant of the Martian photochemical 

cycle [2]. 

Knowledge of the low-altitude H2O vertical 

distribution on Mars relied heavily on general circulation 

models until quite recently. Inferring vertical profiles of 

water vapor from nadir measurements ([3], [4]) were 

common, but also direct measurements by solar 

occultation viewing geometry have become available 

with SPICAM on Mars-Express since 2004, and with the 

ExoMars Trace gas Orbiter (TGO) and its infrared 

spectrometers NOMAD and ACS since 2018.  

With this technique new knowledge has been 

obtained, especially in the upper atmosphere, as solar 

occultations suffer from low transmittances closer to the 

surface. The lower limit for observation is typically 5-10 

km for dust-free conditions, and as high as 20-30 km 

during the dusty perihelion season [5]. 

The behavior of water vapor has been studied for 

decades, yet how water vapor varies with altitude, 

especially close to the surface, remains an open question. 

This work aims to shed light on the vertical distribution 

of water vapor, and its near-surface transportation from 

the north polar cap in spring towards lower latitudes.  

 

2. Instruments  

The European Mars Express (MEX) mission was 

launched in June 2003, and started science operations in 
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January 2004 [6]. MEX is stationed in a quasi-polar and 

highly elliptical orbit with a 7.5-hour period and a 

periapsis of about 300 km. One of the main mission 

objectives is to study the Martian water cycle. Several 

instruments onboard provide this capability. The 

Planetary Fourier Spectrometer (PFS) and SPectroscopy 

for the Investigation of the Characteristics of the 

Atmosphere of Mars (SPICAM) are both able to monitor 

spectral diagnostic features of water vapor from a nadir 

viewing geometry. For the purpose of this study, PFS was 

selected for its coverage in the thermal infrared (TIR) 

domain, while SPICAM was chosen to cover the near-

infrared (NIR). For detailed descriptions of each 

instrument, the reader is referred to [7], [8] and [9] for 

PFS and SPICAM respectively. 

 

3. Method  

3.1 The spectral synergy 

The spectral synergy is an atmospheric retrieval 

approach, which combines co-located nadir observations 

of multiple spectral domains. Measurements in the 

thermal infrared (TIR) domain are mostly sensitive to the 

middle atmosphere (at the origin of the photon emission) 

where the temperature contrast of the atmosphere with 

respect to the surface is high. Measurements in the near-

infrared (NIR) are on the other hand sensitive to any 

molecule present along the column as the technique relies 

on solar photons traversing the entire atmosphere back 

and forth. One should note however that dust modulates 

the NIR sensitivity in particular. When atmospheric dust 

loading is high, some of the incoming solar flux will not 

reach the surface, and is instead scattered back to space 

or absorbed, resulting in only part of the column being 

sampled. In such cases will the NIR technique become 

altitude dependent. 

The utilisation of multiple spectral domains to 

increase vertical resolution is not a new concept. It was 

developed for atmospheric observations of terrestrial 

trace gases [10], [11]. Later the method was successfully 

tested for the study of Martian water vapor [12], and a 

large-scale climatology study was later performed using 

the same approach [13]. 

 

3.2 Retrieval routine 

The retrieval of water vapor follows the routine 

outlined in [12], and pre-retrieval selection criteria are 

also described in the text therein. The synergistic method 

requires a set of co-located PFS and SPICAM 

measurements on which to apply the retrieval routine. To 

obtain a satisfying signal-to-noise ratio, nine consecutive 

spectra are averaged for PFS, and fifteen for SPICAM. 

The SPICAM observation closest in time to the central 

PFS spectrum is selected and averaged with the seven 

measurements prior to it and the seven after it, resulting 

in a combined field of view similar to that of the nine 

combined PFS measurements.  

For water vapor and temperature a priori profiles, the 

Mars Climate Database (MCD) version 5.3 was used 

[14], [15]. Temperature and aerosol parameters were 

retrieved individually from the PFS average spectra, 

which were then injected into the synergistic routine. The 

HITRAN 2012 spectroscopic database [16] was used for 

the spectral fitting procedure, which then relies on a 

Bayesian curve-fitting approach. 

To infer water vapor from the set of combined 

NIR/TIR spectra, a simultaneous inversion from both 

spectral domains is done by adjusting the H2O abundance 

along the vertical profile. The altitude profile is sampled 

at nine points separated by 2.5 km from ground to 10 km, 

and by 5 km from 10 to 30 km. All points are correlated 

with a Gaussian kernel, such that the points are less 

strongly correlated when the distance between them is 

increasing. An example set of spectra for SPICAM and 

PFS and the consequent vertical profile is shown in Fig. 

1 

The results include a a posteriori covariance matrix, 

from which the degree of freedom (DOF) can be 

calculated from the sum of the trace of the matrix. For 

nadir observations the DOF normally fluctuates around 1 

if the retrieval is made on a single spectral region which 

implies that one independent parameter can be inferred 

from the measurement (most commonly the column 

density), while with a higher DOF some information of 

the vapor vertical distribution can be obtained.  

 

4. Data set and selection scheme 

The data used in the following study is a subset of the 

complete data set previously used in [13]. The complete 

set covers 1379 individual orbits, with roughly 180 000 

observations, distributed across seven Mars years from 

Ls 334° of MY 26 to Ls 297° of MY 34, with no 

measurements from MY 30-31.  

After the inversion of water vapor, strict selection 

criteria are applied to the data set to ensure further 

analysis is only done on robust observations. The criteria 

applied to the data by [13] were as follows; i) an ANR  

3 (3-sigma detection limit), ii) a DOF for water vapor  

1.25, iii) a post-to-prior error ratio  0.9 for water volume 

mixing ratio at 2.5 km (Error ratio), iv) a reduced χ2 of 

the retrieval  4 resulting in about 55% of the complete 

set being used for studying the vertical distribution of 

water vapor. In that work, a vertical partitioning index 

(PI) was defined as the integrated profile from ground to 

5 km, divided by the full column abundance. With an 

average DOF of roughly 1.5, the vertical profile cannot 

actually be resolved, thus the PI was used to provide an 

estimate of how much of the total column of water is kept 

in the near-surface atmosphere. Note that if water vapor 

was evenly mixed in the atmosphere with a scale height 

of 11 km, the PI would be equal to 0.37, which is similar 

to what the MCD often estimates. 
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For this work, the criteria limit for the DOF was made 

stricter, such that only measurements with a DOF  2.25 

are used for further study. This is a trade-off between the 

need to maintain a large number of co-located 

observations to produce a climatology, and to ensure 

more highly resolved vertical profiles. The other criteria 

limits were kept as before. With the new DOF limit, 6773 

co-located measurements from 592 orbits are left.  

 

5. Results and Discussion  

After selection, the water vapor profiles were 

resampled to a finer vertical grid, and smoothed using a 

Savitzky-Golay low-pass filter with a second order 

polynomial in order to dampen unphysically sharp 

features. The profiles were then averaged in bins of 2° Ls 

and 1.5 km altitude, or 2° latitude and 1.5 km, as can be 

seen in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. 

Fig. 2 displays hemispherical cross sections of the 

water vapor distribution that covers the entire northern 

hemisphere from early spring to late-summer (Ls=30°-

165°). The figure shows the onset and peak of the polar 

cap sublimation season and the subsequent transport of 

water to equatorial latitudes. Overall, water vapor is 

confined close to the surface, and until Ls100, contained 

mostly northward of 60°N.  

In the Ls=30°-60° panel the atmospheric water vapor 

content is low for all latitudes, in line with established 

theory. By Ls=45°-75°, some H2O seems to have 

sublimated from the southernmost edge of the polar cap, 

while at the same time at 80°N a separate “bubble” of 
water appears. As data is averaged from multiple Mars 

years, such features could also be the result of annual 

variations. In panels Ls=60°-90° and Ls=75°-105° (in the 

transition between spring and summer) water is 

sublimating rapidly at the surface, creating a distinct 

near-surface layer spreading at low altitudes from 50-

80°N. in panels Ls=75°-105° and Ls=90°-120°, some 

vapor seems to be lifted up into a second layer and 

brought northward. Later, when water is sublimating at 

higher latitudes, this lifted water brought north into the 

polar cap region combines with the recently sublimated 

water to create the familiar global maxima at 80°N at 

about 120°Ls.  

Figure 2: Variations of water vapor as a function of 

altitude and latitude. Data was averaged in bins of 3° 

latitude and 1.5 km altitude. Each panel represents a 

30°Ls time interval, overlapping by 15°Ls in each step. 

The total time period is Ls=30°-165°, covering the polar 

cap sublimation period in early northern summer. White 

areas indicate periods with no available co-located 

observations. 

 

Water that sublimated southward of 75°N appears to 

remain close to the surface while being transported 

equatorward. The weak two-layer structure from early 

spring mid-latitudes has now diffused into a smoother 

Figure 1: Example of average spectra for SPICAM and PFS, along with the resulting vertical profile of water vapor, 

and the ratio of posterior to prior (MCD) errors for each altitude level. Time, position and retrieved column abundance 

of water for the co-located observation is given at top of the figure.   
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vertical distribution. From [13] we know that the vertical 

distribution remains fairly stable throughout the year, but 

the largest variations are found at 20°-30°N. in this 

region, from Ls=75°-105° to Ls=135°-165°, the vertical 

partitioning index increases from 0.5 to 0.7.  

In Fig. 3 we focus on the mid-latitude region of 30°-

45°N for a longer time period, starting from the 

beginning of spring and continuing into early autumn. It 

is in this region that the largest discrepancies between 

observations and model has been previously found [13]. 

The data was averaged zonally in order to smooth 

topographically induced variations.  

Figure 3: Variations of water vapor as a function of 

altitude and solar longitude, with spring beginning on the 

left and ending with early autumn on the right. Data is 

averaged in bins of 5° Ls and 1.5 km altitude, and over 

the latitude range lat=30°-45°. White areas indicate time 

periods with no available co-located observations. 

 

While the overall northern polar cap sublimation 

maximum is spread out across Ls=100°-125° [13], the 

peak in near-surface water observed at mid-latitudes 

appears rather suddenly at 120°Ls. This suggests that the 

vapor is not becoming highly diffused under transport, 

but remains a dense and humid front. The sublimated 

water spends roughly 20°Ls being transported from 

80°N, which corresponds to 37 sols. 

To put these results in the context of current 

knowledge and understanding of Mars atmospheric 

transport and dynamics, a direct comparison between the 

synergistic observations and the MCD model was made 

in Fig. 4.  

A ratio is calculated at each altitude step between the 

local mixing ratio of the synergy divided by the MCD 

predicted value. The ratios are then zero-centred to 

provide a symmetric solution. The colour-scale is such 

that grey colours indicate that observations and model 

values are equal, red tones indicate that observed water 

content is higher than the model and blue tones 

correspond to lower observed values than the MCD. 

Spatial and temporal binning remains as all other figures. 

The comparison is made for a selection of locations and 

time periods of special interest, namely the polar cap 

sublimation season (the top panel corresponds to the 

same measurements as the Ls=90°-120° panel in Fig. 2) 

and the mid-latitudes where it has previously been shown 

that data and model differ (the bottom panel shows the 

same measurements as in Fig. 3).  

Both panels are largely blue in tone, indicating that 

for the most part, the synergy finds lower water contents 

than the MCD model. In both panels the colors flip at and 

near the surface where there is a rapid change and here 

we measure more water than model estimates. This 

means that overall, water is observed to be more strongly 

confined at low altitudes than model estimates.  

In the top panel where we show a cross section of the 

northern hemisphere during early spring, observations 

and the MCD match fairly well above 18 km, especially 

northward of 55°N where they are close to equal. At polar 

latitudes at roughly 9-16 km, a distinct and isolated 

feature is visible. Above, below and south of this region, 

model and observations are not extremely different, but 

with the synergy measuring a dryer atmosphere. At 9-16 

km north of 75°N however, the synergy yields an almost 

twice as wet local region. As can be seen from the 

Ls=90°-120° panel in Fig. 2, a second layer of humid air 

is found here, which is clearly not reproduced in the 

model.  

Figure 4: Ratio between synergistic observations and 

MCD model predictions, shown for the polar cap 

sublimation period (top) and mid-latitudes (bottom). The 

data has been zero-centred such that grey colours indicate 

that observations and model values are similar, red/blue 

tones indicate that the synergy finds a higher/lower water 

content compared to the MCD. Spatial and temporal 

binning remains as all other figures. The top panel 

corresponds to the same measurements as Ls=90°-120° 

panel in Fig. 2, and the bottom panel shows the same 

measurements as in Fig. 3. White areas indicate time 

periods with no available co-located observations. 

 

7. Conclusion  

Using a spectral synergy retrieval method, new 

information about the vertical distribution of water 
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vapor has been achieved. With a data set covering 

almost eight Martian years, a composite climatology 

was created, and details of the hemispherical transport 

of water has been resolved in unprecedented detail. 

Current model predictions estimate a much more 

uniform vertical profile than what is supported by 

observations. For higher altitudes, and particularly in 

polar regions, model and observations agree quite well, 

while between 5-20 km the synergy suggests the water 

vapor mixing ratio is lower than the MCD, except for a 

peculiar local feature at 9-16 km northward of 75°N, 

where the synergy finds a wet layer which seems to 

have been lifted from the polar cap edge and transported 

north. This isolated feature is not reproduced by the 

model, and could indicate a transport process currently 

not understood. 

At very low altitudes, the spectral synergy suggests 

there is much more water present than the MCD 

estimates. The near-surface confinement is thus perhaps 

stronger, and vertical transport plays a less significant 

role, than currently thought. 

Future work will include more detailed analysis on 

geographically localized areas, exploring possible 

differences in longitude related to topography or 

regolith-atmosphere interactions. 
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ABSTRACT

Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) are an intrinsic part of the heliospheric radiation environment and an inevitable challenge to long-
term space exploration. Here we show solar-cycle-induced GCR modulation at Mars in the period 2005–2020, along with GCR radial
gradients, by comparing Mars Express and Rosetta engineering parameters to sunspot number time series. The engineering parameters
used are the error detection and correction (EDAC) counters, cumulative counters that are triggered by charged energetic particles
that cause memory errors in onboard computers. EDAC data provide a new way of gaining insight into the field of particle transport
in the heliosphere; these data also allow us to complement dedicated radiation instrumentation as EDAC software is present on all
spacecraft. This dataset was used to capture variations in GCRs in both space and time, yielding the same qualitative information as
ground-based neutron monitors. Our analysis of the Mars Express EDAC parameter reveals a strong solar cycle GCR modulation, with
a time lag of ⇠5.5 months. By combining Mars Express with Rosetta data, we calculate a 4.7± 0.8% increase in EDAC count rates
per astronomical unit, which we attribute to a radial gradient in GCR fluxes in accordance with established literature. The potential
of engineering data for scientific purposes remains mostly unexplored. The results obtained from this work demonstrate, for the first
time for heliophysics purposes, the usefulness of the EDAC engineering parameter, the usefulness of data mining, and the utility of
keeping missions operational for many years, all of which provide complimentary data to nominal science instruments.

Key words. cosmic rays – Sun: heliosphere – interplanetary medium – methods: data analysis – space vehicles: instruments –
radiation: dynamics

1. Introduction

The heliosphere is constantly permeated by charged particles
originating from outside our Solar System. The cosmic rays
are of Galactic origin and are isotropically incident on the
heliopause. Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs), and the related radia-
tion exposure, are seen as some of the main challenges for future
long-duration exploration, especially beyond low Earth orbit.
The steady flux of energetic particles exposes spacecraft hard-
ware and humans to radiation, the magnitude of which is heavily
influenced by several factors: the solar cycle, the presence of
an atmosphere, magnetic fields, and relevant spacecraft shield-
ing (Feynman & Gabriel 2000; Schwadron et al. 2014). Investi-
gations of GCR variations over the course of a solar cycle and
at multiple locations in the heliosphere provide valuable data for
mission planning and for the improvement of our understanding
of GCR variations, particle transport, and structures throughout
the heliosphere.

Three factors influence the modulation of GCR intensity
within the ecliptic plane: time, heliocentric distance, and helio-
magnetic longitude. This last factor is outside the scope of
this study as longitudinal effects are considered to be small
compared to temporal and radial variations (De Simone et al.
2011). As the Sun undergoes its 11-year sunspot cycle and

22-year magnetic polarity cycle, the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF), the sunspot number (SSN), and solar wind parame-
ters vary (Richardson et al. 2001), especially if considering time
periods that are long relative to a solar rotation period. As a
result, GCRs in the heliosphere are modulated in their inward
diffusion by the convection of the expanding solar wind and
the particle drift on the IMF, giving rise to a changing GCR
flux (Gazis 1996; Modzelewska et al. 2019). Only higher-energy
particles are able to penetrate into the heliosphere, causing a
depressed GCR intensity within the heliosphere compared to
beyond it (Wibberenz 2002). Particles with energies below a few
100 MeV nuc�1 are more strongly affected by solar modulation
compared to particles with higher energies (Potgieter 2013). The
relationship has been observed at and around the Earth since the
1950s (Alania et al. 2014). A network of ground-based neutron
monitors (NMs) is used to study the temporal modulation of cos-
mic rays by measuring the flux of cascading particles produced
by cosmic rays colliding with atmospheric atoms (Engel et al.
1992; Usoskin et al. 2017). In addition to exhibiting a tempo-
ral anti-correlation with solar activity, the GCR intensity also
varies with heliocentric distance, increasing with 3–4% per AU
(De Simone et al. 2011; Honig et al. 2019; Modzelewska et al.
2019; Vos & Potgieter 2016). This gradient is highly convolved
with the solar and magnetic conditions at any given time and is
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generally stronger for negative polarity periods (A < 0), when
the magnetic field has a radial inward component in the northern
hemisphere and the particle drifts are inwards along the current
sheet (Burger et al. 2008), and weaker for times with positive
polarity (Roussos et al. 2020).

Error detection and correction (EDAC) is a technique used
on most spacecraft (Shirvani et al. 2000) to detect and correct
errors in memory contents. On spacecraft, this corruption is prin-
cipally due to bit flips caused by single event upsets (SEUs). An
SEU can happen when an energetic particle hits a physical mem-
ory cell. If the particle deposits charge in it, a memory error can
occur, which in turn can corrupt the data stored on the chips if
not corrected. Such errors are caught and corrected by the EDAC
algorithm. Once a correction is done, the relevant EDAC counter
goes up by 1 (Shirvani et al. 2000).

The relatively steady cumulative EDAC increase is attributed
to the continuous presence of cosmic rays as only highly ener-
getic particles are expected to trigger an SEU and a subsequent
count increment with the EDAC counter. Normal to elevated
solar wind conditions are not expected to have any direct effects
on the EDAC counter as such particle energies are much too
low. However, solar energetic particle (SEP) events are known
to cause irregularities such as jumps in the otherwise relatively
monotone counter (see panel A in Fig. 1) and have resulted
in various spacecraft failures or the forced initiation of safety
modes (Limes et al. 2015). Some previous studies have explored
using EDACs for the purpose of monitoring space weather, such
as SEP events, with promising results (e.g., Jiggens et al. 2019).
Otherwise, the EDAC parameter has been of little interest for
scientific purposes thus far.

Understanding the radiation environment within our Solar
System is not only key to many fundamental questions about
particle transport processes within the heliosphere, it is also
imperative when preparing for human and robotic space explo-
ration, especially for human space flight beyond low Earth
orbit. The extremely high energies of GCRs and the strict
mass constraints in space flight represent a serious challenge
(Durante & Cucinotta 2011). Tradeoffs between added weight
and shielding can be further optimised if predictive models of
GCR variations are improved. At present, dedicated instrumenta-
tion on specific spacecraft is used to this end in conjunction with
sophisticated modelling efforts. Nevertheless, measurements are
sparse, gaps in time coverage are frequent, and the spatial dis-
tribution of measurement points is very limited. By utilising
EDAC counters in addition to scientific instruments, both spa-
tial and temporal coverage can be greatly improved. EDACs are
implemented on all spacecraft, past and present, and the datasets
are increasingly becoming more easily available. By combining
EDAC counters with tailored scientific payloads, the radiation
monitoring within our Solar System can be greatly improved.
This study endeavours to showcase the utility of the EDAC
counter for long-term observations of GCR variations in our
heliosphere, as well as to highlight some remaining challenges.
Section 2 describes the datasets used and the data treatment pro-
cess, Sect. 3 presents the results, and Sect. 4 reflects on the find-
ings before a conclusion is given in Sect. 5.

2. Datasets

On June 2, 2003, Mars Express (MEX) was launched and
reached Mars orbit in December of the same year (Chicarro et al.
2004). After an initial commissioning phase, nominal science
operations began in mid-January 2004. As of December 2020,
MEX was still operational and is expected to remain so until at

least the end of 2022. The EDAC counter related to the data man-
agement system processor on MEX was utilised for this work
(parameter ID NDMW0D0G), which reports increments mul-
tiple times per day. Rosetta was launched on March 2, 2004,
and started its ten-year journey to reach Comet 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko (Glassmeier et al. 2007). The spacecraft was oper-
ational and in contact with the ground from launch until June
2011, at which point Rosetta entered a hibernation period that
lasted until January 2014. Subsequently, Rosetta reached its
target comet in August 2014 and remained operational until
September 30, 2016. Out of the 18 available EDACs on Rosetta,
the attitude and orbit control system counter (parameter ID
NACW0D0A) was chosen for this study because of its contin-
uous temporal coverage (except during hibernation) and its mea-
surement frequency, which was higher and more even than the
others.

For the part of this study that involves the solar cycle modula-
tion of GCRs at Mars, the MEX EDAC housekeeping parameter
was compared with SSNs for the time period January 1, 2005
– September 17, 2020. The utilised sunspot data were down-
loaded from the World Data Center SILSO, Royal Observa-
tory of Belgium, Brussels (Center 2020). For the study of GCR
variations with heliocentric distance, the EDACs on MEX and
Rosetta from January 1, 2005, until the end of the Rosetta mis-
sion were utilised. These EDAC parameters are archived in mis-
sion databases at the European Space Operations Centre (ESOC)
for all ESA spacecraft but are not necessarily publicly avail-
able as they are not scientific datasets. For some missions (such
as Rosetta and Cluster), these datasets are also available in the
online public archives of the European Space Astronomy Centre
(ESAC).

To validate how well the EDAC parameter is suited for GCR
monitoring, the counter was also compared to ground-based NM
data. Neutron monitor data from several ground stations were
collected from the Bartol Research Institute’s website1. The NM
provides proxy measurements of GCRs by measuring secondary
particles created by their interaction with the atmosphere and
inside the NMs (Simpson 2000).

Data processing

The EDAC parameter is a cumulative counter. However, on a few
occasions over the course of the MEX and Rosetta missions, the
counter was reset to zero. For the purposes of this study, these
resets were corrected for by adding the count value immediately
before the reset to all subsequent data points. The measuring fre-
quency of the EDACs is quite irregular, varying from data points
every 30 s to times with fewer than one measurement per day
on average. In order to compare MEX and Rosetta EDACs, the
cumulative counter was resampled with a daily frequency, and
missing days were filled by linear interpolation. For each EDAC
counter, a daily EDAC count rate was calculated by finding the
difference in the counter every two weeks and dividing this num-
ber by 14 days. Different time bins were tested, and a 14-day
average, approximately half a solar rotation period, was found to
be the best compromise for removing daily variations and high-
lighting the solar cycle modulation. By calculating the 14-day
daily average, much of the random background fluctuations even
out; nevertheless, the rate is still susceptible to short-term varia-
tion and extreme space weather events.

Daily variations are caused by random fluctuations in the
GCR background, which are largely removed by the previously

1 http://neutronm.bartol.udel.edu
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the removal process of SEP-induced disturbances (SPEs drastically influence the EDAC counters, artificially raising the
calculated EDAC count rate for several months prior to and after the actual event). Panel A: Rosetta EDAC counter from January 2005 to end
of mission; the blank space indicates the hibernation period and the black arrow points to an example SEP event. Panel B: close-up of the jump
indicated in panel A. Panel C: smoothed and original EDAC count rates before (purple, left y-axis) and after (blue, right y-axis) removal of two
distinct SEP events. We note that the original and modified count rates are plotted on different y-scales to highlight the extreme count rate values
obtained if SEP events are not removed from the time series.

described steps, but also by the passing of energetic solar erup-
tions, such as coronal mass ejections or solar particle events
(SPEs), that disturb the regular background of GCRs and cause
irregularities in the EDAC counter. Many SPEs are detectable
within these datasets; however, for both spacecraft two specific
solar eruptions caused such extreme responses in the EDAC
counter that it was deemed necessary to do a correction. Figure 1
illustrates this process using Rosetta as an example. In Fig. 1A
the complete EDAC dataset from Rosetta is illustrated, includ-
ing one clearly visible jump caused by an SPE and one smaller
jump about 6 months earlier. The largest event is indicated by
an arrow. This event is zoomed in on in Fig. 1B, where for two
days the EDAC counter increases dramatically, with nearly 100
counts per day, compared to the 1.3 daily average. If no correc-
tion is made, the estimated 14-day moving average EDAC count
rate around the point in time of the SPE leads to extreme values,
as can be seen in the uncorrected EDAC count rates (purple) in
Fig. 1C compared to the corrected count rates (blue). However,
by replacing the EDAC rate in the 14-day interval around the
SPEs with the mean of the rate before and after the event, a more
realistic estimate of the GCR background can be obtained. The
daily count rate average for the complete dataset before and after
the extreme event correction remained very similar (reduced
from 1.3± 0.88 to 1.25± 0.37 counts per day for Rosetta and
from 1.39± 0.48 to 1.38± 0.32 for MEX) and is close to equal
for both spacecraft.

To obtain daily count rates that reflect the long-term vari-
ations in GCR background radiation, a smoothing routine
was applied after the removal of the two SEP anomalies
(which occurred in January and September of 2005). A linear

Savitzky-Golay low-pass filter with a 365-day window
(Savitzky & Golay 1964) was applied to the EDAC count rate
time series as well as to the SSN and NM data. In essence,
this process smooths the data by removing high-frequency vari-
ations in the signal. If the SEP events had not been removed,
the EDAC rates during these times would be an order of mag-
nitude larger than the rest and the smoothed rate would be ele-
vated to an artificially high level in the ±6 months surrounding
the EDAC jumps, as illustrated in Fig. 1C. This would result in
the solar cycle modulation of the cosmic rays appearing negli-
gible. For studies on long timescales, this SEP-induced EDAC
response removal is necessary to extract solar-induced modula-
tion from the more intense but short term space weather phe-
nomena. EDAC reactions to SEPs are, however, interesting in
themselves. If one wanted to study these transient events, a
smoothing routine with a much shorter time span would be
applied. Such a study could be of use for the detection and
diagnosing of space weather events, and Jiggens et al. (2019)
demonstrated the feasibility of this method. Future work will
investigate these responses.

3. Results

The datasets discussed here are EDAC counters with daily fre-
quencies in the period from January 1, 2005, to September 17,
2020, for MEX and from January 1, 2005, to September 29,
2016, for Rosetta. Daily SSNs were compared to the MEX
EDAC counter for the full duration of the MEX EDAC time
period. To demonstrate the capabilities of the EDAC counter as a
proxy for GCR variations, Sect. 3.1 compares the EDAC counter
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Fig. 2. Demonstration of the similar properties of the space-borne EDAC counter and the ground-based NM. Panel A: time series of the MEX
EDAC count rate (red) and the McMurdo NM count rate (green). Panel B: smoothed EDAC rate as a function of the smoothed NM count rate.
Panel C: cross-correlation between the two count rates; maximum correlation was found at exactly 0 lag, with a coefficient of 0.8.

with a ground-based NM, another well-established proxy indica-
tor of GCR activity (Usoskin et al. 1998). Section 3.2 focuses on
the solar cycle modulation on cosmic rays by comparing SSNs to
the MEX EDAC. The Rosetta EDAC is not used for this purpose
for two reasons. First, there is an interruption in the data series
during the time Rosetta was in hibernation. Second, the orbit of
Rosetta took the spacecraft to large heliocentric distances, which
makes any direct comparison to Earth questionable. In Sect. 3.3,
however, we derive a heliocentric GCR gradient by comparing
the EDAC on Rosetta with the one on board MEX.

3.1. EDAC comparison with neutron monitor data

All NM data used in this work were collected from the Bar-
tol research institute, which operates eight NMs; our primary
source was measurements from the McMurdo station. Data from
Thule and other NM stations were also compared with the EDAC
rates (not shown) and yielded nearly identical results. Figure 2A
directly compares the calculated MEX EDAC count rates to NM
count rates, both raw and smoothed, and demonstrates that the
EDAC count rate at Mars exhibits the same long-term temporal
behaviour as the count rates registered at the McMurdo station
on Earth. Figure 2B qualitatively confirms the linear relationship
between the two count rates by plotting the smoothed EDAC
count rates as a function of the smoothed NM count rates. To
quantify the strength of the correlation between the two coun-
ters, a cross-correlation calculation was made, as seen in Fig. 2C.
Maximum similarity between the two signals, with a coefficient
of 0.8, is obtained at a lag of 0, indicating that if there is a delayed
response of GCR modulation at Earth compared to Mars, it is
undetectable with this method.

The solar cycle modulation is clearly visible in both the NM
time series and the EDAC count rate, demonstrating the abil-
ity of the EDAC counter to measure the varying GCR intensity.
The comparison between the two smoothed time series shows
a strong correlation. Neutron monitor data is a well-established
proxy for GCR measurements and makes for a good control set
to validate the fitness of EDACs for the purpose of GCR vari-
ation studies. However, NMs are Earth-based instruments and
are therefore influenced by magnetospheric effects – effectively
being shielded from particles of lower energies to which the
EDAC is still susceptible – which might cause the higher vari-
ability in the EDAC compared to the NM. This could be in part
why the correlation coefficient is not even higher.

3.2. Solar cycle modulated GCRs at Mars

Measurements of the radiation environment around planetary
bodies other than Earth are relatively sparse. The radiation field
at Martian orbit was first measured in 2002 with instruments
on Mars Odyssey (Zeitlin et al. 2010) and later with ExoMars
Trace Gas Orbiter (Semkova et al. 2018), while measurements
on the surface of Mars have been acquired since August 2012
(Hassler et al. 2012, 2014). Here we present cosmic ray varia-
tions due to solar cycle modulation in Martian orbit, for the first
time recorded by engineering parameters. Figure 3 shows daily
EDAC count rates and SSNs along with the smoothed time series
of each dataset. All smoothing was done with a Savitzky-Golay
low-pass filter, with a 365-day window and linear polynomial
fit of the data. Figures 3A and B illustrate the changing rate
of EDAC increments at Mars and Rosetta, respectively, as the
GCR intensity varies with the solar cycle; the SSNs are shown
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the two EDACs and the relevant solar cycle. Panel A: MEX EDAC daily count rates based on 14-day averages, with
smoothed count rates. Panel B: Rosetta EDAC daily count rates based on 14-day averages, with smoothed count rates. Panel C: daily SSNs along
with smoothed SSNs.

in Fig. 3C. From visual inspection, a pronounced anti-correlation
can be discerned, which is further investigated in Fig. 4.

By inspection of Fig. 3, the GCR intensity minimum can be
seen to occur during the time of highest solar activity at the very
beginning of 2014, that is, during the polarity reversal phase of
the solar magnetic dipole field (Janardhan et al. 2018). Due to
the particularly strong warping of the heliospheric current sheet
during solar maximum (Prölss 2004), cosmic ray access to the
inner heliosphere is diminished during this time, causing the
anti-correlation between GCR intensity and SSNs. The Rosetta
and MEX EDACs exhibit very similar behaviours overall despite
the difference in location. To investigate the EDAC-solar cycle
relationship further, the MEX EDAC and SSN are compared in
a correlation study in Fig. 4. The Rosetta EDAC is not used for
this part of the analysis due to the long hibernation period inter-
rupting the time series.

Figure 4 compares the MEX EDAC counter with solar activ-
ity over the course of 15 years. Panel A highlights the cyclic
behaviour of the two time series, and the relationship is shown
as a scatter plot in panel B with a clear linear relation. The daily
EDAC count rate at Mars orbit during solar minimum is twice as
high (1.9 counts day�1) as the daily count rate during the months
of maximum solar activity (0.8 counts day�1). Panel C quanti-
fies the lag, which is barely discernible by visual inspection in
panel A, by cross-correlation analysis. A lag time of 5.5 months
is obtained, which corresponds well with results from previ-
ous studies of solar modulation around the Earth; Bertucci et al.
(2019) obtained a lag time of 6–8 months, and Ross & Chaplin

(2019) found the lag to be 2–4 months. The difference between
the two might be due to the difference in energies they measured.
Interestingly, the origin of the delayed GCR response remains
unknown.

3.3. GCR variations with radial distance

The flux of cosmic rays increases when moving away from the
Sun, but it is also modulated by the solar activity and the solar
cycle. It will also differ depending on the measured energy inter-
val. In this study we utilise EDACs on MEX and on Rosetta as it
journeyed outwards in the Solar System. To obtain a GCR gra-
dient independent of the solar cycle modulation, simultaneous
EDAC measurements on multiple spacecraft at different loca-
tions are required. As the heliocentric distance of each spacecraft
is known at all times, one can disentangle the radial effects from
the solar cycle modulation effects observed with Rosetta by com-
paring the EDAC counters on each spacecraft at the same time.
Heliocentric longitudinal and latitudinal variations in the GCR
flux are considered to be negligible compared to the radial varia-
tion in this study (De Simone et al. 2011; Vos & Potgieter 2016;
Heber et al. 2009). To compare the MEX and Rosetta EDAC
rates as a function of heliocentric distance, we calculated the dif-
ference in heliocentric distance between the spacecraft by sub-
tracting the Mars-Sun distance from the Rosetta-Sun distance
for each day of Rosetta’s lifetime. The result is shown in Fig. 5,
where the ratio between the Rosetta and MEX EDAC rates is
plotted as a function of the difference between the solar distances
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Fig. 4. Long-term solar cycle modulation of GCRs. Panel A: smoothed SSNs in orange along with smoothed MEX EDAC count rates in hues of
red. The count rate is colour-coded according to the solar cycle phases to highlight the effect of solar modulation. The colours match the colours in
panel B. Panel B: SSNs as a function of MEX count rates in hues of red as defined in panel A. The blue line is the linear best fit of the data points,
indicating the relationship between the two parameters. Panel C: cross-correlation between smoothed SSN and MEX count rates, illustrating a
cyclic anti-correlated relationship, where the EDAC rate lags 5.5 months behind the solar cycle as measured by the SSN.

of Rosetta and Mars. The x-axis in Fig. 5 is such that x = 0 indi-
cates the heliocentric distance to the mean Martian orbit and any
points at negative values translate to Rosetta being closer to the
Sun than Mars.

A linear function was fitted to the data points where x �
0, with an obtained slope of 5.3%, meaning the EDAC count
rate, and subsequently the GCR flux, increased at an average
rate of 5.3% AU�1 for this dataset. If all measurements inside
Mars orbit are also included, the rate becomes 3.9% AU�1.
In previous works (Honig et al. 2019; McDonald et al. 1997;
Webber & Lockwood 1991), it has been customary to take the
natural logarithm of the count rate ratio when calculating a radial
gradient of GCR fluxes. By doing this for the two cases – all
measurements and only measurements at and beyond Mars –
slopes of 4.1% and 5.4% are obtained, respectively, which are
similar to the values found in previous studies. The mean and
median of these four slopes both round up to 4.7, and thus our
final estimate of the GCR radial gradient becomes 4.7± 0.8%.

As Rosetta’s journey included a hibernation period, there
are two additional end points in the time series, as indicated by
the diamonds in Fig. 5. Immediately after the launch of Rosetta
and after waking up at the end of hibernation, the relationship
between the two EDAC rates differ from the remaining 14 years
of data. This could be related to shortcomings of the smooth-
ing algorithm at the edges or was possibly caused by cometary
shielding for 2014, as discussed in Honig et al. (2019).

4. Discussion

In situ measurements of the radiation environment around Earth
have been conducted for almost six decades, with Mariner 2
becoming the first satellite to travel from Earth to another

planet (Neugebauer & Snyder 1962). Since then, specialised
radiation instrumentation has flown on multiple spacecraft, pro-
viding detailed data of the solar modulation of GCR activity
at and around the near-Earth environment. Zeitlin et al. (2010)
recorded, for the first time, solar modulation of GCR activity in
Martian orbit from 2004 to 2007. Here we have confirmed, and
expanded upon, those results. Several SPEs were also detected
by Zeitlin et al. (2010), and complimenting those measurements
(and others) with EDAC data will be the focus of future work.

Recently, the radiation dose rate was measured in Martian
orbit with the FREND (Fine Resolution Epithermal Neutron
Detector) instrument during the insertion phase of the ExoMars
Trace Gas Orbiter. With this instrument, Semkova et al. (2018)
observed changes in the GCR-related dose rate in accordance
with the declining phase of the solar cycle. The GCR radiation
dose has also been measured at the Martian surface by the MSL-
RAD instrument, where the solar cycle modulation was observed
(Berger et al. 2020). The dose rate was found to be fairly similar
to that on the Moon, although the presence of the Martian atmo-
sphere shields the surface from lower-energy GCRs, resulting in
a reduced modulation effect.

In this study we measure the solar cycle modulation of GCRs
at Martian orbit and thus avoid the low-energy particle filtration
effect of the Martian atmosphere. On the other hand, the space-
craft itself shields against the low-energy part of the GCR spec-
trum. Quantifying this effect is complicated and requires detailed
knowledge of the spacecraft (geometry and components) and
was not considered for this study.

As previously mentioned, longitudinal effects were assumed
to be negligible (De Simone et al. 2011) for this work. In addition
to longitudinal effects, Rosetta’s trajectory does not at all times
lie within the ecliptic plane (±8� latitude; Honig et al. 2019),
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Fig. 5. Ratio of smoothed Rosetta and MEX EDAC count rates as a
function of the difference in solar distance. The magenta line indicates
the linear best fit of the data, with an obtained slope corresponding to
a 5.3% AU�1 increase in GCR intensity. Each colour indicates a full
terrestrial year, except for 2016 (grey), which ends on September 29.
The diamonds mark the start and end points of the Rosetta EDAC time
series. The lightest shades of green and yellow are not present in the
plot as they represent times when Rosetta was in hibernation. The grey
shaded area for x < 0 indicates when Rosetta was at or within mean
Martian orbit. EDAC data points within this region were not included
in the best-fit procedure illustrated in the figure.

and thus this adds to the already varying heliocentric latitude
caused by the inclination of the Sun’s rotational axis. MEX data
was only used after orbit insertion around Mars, so radial and
latitudinal effects are reduced to those caused by Mars’ elliptical
orbit and the inclination of the Sun’s rotational axis. Latitudinal
gradients, however, are known to be small (Heber et al. 2009).
All heliocentric longitudes are covered. Thus, the effects these
parameters might have on the EDAC counter are considered to
be very small compared to solar cycle modulation and heliocen-
tric distance effects.

Another aspect to consider is planetary shielding. Over the
course of the MESSENGER mission, a neutron spectrome-
ter was used for long-term study of GCR variations in the
inner heliosphere (Lawrence et al. 2016). When the satellite
was within a certain range of Mercury, the GCR intensity was
observed to drop since the GCRs incident on the solid angle
of the planet were intercepted and did not reach the space-
craft. Lawrence et al. (2016) therefore set a cautionary limit of
8000 km and abstained from using data when the spacecraft was
within this range of the planet. MEX is in a highly elliptical
quasi-polar orbit around Mars, with periapsis at 330 km, apoap-
sis at 10 500 km, and a period of 7 hours. More than 5 of those
7 hours are spent at altitudes higher than 5000 km, at which dis-
tance Mars subtends 4% of the total sky. Planetary shielding was
therefore assumed to have a marginal effect on the MEX EDAC
counter even when data from the full orbit were utilised and has
therefore not been taken into account for either of the EDAC
datasets considered here.

The solar cycle modulation of GCRs has been under intense
study for decades (e.g., Forbush 1958; Usoskin et al. 1998;
Bertucci et al. 2019), and though the existence of a time lag of
GCR intensity relative to solar activity is well known, its origins
remain elusive. In general, the lag is caused by the vast size of the
heliosphere and the diffusive and drifting nature of the cosmic
rays (Dorman & Dorman 1967), though the details of the pro-
cess are unexplained. The lag is larger for odd numbered solar
cycles than for even numbered ones (Usoskin et al. 1998), which

is related to the polarity of the 22-year magnetic cycle of the Sun.
This study spans almost 1.5 cycles, including solar cycle 24 in its
entirety. The polarity reversal normally occurs near solar maxi-
mum for each cycle, with one hemisphere flipping about 1 year
before the other (Pishkalo 2019). The lag obtained here of 5.5
months during an even numbered cycle is smaller than the lag
found by Bertucci et al. (2019) for the period 2008–2012, which
follows conventional predictions, but slightly larger than what
Ross & Chaplin (2019) found for the same cycle (2–4 months).

The EDAC counter increase with heliocentric distance
obtained by comparing the EDACs on MEX and Rosetta indi-
cates an average GCR gradient of 4.7± 0.8% AU�1 between
2005 and 2020. The uncertainty stems from the calculation
method used (simple count rate ratios or natural logarithm of
said ratios) and whether or not data points Sunwards of the
mean Mars orbit are included. This result confirms what ded-
icated radiation instrumentation on other spacecraft has previ-
ously measured. When Rosetta was at heliocentric distances
equal to or smaller than mean Mars orbit, the spacecraft con-
ducted several maneuvers and multiple fly-bys. Planetary shield-
ing effects and the passing through Earth’s Van Allen radiation
belts on multiple occasions led us to differentiate between data
points within and outside Martian orbit when Rosetta’s trajec-
tory was less convoluted. If all data points are included, the GCR
gradient drops to 3.8% AU�1.

By comparing three years of data from the Kiel Electron
Telescope on the Ulysses spacecraft and the PAMELA (Pay-
load for Antimatter Matter Exploration and Light-nuclei Astro-
physics) instrument, De Simone et al. (2011) found a radial gra-
dient of 2.7% per AU for particles in the range 1.6–1.8 GV
during the solar cycle minimum between cycles 23 and 24.
For the same time period and using the same instruments,
Vos & Potgieter (2016) found a radial gradient of 4.25% AU�1.
Gradients are generally stronger during the negative polarity
phase when A < 0 and the magnetic field has a radial inward
component north of the current sheet, in this case during 2005–
2014, and weaker for times with positive polarity. The recent
work of Roussos et al. (2020) found similar values with Cassini
data, with a peak gradient of 4% AU�1 and an average gradient
of 3.5% AU�1 for A < 0 in the period 2006–2014. Our mea-
surements span multiple polarity periods, and the gradient found
here should therefore be considered a long-term average. More-
over, the rigidity of those particles responsible for EDAC counts
is currently not well understood. A quantitative comparison with
other methods is thus still elusive. Nevertheless, we expect our
results to be robust if we compare between EDAC counters on
other spacecraft as long as these counters provide comparable
amounts of shielding for the spacecraft memories.

Honig et al. (2019) found a GCR gradient anomaly during
the comet-approach phase of the Rosetta mission, when the GCR
count rate dropped by 8% and thus exhibited a negative relation-
ship with heliocentric distance. Our results also indicate that the
GCR flux was different before and after hibernation. This effect
was tentatively attributed to cometary shielding by Honig et al.
(2019), although the phenomenon requires further investigation.
In 2005, Rosetta was still for the most part within Martian orbit,
and the closest approach fly-by of Earth was also during this
period, which might have caused the elevated EDAC rate com-
pared to MEX at the same time (see Fig. 3).

In this analysis, EDAC counters from two spacecraft were
utilised to infer the solar cycle modulation of GCRs in the helio-
sphere and the increase in GCR intensity with heliocentric dis-
tance. By including EDAC counters from additional spacecraft,
the spatial and temporal coverage would increase drastically. The
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main caveat to using EDAC counters individually to infer GCR
variations is the uncertain quantification of the energies or rigidi-
ties of the particles that are responsible for errors in the memory
chips. The GCR spectrum covers a broad range of energies, and
not all will be sufficient to penetrate the spacecraft and result in
an EDAC increment. To understand this, knowledge of the 3D
structure of the spacecraft is required. Since the solar effects on
GCR variation is rigidity dependent, it is imperative to compare
datasets with equal rigidities (De Simone et al. 2011). The parti-
cle energies that cause SEUs in one spacecraft might not be the
same in another as it will depend on the location of the onboard
computer and the shielding effect of the rest of the spacecraft.
The spacecraft chosen for this study, Rosetta and MEX, are
largely similar, designed with a large degree of commonality in
several subsystems and with comparable solid-state mass mem-
ory units (Ferri et al. 2004), which gives us confidence in the
results reported here. The potential scientific return from EDAC
counters is irrefutable, and the benefits from supplementing the
counters with science instruments are numerous.

5. Conclusion

Ground-based NMs on Earth have been utilised for decades to
monitor the near-Earth GCR environment. Here we demonstrate
that the EDAC engineering parameter can provide similar infor-
mation from a multitude of locations in the Solar System. EDAC
counters can be used to monitor the time evolution and 3D struc-
ture of the GCRs in the heliosphere.

We have shown that, as expected, the GCR variations at Mars
follow a solar cycle modulation very similar to that observed at
Earth, with twice as high daily count rates during solar minimum
compared to solar maximum, for those energies that the EDAC
counter is sensitive to. The GCR-induced EDAC signal was found
to lag SSNs by approximately 5.5 months, comparable to previous
results (Bertucci et al. 2019; Ross & Chaplin 2019).

By comparing the Rosetta and MEX EDAC counters, we
found that EDAC count rates increased by 4.7± 0.8% per AU,
which is in good agreement with previous studies of Rosetta
radiation monitor data (Honig et al. 2019). This behaviour is
expected as the flux of GCRs increases with increasing helio-
centric distance (e.g., Ferreira & Potgieter 2004).

This work demonstrates the ability of EDAC counters and
shows that they are well suited for GCR studies and can be used
to identify long-term GCR variations in the heliosphere. Because
all spacecraft are equipped with EDAC counters irrespective of
their scientific objectives, EDAC data can provide information
about the GCR flux at multiple locations in the heliosphere. In
addition, shorter-term GCR variations in the form of Forbush
decreases, as measured by EDACs, may inform on the propa-
gation of large solar transient events (e.g., Sánchez-Cano et al.
2017; Witasse et al. 2017), particularly in those instances when
there is no other instrumentation available to measure them.
Future work will need to quantify the effect of different shield-
ing geometries on the EDAC count rate, and methods for
cross-calibration between different spacecraft will be needed to
improve the quality of EDAC data for scientific studies. Nev-
ertheless, the opportunity offered by such multi-point measure-
ments to improve the understanding of particle transport pro-
cesses in the heliosphere should be followed up on.
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